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AbstratThis thesis develops and demonstrates the performane of a realisti forward modeland retrieval algorithm for ozone and temperature sounding by the Sun Monitor andAtmospheri Sounder (SMAS) instrument. The SMAS sensor onept employs the solaroultation tehnique and is primarily aiming at mesospheri pro�les. The SMAS sensorprovides self alibrating normalised intensity data, whih allow to aurately derive pro�lesof moleular and atomi oxygen, moleular nitrogen, and ozone and temperature.This work foused on oultation data between 185 nm and 250 nm to ompute trans-mission data for an ozone and temperature retrieval algorithm in the mesosphere. Aproessing system is presented and used to alulate atmospheri pro�les from the solarradiation. This inludes a mathematial desription of the measurement as well as theretrieval, inluding the numerial solution of the Abel integral equation. The retrieval wasperformed with an optimal estimation tehnique by inorporation of a priori (�rst guess)data. The input for this are simulated measurements (superposed with noise) and a prioritemperature and density pro�les, omplemented by statistial models of the unertaintiesof the a priori and measurement information. The moderately non-linear radiative trans-fer problem was solved by a Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) algorithm, whih isan iterative inversion algorithm employing a Taylor series expansion about the �rst guesspro�le, and stops after a minimisation in a ost funtion.The limatologial bakground model CIRA-86 was used to supply a priori tempera-ture and moleular oxygen information, aounting for latitudinal and seasonal variationsof the atmosphere. The ozone a priori information was derived from AFGL-TR-86 data(FASCODE model). In terms of measurement hannels, SMAS omprises a small setof wavelength hannels seleted to inlude the ozone and moleular oxygen absorptionbands for limb transmissions over the entire mesosphere, providing a maximum possibleinformation from the measurements.An end-to-end retrieval performane analysis was arried out for the developed re-trieval proessing system, whih was found to yield mesospheri temperature and ozonepro�les with < 2 K and < 5% auray, respetively, at �2 km vertial resolution. Thesevery enouraging results for mesospheri temperature and ozone sounding ful�l the targetrequirements arried out for the SMAS oultation sensor onept. They promise a newquality level of muh needed global atmospheri pro�ling of the mesosphere in the ontextof limate hange monitoring and researh.
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ZusammenfassungIn dieser Arbeit werden ein realistishes Vorw�artsmodell und ein dazugeh�origerRetrieval-Algorithmus f�ur Temperatur- und Ozonbestimmung mit Hilfe eines sogenan-nten Sun Monitor and Atmospheri Sounder (SMAS) Instrumentes vorgestellt. DasSMAS Sensor Konzept verwendet die Sonnenokkultationsmethode und erzeugt prim�arDihte- und Temperaturpro�le im H�ohenbereih der Mesosph�are. Der SMAS Sensor liefertselbst-kalibrierte normierte Intensit�atsdaten, welhe mit hoher Genauigkeit in vertikaleH�ohenpro�le f�ur molekularen und atomaren Sauersto�, molekularen Stiksto�, Ozon undTemperatur umgerehnet werden k�onnen.F�ur das Ozon- und Temperatur-Retrieval werden in dieser Arbeit prim�ar Inten-sit�atsdaten im Wellenl�angenbereih zwishen 185 nm und 250 nm verwendet. Einzugeh�origes Datenverarbeitungssystem zur Berehnung der gew�unshten atmosph�arishenDihte- und Temperaturpro�le aus diesen solaren Intensit�atsdaten wird vorgestellt. Dasbedeutet eine mathematishe Beshreibung des Messvorganges und Retrievals, inklusiveder numerishen L�osung einer Abel-Integralgleihung. Das Retrieval basiert auf der soge-nannten "optimal estimation" Tehnik. Die Input-Daten zur Erzeugung dieser simuliertenMesswerte (�uberlagert mit realistishen Messfehlern) sind sogenannte a priori (gesh�atzte)Temperatur- und Dihtepro�le. Diese Daten beinhalten statistishe Fehler, sowohl in dena priori Pro�len als auh in den Messdaten. Das resultierende moderat niht lineareStrahlungstransferproblem wurde mit Hilfe eines Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE)iterativen Inversions-Algorithmus gel�ost. Dieser basiert auf einer Taylor Reihenentwik-lung um das angenommene Startpro�l. Der Algorithmus wird abgebrohen, nahdem einMinimumwert in einer sogenannten Kostenfunktion erreiht wird.Zur Erzeugung der von der Jahreszeit und geographishen Breite abh�angigen a pri-ori Temperaturpro�le wurde das CIRA-86 Klimamodel verwendet. Die Ozon a prioriInformation wurde aus den AFGL-TR-86 Daten (FASCODE Modell) abgeleitet. Um diemaximale Information aus den Messdaten zu erhalten wurden in dieser Simulationsstudiedie verwendeten Wellenl�angenkan�ale so gew�ahlt, dass eine komplette Abdekung des Ab-sorptionsbereihes von molekularem Sauersto� und Ozon in der Mesosph�are gegeben ist.Eine end-to-end Retrieval Analyse wurde durhgef�uhrt, welhe Temperatur- undOzonpro�le mit einer Genauigkeit < 2 K beziehungsweise < 5% bei einer vertikalenH�ohenau�osung von �2 km lieferte. Diese sehr ermutigenden Ergebnisse erf�ullen zurG�anze die an das SMAS Sensor Konzept gestellten Anforderungen und versprehen eineneue Qualit�at an globalen mesosph�arishen Daten zur Beobahtung und Erforshung vonKlima�anderungen.
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IntrodutionThe Earth atmosphere as a limate subsystem is an important part of the terrestriallimate system. It is the medium whih enables life on Earth and works as transitionzone of the Earth's surfae to spae. A hange in the atmospheri omposition, espeiallydue to the inreasing anthropogeni emissions of greenhouse gases, whih are the drivingfores in global warming, will inuene the thermal struture of Earth's atmosphere. Theatmospheri omposition is of major importane for the limate system suh as for theradiation budget of Earth. Changes in the atmospheri omposition are leading to a globalhange of its limate.The Earth's atmosphere annot be seen as an isolated system, in ontrary it interatswith the land mass, the ie sheets, and the oeans. The understanding of atual physialand hemial proesses of the Earth atmosphere is of ruial importane to daily lifeand to future onditions of this planet. Observations of the atmospheri state with highquality and long-term stability are fundamental for limate system analysis, espeially foratmospheri analysis and modeling.Important key parameters inuening the limate system are the fundamental at-mospheri variables temperature and ozone. Ozone is a ritial key onstituent of theatmosphere, as well it is inuening the biologial system of the Earth. Ozone is a toxigas in the troposphere but it is the main absorber of solar ultraviolet radiation in themiddle atmosphere. The ozone layer protets the Earth and its biosphere from this harm-ful UV irradiane. Changes in the stratospheri ozone onentration lead to a hangingtemperature distribution. Dereasing ozone densities lead to lower temperatures and havetherefore an impat on the limate system. The ozone onentration is governed by severalprodution and loss proesses, some importantly started by man-made hemials ontain-ing hlorouoroarbons. But not only these parameters drive the limate system, manyother proesses exists, whih are onneted with temperature hange.Observations of these key parameters are essential for limate system monitoring. At-mospheri observations an be measured in various ways. Measurements an be made insitu, where observations are taken at the exat instrument position, or by remote sens-ing tehniques. Methods whih furnishes information from a distane are generally alledremote sensing, de�ned as the aquisition of information of an objet, without ominginto physial ontat with it. This means that the instrument making the measurementis far from the point at whih the measurement is being made. Spaeborne sounding forreeiving the needed atmospheri information is a sublass of these methods, the solaroultation tehnique an be used to obtain a part of this neessary information about theEarth atmosphere. And spaeborne sounding holds a very great potential for observingthe Earth atmosphere.The solar oultation tehnique is basially a Sun-to-satellite limb sounding onept,where the solar intensity in the middle ultraviolet wavelength region (185 nm to 250 nm1



band) is monitored in several wavelength hannels by a satellite traking the Sun in limbgeometry during oultation by the Earth's atmosphere. A large advantage of this oneptis the self-alibrating nature of the Sun Monitor and Atmospheri Sounder (SMAS) o-ultation sensor onept, whereby the e�ets of instrument degradation over time an beessentially negleted. These normalised intensity data an be related to the number densi-ties of the absorbing speies, and furthermore, to height pro�les of atmospheri parameterssuh as pressure and temperature. Measurements are arried out within an altitude rangeof about 50 km to 100 km. In a sequential inversion proess, starting with a spetralinversion of transmission data to moleular oxygen and ozone olumnar ontent pro�les,followed by a spatial inversion via Abelian transform, vertial number density pro�les aswell as temperature pro�les are obtained. The retrieval is aomplished in this work by anoptimal estimation retrieval sheme, a so alled Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE).The resulting pro�les over low, mid, and high latitudes show errors of less than 5% forozone, and of less than 2 K for temperature, respetively, for almost all high levels ofinterest.In Chapter one, a short overview about the atmospheri omposition and struture isgiven, espeially about the thermal struture. This inludes an overview of the middleatmosphere as well as a disussion of the ozone properties, its prodution, and its loss inthis altitude region.Chapter two summarises the basi atmospheri radiative transfer onept, inludingan overview about the fundamental proesses like absorption, emission, and sattering ofradiation by gases. Also a short desription of the Sun as emitter of radiation and theinteration properties of the Earth's atmosphere is given. The Chapter ompletes with anoverview about the ultraviolet absorption harateristis of moleular oxygen and ozone.A brief overview about the tehniques of remote sensing is given in Chapter three.The solar oultation method, its priniple, and its importane for temperature and ozonesounding in the mesosphere is summarised in this Chapter, followed by a disussion aboutthe advantages and disadvantages of the solar oultation method amongst other teh-niques of remote sensing.The SMAS sensor onept is disussed in detail in Chapter four. Here the SMAS sensorsystem is desribed and information on the sienti� promise for suh a sensor is given.Due to the aurate fundamental data produts as produed by the SMAS experiment,the sensor onept an be an enhanement to other atmospheri sensing missions.In Chapter �ve, the determination of the atmospheri parameters on SMAS data is dis-ussed. An end-to-end SMAS data proessing system developed in this work is presentedand used to alulate atmospheri pro�les from solar oultation data. This inludes themathematial desription of the measurement, the forward modeling, and the retrieval,inluding the numerial solution of the Abel integral equation, whih furnishes the at-mospheri pro�les from the olumnar measurements. The retrieval was performed withan optimal estimation tehnique by inorporation of a priori data. A brief error statististudy is also inluded.In the last Chapter retrieval performane analysis results based on the new proessingsystem for a set of four months (overing the four seasons) and three latitude regions arepresented. A onise summary and onlusion Setion ompletes the work.
2



1 The AtmosphereThe Earth's atmosphere is the medium enabling life on the surfae of the planet and, fur-thermore, the atmosphere ats as the transition zone between Earth and spae. Like otherplanetary atmospheres, the Earth's atmosphere �gures entrally in transfers of energy be-tween the Sun and the planet's surfae and also from one region of the globe to another.These transfers primarily keep up the thermal equilibrium and determine the planet's li-mate. The Earth's atmosphere is dynami, with hanges ourring due to hanges of solarillumination, season, latitude, and solar ativity.1.1 Composition and Struture of the AtmosphereThe atmosphere is the relatively thin gaseous envelope surrounding the planet. It is heldaround the Earth by gravitational attration. This gaseous mixture is nearly uniformlydistributed over the Earth's surfae. Almost the entire mass of the atmosphere (morethan 99%) is found below an altitude of only about 30 km. In spite of its relativelysmall mass and thikness, the atmosphere is the entral omponent of the limate system.The Earth's temperature results from the balane of solar energy that reahes the Earthand that leaves the planet. Solar radiation whih is not reeted by louds and snow isabsorbed by the Earth's surfae and the atmosphere. The atmosphere absorbs a majorpart of the energy emitted by the surfae and re-emits a further part of this energy, butat a lower temperature. This heating by the Sun is primarily responsible for the motionof the atmosphere, but it is a more omplex proess under the inuene of rotation.Solar radiation, louds, oean urrents, and atmospheri irulation together determinethe Earth limate in a omplex and haoti way. In a general view, the atmosphere isdivided into lower, middle, and upper regions. The lower part has been studied over manyyears by meteorologial programs. The developments in roket and satellite tehniques inthe last deades have led to the investigation of the middle and upper atmosphere. Theregion whih extends from about 10 km to 100 km altitude is generally alled the middleatmosphere. Observations of this region are not as advaned as that of the lower andupper atmosphere respetively.The atmosphere is generally desribed in terms of layers whih are di�erent in thermalstruture, pressure, omposition, and stability. The layers are haraterised by spei�vertial temperature gradients and alled spheres. The boundary between onnetinglayers is alled the pause. Starting from the surfae, the layers are de�ned, orrespondingto their thermal struture, as the troposphere, stratosphere, and mesosphere . The regionloated above the mesosphere (from about 90 km upward) is alled thermosphere, thetemperature inreases to reah maximum values that are strongly dependent on the levelof solar ativity. The Earth's atmosphere is primarily a mixture of gases. These gases are3



Constituent Moleular Contentweight (fration of total moleules)Nitrogen (N2) 28.02 0.7808 (75.51% by mass)Oxygen (O2) 32.00 0.2095 (23.14% by mass)Argon (A) 39.95 0.0093 (1.28% by mass)Water vapor (H2O) 18.02 0-0.04Carbon dioxide (CO2) 44.01 380 ppmvOzone (O3) 48.00 10 ppmvNeon (Ne) 20.18 18 ppmvHelium (He) 4.00 5 ppmvKrypton (Kr) 83.80 0.5 ppmvHydrogen (H) 1.01 0-12 ppmvTable 1.1. Composition of the Earth's atmosphere and summary of the most onentrated andrelevant atmospheri gases below 100 km (after [Salby (1995)℄).moleular nitrogen (78% of volume), moleular oxygen (21% of volume), and several inertgases (helium, neon, argon, xenon, and krypton), as indiated in Tab. 1.1. The remaining1% of the atmospheri omposition onsists of water vapor, arbon dioxide, and ozone,along with other minor onstituents.There are also a number of trae gases, but in relatively small and in most ases highlyvariable amounts beause they are reated and destroyed in partiular regions. These traespeies, like ozone and water vapor, play a key role in the radiative energy balane of theEarth. Gases are produed by hemial proesses within the atmosphere, human andbiologial ativities, volani exhalation, and radioative deay. In the same way they areremoved from the atmosphere by hemial reations. The average lifetime of gas moleulesan range from seonds to millions of years, depending on their reativity and the eÆienyremoval proess. The desription of the atmosphere is, furthermore, omplex beause theatmosphere supports a wide spetrum of motions. The important atmospheri gases arelisted in Tab. 1.1, arranged aording to the amount of their atmospheri ourrene.This hemial omposition remains onstant up to an altitude of about 100 km (f., e.g.,[Salby (1995)℄).Moleular nitrogen and moleular oxygen dominate the total number density of theatmosphere up to 100 km. The global-mean density dereases with altitude approximatelyexponentially. So the mean moleular weight of air varies little with altitude. This featureis the reason why the three layers up to the mesopause are alled homosphere. The ratiosof various gaseous onstituents at any level result from moleular di�usion and mixing dueto turbulent motions. As the atmosphere reats like a uid system, a wide spetrum ofmotions exist (from eddies of a few meters to irulations having dimensions of the Earthitself). The mobility of these uid systems makes their desription omplex. Figure 1.1shows the mean onstituents of the middle atmosphere (in a logarithmi density sale).For the homosphere, turbulent air motions result to a well mixed atmosphere, atmospheriomposition tends to be independent of height. In the homosphere the mean free path isshort, so the time required for the vertial separation of the heavier and lighter onstituentsby moleular di�usion is many orders of magnitude longer than the time required forturbulent uid motions.Above 100 km and below 500 km the moleular di�usion yields a separation of the4



Figure 1.1. Atmospheri omposition (adapted from [Oeani et al. (1976)℄).onstituents into heavier and lighter ones. The mean moleular weight of air in this regiontherefore varies with altitude; for this reason the region is known as the heterosphere.The density of lighter gases drops o� more slowly than that of the heavier gases. Thelevel of transition from turbulent mixing to moleular di�usion is alled the turbopause (isequivalent to homopause).Fore more details about the atmospheri omposition, limate, and at-mospheri motions see for instane, [Salby (1995), Peixoto and Ooort (1992),Seinfeld and Pandis (1998)℄. This introdution to atmospheri physis is mostlybased on [Salby (1995)℄.1.2 Hydrostati Equation and Ideal Gas LawBeause of the Earth's gravitational �eld, the atmosphere exerts a permanent downwardfore on the Earth's surfae. The desription of the atmospheri pressure an been seenas a good approximation behaving like the ideal gas law (see, e.g., [Andrews (2000)℄)pV = R�T = mMR�T = mRT ; (1.1)where p, T , and M denote the pressure, absolute temperature, and molar mass of thegas, m and n = m=Mm orrespond to the mass and molar abundane per volume V ,respetively. The basi assumption of a perfet gas is, that its onstituents have onlyphysial interations due to brief ollisions; moleular fores an be negleted. The idealgas law orresponds to the equation of state for a pure (single-omponent) gas. Theuniversal gas onstant R� is reast to the spei� gas onstant R per unit mass throughR = R�M : (1.2)For a mixture of gases follows from Dalton's law the equation of state for the partialpressure pi of the ith omponent piV = miRiT ; (1.3)5



where Ri is the spei� gas onstant of the ith omponent. Dalton's law relates theproperties of a mixture with the properties of the individual omponents. The partialpressure pi is the ontribution to the total pressure of the ith omponent in isolation atthe same volume and temperature as the mixture. Therefore the pressure of a mixture ofgases is equal to the sum of their partial pressures p =Pi pi, where p is the total pressureof the mixture.The Earth's atmosphere is a uid and is always in vertial and horizontal motion.The heating by the Sun is the main driving fore, but also the rotation of the Earthitself and heterogeneous surfae onditions inuene this motion. If the atmosphere isonsidered as a layer above the Earth's surfae, gravity and the pressure gradient arethe most important fores. The upward fore ating on a parel of air (small vertialaelerations are ignored) is normally very lose in balane to the downward fore dueto the Earth's attrating gravitational �eld, this results in a derease of pressure withheight. The veloity for vertial transportation of partiles reah a maximum of 10 m/sand partiles whih have suÆient energy an esape from the uppermost atmospherilayer, the so alled exosphere. The exosphere is extended from an altitude of 500 kmupwards. Neglet the atmospheri short sale utuations, the Earth atmosphere yield toa hydrostati equilibrium, whih is the balane between upward and downward fores. Anideal equilibrium appears if no vertial motions are observed.Newton's seond law of motion applied to a vertial olumn of air between a level withpressure p and a level with an in�nitesimally higher pressure p + dp produe a balanebetween the pressure ating on the olumn and the weight of that olumnp dA� (p+ dp) dA = �g dV ; (1.4)where � orresponds to the density and g is the aeleration of gravity. The balane offores in the vertial diretion requires that�dp = �g dzdpdz = ��g : (1.5)Equation 1.5 is known as the hydrostati equation, whih is a very good approximation forthe desription of variation of atmospheri pressure with height. The atmospheri motiondue to vertial displaements of air and their time derivatives are small ompared to thefores in Eq. 1.5. So the hydrostati equation denotes that the pressure at any level isequal to the weight of the atmospheri olumn of unit ross-setional area above that level.If the pressure at height z is p(z), then the equation of state an be onverted to thefollowing expression: �Z pp0 dp0 = Z zz0 �g dz0 : (1.6)Integration from the referene altitude z0 with pressure p0 to an altitude z yields topp0 = exp ��Z zz0 �g dz0� : (1.7)Using the following form of the ideal gas law, equivalent to Eq. 1.1 but not dependent onthe dimension of the system, p = �RT ; (1.8)6



Figure 1.2. Hydrostati balane for an inremental atmospheri olumn of unit ross-setional area dA and height dz, p and p + dp are the isobari pressures (adapted from[Wallae and Hobbs (1977)℄).results to a form for the hydrostati equationpp0 = exp"�Z zz0 dz0H(z0)# ; (1.9)where H(z) = RT (z)g = kT (z)mg (1.10)is the pressure sale height (m is the moleular mass and k is Boltzmann's onstant) andp0 is the surfae pressure. The sale height is the height over whih the pressure or theonentration falls by a fator e. It represents the harateristi vertial dimension ofthe mass distribution in the atmosphere and varies from 8 km near the surfae to 6 kmin the very old regions of the Earth's atmosphere. The typial pro�les of the global-mean pressure and density, both derease with altitude approximately exponentially areshown in Fig. 1.3. Furthermore, this plot shows the temperature pro�le of the middleatmosphere. Thus the distribution of any atmospheri onstituent an be haraterised byits onentration, ni(z), and also by its sale height Hi(z). Equivalent desriptions an befound as long as the temperature T is a funtion of height z as well the number densitiesof the individual speies are well mixed. This is not valid for short-lived speies like ozone(hemially reated and destroyed on short time sales) or water vapor (may our fastphase transitions). Equation 1.9 an be approximated by an isothermal atmosphere if aonstant T ,g, and a mean moleular mass with an exponential derease of pressure is usedand we obtain p(z) t p(z0)e�(z�z0)=H : (1.11)The vertial distribution of the total number density an be represented analogously to7



Figure 1.3. Global-mean pressure (solid), density (dashed), and temperature (dotted), as fun-tions of altitude (adapted from [Oeani et al. (1976)℄).the pressure by the following equation:n(z) = n0 exp"�Z zz0 dz0H(z0)# ; (1.12)where n0 is the de�ned density value at some referene altitude. As shown in Fig. 1.3,pressure and density derease with about the same rate from the surfae. Pressure de-reases from p0 = 1013 hPa by a fator of 10 for eah 15 km of altitude. Also the meandensity dereases with altitude from a surfae value of about �0 = 1:2 kgm�3 at the samerate.The Earth's atmosphere arranges itself into a vertially layered medium. Thereforehorizontal motion keeps the physial properties stable along onstant pressure levels ona global sale. These horizontal motions perform over a large sale ompared to theatmospheri sale height.1.3 Thermal StrutureA possible lassi�ation of the Earth's atmosphere is its subdivision through its thermalstruture, ommonly desribed as a series of several layers, de�ned by their thermal har-ateristis. The atmosphere as an envelope of gas surrounding the Earth undergoes manyhanges as altitude inreases.This thermal struture determines the dynamial properties of individual regions. Asnoted at the beginning of this Chapter, the several layers are alled spheres and the bound-ary between several layers is alled pause. The simplest desription of the atmospherithermal struture by a vertial pro�le is summarised in Tab. 1.2.The troposphere extends from the surfae up to the tropopause at an approximatealtitude of 18 km in the tropis, 12 km at midlatitudes, and 6 km to 8 km near the poles.The temperature and loation of the tropopause vary with latitude and season and the8



Region PropertiesTroposphere This layer extends from the surfae up to about 8 km to 18km where the temperature minimum is loated and is alledtropopause. The temperature dereases with height. A fastvertial mixing is found.Stratosphere Here the temperature inreases with height up to thestratopause near 50 km altitude. It exists a slow vertialmixing.Mesosphere This region extends from the stratopause up to about 80 kmto 90 km altitude (mesopause) where the lowest temperaturean be observed. The temperature derease and the vertialmixing is fast.Thermosphere The temperature rises ontinuously from the low value ofthe mesopause due to absorption of short wavelength (EUV)solar radiation by O2 and N2. Strongly dependent on thelevel of solar ativity. A fast vertial mixing exists.Exosphere In the exosphere the kineti temperature has risen to beomea onstant. The exospheri temperature an be in the rangeof 500 K to 2000 K. Gas moleules with suÆient energy anesape from the Earth's gravity �eld.Table 1.2. Temperature layers of the atmosphere (from [Hu�mann (1992)℄).mean temperature derease with inreasing altitude. The derease of temperature is oftenalled the lapse rate. The bottom layer of the Earth's atmosphere (whih the troposphererepresent) exhibits a global-mean lapse rate �dT=dz of about 6.5 Kkm�1. The tropopauseis haraterised by a sharp hange of the lapse rate. The temperature dereases fromabout 280 K at the surfae with an average onstant lapse rate up to a minimum at thetropopause (orresponds to a pressure of about 200 mb). This region ontains most of the'weather' and is primarily driven by surfae heating. The troposphere ontains about 85-90% of the mass of the atmosphere, further this range is haraterised by a strong vertialmixing. This layer is often dynamially unstable with fast vertial exhanges of mass andenergy being assoiated with onvetive ativity. In the global sheme of things, the timeonstant for vertial exhanges is in the order of several weeks. Above the tropopausethe stratosphere begins, and the seond atmospheri region beomes very stable. Thetemperature �rst remains nearly onstant and with inreasing altitude, the temperatureinreases (with negative lapse rate) up to a maximum of about 270 K at the level of thestratopause, loated near 50 km (orrespond approximately to 1 mb of pressure). This layerontains about 90% of the atmospheri ozone. The with-height-inreasing temperature ofthe stratosphere reets ozone heating, whih primarily results from the absorption of solarUV radiation by ozone moleules. The stratosphere is dominated by radiative proessesand involves only weak vertial motions. The main layers from the Earth's surfae upwardsare shown in Fig. 1.4.The region from the stratopause up to its upper limit (the mesopause) of about 85-90 km (orresponds to 0.01 mb) is alled the mesosphere. Here the temperature againdereases with altitude up to a minimum of about 190 K, and dynamial instability oursoften. In the mesosphere ozone heating diminishes, onvetive motions and radiative9



Figure 1.4. Vertial temperature distribution throughout atmospheri layers, suh as the tropo-sphere, the stratosphere, the mesosphere, and thermosphere. The temperature gradient hangesits sign at the transition from one layer to another (adapted from [Retsher (2004)℄).proesses are both important in this region and a rapid vertial mixing exists. The regionfrom the tropopause to the mesopause is alled the middle atmosphere.Above the mesopause, temperature inreases very rapidly with altitude in the so alledthermosphere due to absorption of x-ray and extreme-ultraviolet radiation from the Sun.This region is strongly inuened by variations of solar ativity and vertial exhangesassoiated with dynamial mixing beome negligible.1.4 The Middle AtmosphereStratosphere and mesosphere are both part of the middle atmosphere, whih is ommonlymarked as the region from the tropopause (8-18 km) to the homopause. The homopause isthe level of transition from turbulent mixing to moleular di�usion (approximately at 110km). In this part of the atmosphere turbulent motions keep the onstituents well mixed,ionisation plays only a minor role. Above the middle atmosphere moleular di�usion beginsto dominate over eddy mixing, so the onstituents beome separated vertially aordingto their moleular masses. The mixing by uid motions in the middle atmosphere tends toprodue uniform mixing ratios for all gaseous onstituents of the atmosphere. The primaryonstituents in the stratosphere and mesosphere (also for the whole middle atmosphere)are diatomi nitrogen N2 and oxygen O2. They aount together for 98.65% of the totalmass of the dry atmosphere. Both gases as well as the noble gases (argon, helium, krypton,neon, and xenon) exhibit long lifetimes against hemial destrution. Minor onstituentssuh as ozone, arbon dioxide, or water vapor playing an important role due to thereinuene of the transmission of solar and terrestrial radiation in the atmosphere - ozoneand arbon dioxide are key parameters of biohemial yles. Only arbon dioxide is wellmixed in most of the middle atmosphere, as opposed to water vapor and ozone; the latterspeies are highly variable in spae and timeThe inert gas argon aounts for 1.28%, so less than 0.1% of the total massare aounted for by a myriad of other speies, the so alled trae speies (f.10



[Wallae and Hobbs (1977)℄). Only onstituents with signi�ant soures or sinks havespatially and temporally varying mixing ratios, but for the most of these speies is thevertial variability muh greater than horizontal and temporal variability. The three pri-mary onstituents have no signi�ant soures or sinks in the stratosphere and mesosphere,whih means that their mass frations are nearly onstant with altitude.1.4.1 Temperature Distribution and Dynamial StrutureThe standard model of the mean temperature pro�le of the middle atmosphere (inlud-ing stratosphere and mesosphere) is shown in Fig. 1.4. The mean vertial temperaturedistribution an be explained in terms of absorption and emission of solar and terres-trial radiation. Water vapor and louds are the primary infrared emitters and they areresponsible for the temperature minimum in the troposphere. The temperature peak inthe stratopause is aused by the absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation partiularly byozone (the large amount of ozone is responsible for the large radiative heading rate in thestratosphere) and to a lesser part by moleular oxygen. Radiative ooling is inidentaltrough infrared emissions assoiated with the vibrational relaxation of CO2, water vapor,and ozone. The minimum in the mesopause is aused by the large derease of the ozoneonentration, whih redues the absorption of the solar ultraviolet radiation.

Figure 1.5. Mean zonal wind distribution in the middle atmosphere (adapted from [Salby (1995)℄).In the �eld of atmospheri dynamis it is usual to separate between zonal mean mo-tions and utuations about the zonal mean. These utuations are alled the eddies andany suh utuation an be desribed in terms of waves. Without suh eddy motions,stratosphere and mesosphere would be lose to radiative equilibrium at all latitudes. Themean global average temperature at eah altitude in the stratosphere and mesosphere isapproximately in radiative equilibrium. Eddy motions are responsible for loal depar-tures from the equilibrium, espeially near the mesopause for both winter and summer,and in the winter stratosphere. As shown in Fig. 1.5, the stratospheri and mesospherizonal mean ow �rst weakens with altitude and then intensi�es with opposite sign in thetwo hemispheres. The zonal mean wind is approximately in thermal balane with the11



temperature �eld, thus the vertial part of the wind �eld is proportional to the merid-ional temperature gradient [Fleming et al. (1988)℄. The balane between the net radiativedrive (orresponds to the sum of solar heating and infrared heating or ooling) and theheat transport plus loal temperature hange (produed by eddy motions) is responsible

Figure 1.6. Temperature struture during northern winter as funtion of latitude and altitude(adapted from [Fleming et al. (1988)℄).for the overall latitudinally dependent temperature distribution of the stratosphere andmesosphere. These heat transport and the loal temperature hanges are often alledthe dynamial heating or ooling (f., [D.G. Andrews (1987)℄). Figure 1.6 shows the lon-gitudinally averaged solstie mean temperature and Fig. 1.5 shows the to zonal-meanirulation, whih is losely related to thermal struture.The net radiative heating distribution has a strong seasonal dependene. Charateristifor the lower stratosphere in the summer hemisphere is the old equator and the warmerpole, while for the winter hemisphere a temperature maximum above middle latitudesours. The older region of the stratosphere at the winter pole is highly variable. So themaximum heating is at the summer pole and the maximum ooling at the winter pole.As result exists in the stratosphere a monotoni temperature gradient between the warmsummer pole and the old winter pole. For the equinox is the maximum heating at theequator and ooling at both poles.The opposite situation is therefore at the mesosphere, where temperature again de-reases with altitude. Here the summer pole is old and the winter pole is warm, thereforethe horizontal temperature gradient is reversed. The older summer pole results by theperpetual daylight and inreases steadily to warmest values over the winter pole. Thetemperature above the winter pole results from the perpetual darkness.From this di�erential heating results a irulation in the meridional plane whih bal-anes this heating and is often alled the diabeti irulation. Certainly this irulationis primarily driven by eddy foring and not by radiative heating diretly. The meridionalirulation onsists of solstie of rising motions near the summer pole. Therefore a merid-ional drift into the winter hemisphere results, and sinks near the winter pole. Furthermore,the Coriolis torque exerted by this drift tends to generate a mean zonal westerly ow into12



the winter hemisphere and easterly ow in the summer hemisphere (approximately ingeostrophi balane with the meridional pressure gradient). For the equinox, the radiativedrive generates a weak diabeti irulation, rising in the equatorial region, and a pole-ward drift into the spring and autumn hemisphere. For both hemispheres, the Coriolistorque generates a weak mean zonal westerly drift. For more details about the diabatiirulation see, f., [Dunkerton (1978), Geller (1983), Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄.Compared with a radiative equilibrium distribution (f. [Fels et al. (1980)℄), there area few features of the limatologial temperature distribution, whih are not qualitatively inaord with the distribution of radiative soures and sinks. The summer polar mesopause ismuh older than radiative equilibrium. Further, the winter polar temperatures are aboveradiative equilibrium throughout the entire middle atmosphere. Therefore, dynamial pro-esses play an essential role for the observed temperature and the zonal wind distributions.Also there exists an evident inter-annual variability in the middle atmosphere (espeiallyin the winter hemisphere).To produe a stable limatology of the mean zonal temperature distribution (just asfor the wind distribution), it is neessary to observe the stratosphere and mesosphere formany years, beause there are not suÆient data available. For the stratosphere are onlyin the last deades adequate observation data available, and for the mesosphere is thedata base still unsatisfatory.For further investigations about the stratosphere and mesosphere see, f.,[Wallae and Hobbs (1977), D.G. Andrews (1987), Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄.1.4.2 Polar Mesospheri Clouds and Climate ChangePolar mesospheri louds (PMCs), otherwise known as notiluent louds (NCLs), formnear 82 km altitude at high latitudes during summer in both hemispheres. They form overthe summertime polar aps when temperatures fall below 125 K. They our as thin layersat this altitude, whih is lose to or at the mesopause. The PMCs an be viewed withnaked eye and appear in reeted sunlight against the dark twilight sky. First satelliteUV observations of mesospheri louds were made with the Solar Mesospheri Explorer(SME) [Thomas (1984)℄. The louds onsists of tiny water ie partiles ontrolled bytemperature and humidity, and formed through the mirophysial proesses of nuleation,ondensation, and sedimentation [Thomas (1991)℄.Mesospheri temperature and humidity respond to hanges in arbon dioxide andmethane, whih are gases that are inreasing due to human ativity. Inreasing levels ofthose gases lead to a ooler temperature and more water vapor in the mesosphere. Thesegreenhouse gases (suh as arbon dioxide and methane) warm the lower atmosphere, butradiate this heat into spae in the thin upper atmosphere. As the arbon dioxide level rise aolder upper atmosphere an be expeted. The mesopause temperature reahes a seasonalminimum in the summer, when the louds are brightest. The appearane and brightnessof PMCs are well orrelated with this seasonal minimum mesopause temperature. Furtherexists a solar yle variation dependene. The louds are only formed about four weeksbefore and eleven weeks after the summer solstie.Methane is broken up by solar UV radiation, the released hydrogen atom an reat withoxygen to form water vapor. As the methane level rise, more water vapor will be reated.Thats the reason why PMCs an be seen more frequently and over larger geographialareas over the past four deades. PCLs are one of the few visible indiators of globalhange, the number of PCLs sightings has inreased by 100% during the last 35 years13



[Gadsen (1997)℄. While these louds have little e�et on Earth's radiation budget, thefat that they are inreasing is probably an indiator of long-term global limate hange.More details about PMCs an be found in [Gadsen and Shroder (1989)℄.1.5 Ozone in the Middle AtmosphereOzone is a reative oxidant gas, naturally produed in trae amounts in the Earth's atmo-sphere and is important both radiatively and hemially. For this reason the determinationof global ozone budgets and related temperature distributions plays a key role for under-standing the Earth's limate system and in supporting life at the Earth. Anyway, ozone isone of the ultimate key parameters on global limate. Ozone absorbs the harmful ultravio-let radiation (i.e., UV-B) emitted by the Sun, therefore ozone makes life on Earth's surfaepossible. This is known sine many years, but some of man's ativities lead to stratospheripollution and to a signi�ant redution in ozone amounts in a few deades. Ozone, whihis produed by O2 photolysis, absorbs solar ultraviolet radiation, whih heats the strato-sphere and hene a�ets the atmospheri temperature and is entral in the highly oupledhemial, radiative, and dynamial proesses of the middle atmosphere. Therefore ritialstudies of the ozone layer are fundamental aspets of middle atmospheri siene.First observations showed a ozone onentration within a layer between about 20 kmto 40 km. Sidney Chapman [Chapman (1930)℄ proposed the �rst theory for the presene ofozone, he suggested that ozone is formed by UV photolysis of moleular oxygen. But thesephotohemial mehanism alone deliver a higher ozone mixing ratio than the observed.Paul Crutzen [Crutzen (1970)℄ and H. Johnston [Johnston (1971)℄ reovered in the early1970s the orrelation between odd-nitrogen onstituents in determing the balane of ozonein the middle atmosphere.In 1985 a unexpeted strong deline in the ozone density was observed over Antartiaduring southern hemisphere winter, �rst published by [Farman et al. (1985)℄. Changesof about 50% in total olumn abundane of ozone during the last deade were found inthe lower stratosphere. These so alled ozone hole remains for several months with aminimum of olumn ozone around Otober. Anyway, the ozone loss an be measuredas well in the northern hemisphere. The ozone hole is onneted with the hemistryof hlorouoroarbon, a relatively inert speies in the lower atmosphere. Industriallymanufatured hlorouoroarbons beome a major threat to the ozone layer.1.5.1 Ozone DistributionThe ozone layer protets the Earth and its biosphere from harmful UV solar radiation.Atmospheri ozone absorbs solar radiation between 240 nm and 290 nm (UV-C) almostompletely and redues the solar irradiation on Earth between 290 nm and 320 nm (UV-B),whih is a strong biologially ative wavelength region. A redution in stratospheri ozonetherefore leads to a inreasing level in UV-B at the ground (approximately 1% derease instratospheri ozone leads to 2% inrease in UV-B at the ground). Heating of the middleatmosphere results by absorption of solar UV and visible radiation, and of Earth emittedinfrared radiation. These fators ontribute to the harateristi temperature pro�le of themiddle atmosphere. Furthermore results the stability of the stratosphere due to the withaltitude inreasing temperature. Figure 1.7 shows typial vertial pro�les of the ozoneonentration aording to observations at di�erent latitudes.14



Most of the total ozone onentration in a vertial olumn are found at altitudes below35 km, therefore the priniple share of the Earth's atmospheri ozone (about 90%) isfound in the stratosphere. The maximum moleular onentration of stratospheri ozoneours near between 22 km to 25 km, and the maximum mixing ratio (moleules of O3/moleules of air) near 35 km, orresponds to a mixing ratio of more than 10 ppm. Thisfollows, sine the amount of O2 availability for reations with atomi oxygen dereasesapproximately exponential with inreasing altitude. The basi shape in these pro�les witha pronouned maximum is a typial harateristi of any gas whose onentration dependson the equilibration between O2 photolysis (onforms prodution) driven from the solarirradiation and a gaseous density dereasing with with inreasing altitude. This layer is

Figure 1.7. The mean vertial distribution of the ozone onentration aording to observa-tions at di�erent latitudes, inluding variations in the total olumn abundane (adapted from[Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄).sometimes alled the Chapman layer, and absorbs virtually all of the solar UV radiationof wavelengths between 240 nm and 290 nm. The middle atmosphere temperature pro�leis the result of the absorption of solar radiation by ozone.The major part of the ozone prodution ours above 30 km, otherwise the observeddistribution of the total ozone shows a large moleular onentration below. Not onlythe loal hemial prodution and loss a�ets the global ozone distribution, as well asthe transport by the meridional, zonal, and vertial winds. A large poleward and down-ward atmospheri motion in the stratosphere during winter ativates these irulation[Bowman and Krueger (1985)℄. Therefore a strong poleward ozone transport in the strato-spheri winter vortex results (possible total ozone amounts up to 500 units in the latewinter and early spring - about the de�nition of a unit see at the end of these Paragraph)in the north polar regions. In the south polar regions are the spring values less than in thenorthern polar regions. So the time mean and seasonal variability of the total ozone on-entration primarily depend on latitude. Thus, the seasonal variation in the stratosphereis dominated by the annual harmoni, there exists a single maximum at most latitudesand heights in the spring.Further exists in the upper mesosphere a semiannual yle with a large peak at the15



spring equinox, and a seondary maximum at the autumn equinox, and minima at thesolstie. The photohemistry alone annot aount for this variability, there must exist aseasonal variability in dynamial proesses that inuene transport near the mesopause[D.G. Andrews (1987)℄.The highest ozone olumn onentration an be found at high latitudes in winter andearly spring, the lowest values are loated in the tropis. Due to the higher solar irradiationat lower latitudes most of the ozone is produed in this region of the Earth atmosphere,ozone is realloated from equatorial domain with high ozone prodution rates to higherlatitudes with lower prodution. Traveling weather systems at the middle and high lati-tudes also a�ets the lower stratosphere, so that strong ozone osillations over a few daysan result. In general there is an inrease of the total ozone amount from the equatorto high latitudes in both hemispheres, but with larger amounts in the northern hemi-sphere. The relative magnitude of hemial and transport lifetimes shows a signi�ane oftransport, approximately lies the time sale for stratospheri ozone deportation at aboutthree month. In general ozone is produed above 25 km, transported to and stored in themiddle and lower stratosphere below 25 km, and destroyed at the ground. The depth ofthe Chapman layer de�nes the horizontal variation of total ozone, modi�ed by the foreof stratospheri transports.Sine the photolysis rate depends on the number of photons reahing the ozonemoleules, a diurnal yle exist. At night when there is no solar radiation the photol-ysis rate drops to zero. Otherwise the photolysis rates for a given altitude are faster atnoontime due to the relatively shorter path lengths than at sunrise or sunset.The total olumn density of ozone orresponds to the total amount of O3 integratedfrom the surfae of the Earth to the top of the atmosphere it is usually expressed in termsof Dobson units (DU). One DU is the thikness, measured in units of millimeter, thatthe ozone olumn would oupy at standard pressure and temperature (1013 mb and 273K). The maximum of the total olumn ozone values ranges from 290 DU to 310 DU overthe globe, so the averaged total atmospheri ozone overhead is equivalent to a olumn atstandard pressure and temperature of about 3 mm thikness. The vertial dimension ofthe ozone layer over the equator (where the tropopause is near 17 km height) is about 250units and its thikness inreases rapidly to about 300 units at midlatitudes (the tropopausedrops to about 10-12 km).1.5.2 Ozone Prodution and Loss ChemistryThe inrease of temperature between the tropopause and the stratopause results by theabsorption of solar radiation less than 300 nm through ozone - in the absene of ozonethere would be no stratosphere. The �rst plausible model for the existene and also forthe vertial struture was formulated by by the British sientist Sidney Chapman in 1930[Chapman (1930)℄. He proposed the ontinuously prodution of ozone in the atmosphereby a yle inludingmoleular oxygen. Sine the �fties a multipliity of additional hemialreations were introdued, like the presene of mesospheri water vapor, the stratospheriHOx radials, of nitrogen ompounds, and of hlorine ompounds.The prodution of ozone involves fast interations between short wavelength UV fromthe Sun and moleular oxygen in the upper stratosphere. The so alled Chapman meha-nism starts with the photo-dissoiation of moleular oxygen by solar ultraviolet radiationof wavelengths � less than 242 nm aording to the reationO2 + h� �! O+O (1.13)16



O+O+M �! 2O +M ; (1.14)where h orresponds to Plank's onstant and M is another moleule whih is neededto arry o� exess energy and momentum liberated by the ombination of either atomioxygen. The highly reative atomi oxygen thus ombined with ground-state moleularoxygen forms ozone in the thermoleular reationO2 +O+M �! O3 +M ; (1.15)whih is a subsequent reombination reation between atomi and moleular oxygen in thepresene of another moleule M (M is usually another O2 or N2 sine these two moleulesomprise around 99% of the atmosphere). This partiular reation proeeds a very fastrate and it is the only reation of ozone prodution in the stratosphere and even thetroposphere. Ultraviolet radiation dissoiate ozone reated by Eq. 1.14, into moleularand atomi oxygen in either their ground stateO3 + h�(� > 310 nm) �! O2(3��g ) + O(3P ) (1.16)or in their �rst exited stateO3 + h�(� < 310 nm) �! O2(1�g) + O(1D) (1.17)in whih atomi oxygen almost immediately reombines to new ozone. Additionally, ozonean reat with atomi oxygen to generate two moleules of O2O+O3 �! 2O2 : (1.18)This is the simplest and a very e�etive way of desription the ozone photohemistry.The onstituents reep in a losed yle whereas eah reation above possess di�erentharateristi times and no net loss of omponents is involved.Equations 1.15, 1.16, and 1.17 are fast reations (in the order of minutes) and onvertO rapidly into O3, while Eqs. 1.13, 1.14, and 1.18 are slow. This means, while O isprodued by 1.13 the reations 1.15, 1.16, and 1.17 yle many times before reation 1.18an take plae. So there is a rapid exhange between O3 and O. The reations of Eqs. 1.16and 1.17 does not atually destroy ozone, beause O produed by 1.16 and 1.17 reombinesalmost immediately with O2 in Eq. 1.15 to produe O3 again, while large reservoir of O2remaining essentially unhanged. The reations 1.15, 1.16, and 1.17 onstitute a losedyle, so no net loss of the omponents results. Beause reations 1.15, 1.16, and 1.17are muh faster than reations 1.13 and 1.18, the O and O3 speies an be onsideredto be indistinguishable within the timesales of reations 1.13 and 1.18. Grouping themtogether leads to the onept of odd oxygen Ox, so alled beause O and O3 have oddnumbers of oxygen atoms in them. The hemial lifetime of odd oxygen is short omparedwith that of its individual members or moleular oxygen.Reation 1.14 is to slow to be important in the stratosphere, but for the upper meso-sphere is it a major reation. Considering the ozone photolysis, atomi oxygen an beprodued in two di�erent forms, the ground state O(3P ) (basially for absorbing radiationgreater than 310 nm), or in the �rst exited state O(1D) (for wavelengths below 310 nm).Considering the upper part of the middle atmosphere, moleular oxygen photolysis anfurnish also O(1D) atoms in the following wayO2 + h�(� < 175:9 nm) �! O(1D) + O(3P ) ; (1.19)17



O(1D) rapidly swith over into the ground state O(3P ) by ollision with N2 or O2. Bothmoleules are largely present in the atmosphere, and nearly all O(1D) ends up as O(1P ).Reapitulating, the presene of sunlight and energeti photons reahing the upperatmosphere, oxygen moleules were onstantly disassoiated and freeing oxygen atoms.These atoms reat with moleular oxygen on very short timesales and form ozone. So inspite of fast photolysis of ozone, the reation of ozone is fast too. On average the loalamount of ozone does not hange very strong whih an be seen to be in photohemialequilibrium. This steady-state ondition is only produed by reation 1.13 and 1.14 anddissolved by reation 1.18. The two reations 1.13 and 1.14 allude to the photolysis ofmoleular oxygen in the Herzberg ontinuum at wavelengths between 242 nm to 200 nm,whereas reations 1.16 and 1.16 show the absorptive ating of ozone in the Hartley andHuggins band near 310 nm. The yle above shows, that the only result is the absorptionof solar radiation, hene ozone absorbs UV radiation very eÆiently.Rates of Prodution and Destrution of Odd OxygenBasially the photolysis rate of the odd oxygen family depends on eah of the followingparameters, altitude, longitude, season and the time of day. These parameters impliitlydepend on the solar zenith angle. The photolysis rate is proportional to the density of thegas (e.g., O2 and O3) and the photolysis rate oeÆient. In general, the ozone absorptionross setions and the number of inident photons at the neessary wavelengths ontrol thephotolysis. For atmospheri investigations a quantitative term of the photodissoiationrate of a moleule A is neessary, and given, omitting transport, bydn(A)dt = �J(A)n(A) ; (1.20)where n(A) represents the moleule onentration and J(A) is the photodissoiation rate.The inverse of J represent the lifetime of the moleule against photolysis.Considering the reation in Eq. 1.18, the destrution rate of ozone follows byd[O3℄dt ����� = �j3[O3℄ ; (1.21)responds to a Lagrangian derivative of the ozone number density, j and k aord to thedestrution and prodution oeÆients, respetively. From Eq. 1.15 follows the rate ofthe ozone prodution, given by d[O3℄dt ����+ = k2[O2℄[O℄[M℄ : (1.22)This allows a desription of the net ozone produtiond[O3℄dt ����� = k2[O2℄[O℄[M℄� j3[O3℄ ; (1.23)and for the reombination of atomi oxygen and ozone (desribed by reation 1.18) followsthe prodution and destrution rate of odd oxygen,j2[O2℄ = k3[O℄[O3℄ : (1.24)18



Considering the equation above, and again omitting transport, the ontinuity equation forthe odd oxygen family an be written asd[O3℄dt + j3[O3℄ + k3[O℄[O3℄ = k2[O2℄[O℄[M℄ : (1.25)In the state of photohemial equilibrium the ontinuity equation an be written asj3[O3℄ = k2[O2℄[O℄[M℄ (1.26)and for the ratio of the odd oxygen members follows[O℄[O3℄ = j3k2[O2℄[M℄ : (1.27)With inreasing altitude the availability of the third body, i.e. moleular nitrogen or oxy-gen, dereases, therefore the ratio of atomi oxygen to ozone inreases. The onsequeneis a favored onentration of atomi oxygen at higher reahes of the atmosphere and onthe other side ozone at lower heights.Continuative studies showed a qualitative agreement of the Chapman yle with theobserved vertial ozone pro�le but the total amount of the ozone number density obtainedwas too high. Basially is the Chapman mehanism a good approximation to reet thegeneral shape of the vertial distribution and hemistry of ozone, otherwise these meha-nism overestimates the real ozone density in the upper stratosphere, and underestimatesozone in the lower stratosphere, respetively. The mehanism in the Chapman's shemeleads to a ozone destrution rate whih is too slow for the amount of destrution requiredto explain the observed values [D.G. Andrews (1987)℄. Additional reations need to beadded, espeially proesses that destroy ozone [Brasseur et al. (1999)℄. The photodisso-iation of reservoir speies an furnish free radials, whih are able to destroy ozone in aatalyti way. Therefore the diret loss proess for odd oxygen, a relatively slow proess,an be extended by introduing several atalyti mehanism of the formX +O3 �! XO+O2XO+O�! X+O2 ; (1.28)where X denotes the atalyst (aord to a free radial) whih does not get onsumed inthe reation. This reation or atalyti yle go on well even if the abundane of theatalyst is of several orders of magnitude lower than the ozone onentration. Importantyles whih ontribute in relevant way to the ozone destrution are formed by hydrogen,nitrogen, hlorine, and bromine and beome illustrated in the following Paragraph.HOx atalyti lossHydrogen is transported into the middle atmosphere in form of methane (CH4) andwater vapor (H2O) moleules and the free radials OH and HO2 are produed by photolysisof H2O, H2, and CH4. The height dependene of eah of the following yles results fromthe variation in onentration of the onsidered hemial speies. This yle is importantto mesospheri ozone (at altitudes above 40 km) and was the �rst atalyti proess to beidenti�ed [Bates and Niolet (1950)℄. 19



For altitudes above 40 km the reations that destroy odd oxygen areH +O3 �!OH+O2OH+O�! H+O2 (1.29)and OH +O�!H +O2H +O2 +M�!HO2 +MHO2 +O�!OH+O2 ; (1.30)whereby two odd oxygens transfered into an even oxygen. Below about 40 km the ratioof [O℄ to [O3℄ derease and for this atmospheri region followsOH+O3 �!HO2 +O2HO2 +O�!OH+O2 : (1.31)Below about 30 km no atomi oxygen is involved in the reation and the major atalytiyle is of following form OH+O3 �!HO2 +O2HO2 +O3 �!OH+ 2O2 : (1.32)NOx atalyti lossThe loss of odd oxygen an our through atalyti yles involving nitrogen speiesin the form of reative nitrogen, denoted by NOx, inludes nitri oxide (NO) and nitrogendioxide (NO2). The main soure of middle atmospheri NOx speies is the photolysis ofnitrous oxide. Nitrous oxide is produed by natural soures, like living organisms as well asindustrial proesses. The role played by NOx was identi�ed around 1970 by P.J. Crutzen[Crutzen (1970)℄ and J.E. Johnston [Johnston (1971)℄.Two main atalyti yles exist by whih NOx may partiipate in the destrution ofozone. The �rst one is given by NO+O3 �!NO2 +O2NO2 +O�!NO+O2 ; (1.33)whih is the dominant nitrogen yle in the middle atmosphere. This yle is able todestroy a multipliity of ozone moleules by one nitri oxide due to the un-hange ofNO and NO2 in this losed yle. The seond yle is of major importane in the lowerstratosphere with a higher ozone abundane and ozone gets destroyed viaNO+O3 �! NO2 +O2NO2 +O3 �! NO3 +O2NO3 + h� �! NO+O2 : (1.34)In the same way as we denoted the odd oxygen family, a family of hemials forming oddnitrogen NOx an be designed whih reats with other families like odd oxygen or oddhlorine. 20



Clx atalyti reationsSine the development of hlorouoroarbons (CFCs) in the 1930s, hlorine has playedan inreasingly important role in determining the ozone onentration in the middle at-mosphere. Catalyti yles involving hlorine are the third reovered proesses in ozonedestrution [Molina and Rowland (1974)℄. Naturally reative hlorine is produed by de-strution of methyl hlorine CH3 due to photolysis and by reation with OH radials. Theamount of the natural soure of hlorine aounts for about 15% of the present atmospherihlorine onentration, the residual ontribution originates from man made soures. TheCFC gases are photodissoiated in the stratosphere and form the highly reative hlorineradial Cl.The CFCs photodissoiate byCFCl3 + h� �! CFCl2 +ClCF2Cl2 + h� �! CF2Cl + Cl (1.35)and release ative hlorine. This radial is able to destroy several ozone moleules on asmall time sale due to its highly reative harater. The prinipal hlorine atalyti yledestroying ozone in the middle atmosphere is given byCl + O3 �! ClO +O2ClO +O�! Cl + O2 : (1.36)Reations with other speies in varying time sales are forming the odd hlorine Clx family.Odd hlorine is able to interat with odd nitrogen, this ombination has a high potentialof atmospheri ozone deomposition.Brx atalyti reationsThe fourth yle with high potential for ozone depletion inludes bromine whih andshows a reation yle similar to hlorine. Bromine aounts for signi�ant ozone loss(about 20-40%) inside the Antarti ozone hole. The soures of bromine are both, an-thropogeni and natural. Reative bromine exists in form of bromine (Br) and brominemonoxide (BrO). Bromine speies like Br and BrO have not a stable reservoir, beausethey are very easily photolysed, even by visible light, and hene have very short life-times. Therefore, bromine is more eÆient in ozone destrution than hlorine. The majorreations are given by BrO + ClO�! Br + Cl + O2Br + O3 �! BrO +O2Cl + O3 �! ClO +O2 : (1.37)Due to oupling of the hlorine and bromine yles the e�etiveness in ozone destrutionenhane up to about 50 times more than hlorine.21



1.5.3 The Ozone HoleThe hlorouoroarbons (CFCs) are a family of hemial ompounds developed bak inthe 1930's as safe, non-toxi, non-ammable alternative to dangerous substanes for pur-poses of refrigeration and spray an propellants. By the early 1970s CFCs beome theomnipresent trae gases in the lower atmosphere. The CFCs have a lifetime in the atmo-sphere on the order of 100 years. With the Montreal Protool that Deplete the OzoneLayer in 1987, CFCs were eliminated from the market and replaed by hydrouoroarbons(HFCs) and hydrohlorouoroarbons (HCFCs). One of the elements that make up CFCsis hlorine. The ultraviolet radiation breaks down CFCs, freeing the hlorine. Underthe proper onditions, this hlorine has the potential to destroy large amounts of ozone.This has indeed been observed, espeially over Antartia. As a onsequene, levels ofgenetially harmful ultraviolet radiation have inreased.The destrution of ozone is aelerated by ertain trae gases ontaining nitrogen,hydrogen, bromine, and hlorine. These are referred to as ozone depletion hemials(ODCs). The most ommonly known ozone depletion hemials are the CFCs. Over thelast 30 years man-made CFCs have been the main ause of stratospheri ozone depletion.CFCs however, are not the only ozone-depleting hemials. Other ODCs inlude themethylhalides, arbon tetrahloride (CCl4), arbon tetrauoride (CF4), and the halonswhih ontain bromine instead of hlorine. Suh ompounds are alled haloarbons.In the mid 1970s Molina and Rowland showed that man-made CFCs have no sink in thetroposphere and due to their stabile omposition di�use nearby unhanged to the middleatmosphere, where they photolyse and free hlorine radials [Rowland and Molina (1975),Molina and Rowland (1974)℄. By means of early model results, a moderate derease of theozone onentration with the inreased use of man-made hemial was expeted. However,in 1985 an unexpeted derease in ozone was disovered over Antarti during australspring [Farman et al. (1985)℄. Changes of about 50% of the total ozone density duringthe last deade were found to our in the lower stratosphere, but only in during the springseason. These spring depletion of ozone over Antartia ame to be known as the ozonehole.During winter near the poles a irumpolar vortex (alled the polar vortex) builds updue to Earth's rotation and poleward ux of air. Due to the lak of solar heating in winter,very low temperatures an be observed (below 190 K). The vortex in the southern polarregion is approximately zonal and muh more stable ompared to that in the northernpolar region. The strong zonal irulation isolates the stratospheri air inside the vortexfrom the outside air. As a onsequene the hlorine hemistry an our in near isolation.Thus, the ozone hole an expend over a large portion of the vortex. The northern polarvortex often breaks down through planetary wave ativity, therefore the temperature donot reah values whih inrease the formation of aerosols and their assoiated large saleozone destrution.
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2 Atmospheri RadiationAtmospheri radiation as one of the building blok subjets of the atmospheri sienes,linking the �elds of hemistry, aerosol and loud physis, thermodynamis to global limateand limate hange. The interations between radiation and the atmosphere determine thedistribution of radiant energy on all sales. This provides the fundamental understandingof the radiative foring of limate, for example, and signi�ant advanes of understand-ing of this foring have emerged over the last few years. Equally forms a fundamentalunderstanding of atmospheri radiation the basis for most of the remote sensing methodsurrently used to observe the atmosphere. Remote sensing has also beome a tool in li-mate researh over the last few years with the appliation of satellite data in studies offundamental limate proesses.2.1 Solar RadiationBasially the Sun is the emitter of all the energy that reahes the Earth. The absorptionand proessing of this radiant energy by the Earth and its atmosphere are fundamentalfor the Earth's limate, both at a global and loal sale. The atmosphere plays a veryimportant role in the energy balane of the Earth, atmospheri absorption of solar radi-ation is a relevant and important driving fore. A part of the inoming solar radiationis absorbed, sattered, and reeted by various atmospheri gases, aerosols, and louds,the residual part is absorbed by the Earth's surfae. Only a small part is reeted by thesurfae. Therefore the atmosphere ontrols the amount of solar radiation that atuallyreahes the surfae of the Earth and further ontrols the amount of outgoing terrestrialradiation that esapes into spae. This outgoing radiation results from the fat that allbodies having a temperature above absolute zero emit radiant energy over a wide rangeof wavelengths.The averaged temperature on Earth is almost onstant, therefore the system Earth-atmosphere is approximately in thermal equilibrium and the net energy must vanish.So the amount of the absorption of solar radiation must be balaned by emission tospae from the planet's surfae and atmosphere of terrestrial radiation. The absorption ofthe solar radiation is onentrated in the visible region of the eletromagneti spetrumand is alled the short wave radiation. On the other hand the terrestrial radiation isonentrated in the infrared (IR), alled long wave radiation. Absorption and satteringby various onstituents of the atmosphere a�et the solar radiation. Radiation absorbedby the atmosphere is diretly added to the heat budget, the sattered radiation is partlyreturned to spae and partly ontinues its path through the atmosphere, where it is againsattered and absorbed. For the limate system the ultraviolet, visible, and near infraredregions are the most important regions of the eletromagneti spetrum.23



2.1.1 The Struture of the SunThe physial and hemial struture of the solar atmosphere determines strongly the pro-dution of solar radiation. The atmosphere of the Sun and most of its interior are mademostly of hydrogen and helium. Hydrogen onstitutes 73% of the atmospheri mass, whilehelium onstitutes 25%, leaving only 2% for heavier elements inluding oxygen, arbon,nitrogen, neon, iron, silion, magnesium, sulfur, and alium. For both, atmosphere andinterior, hydrogen averages at 70.5%, helium at 27.5%, and all other elements at 2%. TheSun is a gaseous sphere and the gas, made of the elements mentioned above, is eitherneutral or ionised depending on the atmospheri parameters at di�erent loations.The nulear hain reation in the ore of the Sun, whih steady onverts four hydrogenatoms into one helium atom, is responsible for the solar temperature. The amount ofenergy released in nulear fusion auses a redution of the Sun's mass. It is estimatedthat only 5% of the Sun's total mass has been onverted from hydrogen to helium in itslifetime thus far. The temperature of the Sun dereases from a entral value of about8 � 106 K to about 5800 K at the surfae. The density within the Sun falls o� veryrapidly with inreasing distane from the enter. The entral density is about 160 gm�3,and at the surfae, it is about 10�7 gm�3. The average density is about 1.4 gm�3and approximately 90% of the Sun's mass is ontained in the inner half of its radius. Ashemati diagram of the solar interior and atmosphere is shown in Fig. 2.1.Due to the extremely high temperatures in the ore region of the Sun, ollisions betweenatoms are suÆiently violent to ejet eletrons from their orbits. Only the tightly boundinner eletrons of heavy atoms will be retained. The photons emitted by nulear fusion anpass through the inner part of the Sun without being absorbed by the eletrons. Closerto the surfae, the temperature dereases and the heavier atoms suh as iron begin toreapture their outer eletrons. These outer eletrons are relatively weak bounded to thenuleons and an be easily separated by absorption of photons. Therefore, the ow ofphotons oming from the interior region is bloked by the availability of the absorbingatoms, a sharply drop of the temperature at some depth below the surfae results. Thus,a layer of relatively ool gas overs the hotter interior and the onsequene is a heatingof the gas at the bottom of the ool outer layer by the hot gas in the interior. Theresult of that heating is a strong large-sale upward and downward movement of gasesin the so alled onvetion zone, whih extends from a depth of about 1:5 � 106 km tothe surfae of the Sun. It is believed, however, that energy is transferred to the outeronvetive layers mainly by eletromagneti radiation, undergoing a series of absorptionand emission proesses. Near the surfae the energy is transported partly by onvetionand partly by eletromagneti radiation. This results beause of the substantial blokingof radiant energy by the absorption of heavier omponents near the surfae. Above thesurfae, energy is again transferred by means of eletromagneti radiation. The solaroutput provides eletromagneti, partile, and plasma energy to the Earth as shown inTab. 2.1. It is a fat that the eletromagneti radiation is by far the largest solar energysoure for the Earth and hene the mostly inuential for its weather and limate proesses.The boundary between the atmosphere and the interior of the Sun is a region about1000 km thik, alled the photosphere. This layer is relatively thin ompared to theSun's radius. Most of the radiation that reahes the Earth's atmosphere is emitted in thephotosphere and is further responsible for the visible band in the solar radiation. Theexistene of the photosphere is due to a drop in the opaity of the gas in this region. A gasis alled opaque when propagating photons an only move short distanes before being24



Figure 2.1. A ross setion of the Sun illustrating the solar interior and atmosphere. The solarinterior inludes the ore with a temperature of 8� 106 K, the radiation zone, and the onvetivezone. The solar atmosphere inludes the photosphere, the hromosphere, and the orona. Adaptedfrom [Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄.deeted. As a result of these many satterings a modi�ation and randomisation of theaverage wavelength of the radiation follows, assoiated diretly to the temperature of thegas. Transparent gas represents the opposite situation: sattering and absorption oursseldom, the light an propagate over large distanes without deetion. While the interiorof the Sun is opaque, its atmosphere is largely transparent. The transition between opaqueand transparent layers is what de�nes the 'surfae' of the Sun. The apaity of the gas tosatter radiation drastially dimmish at the base of the photosphere.The solar spetrum is approximately that of a blak body (see further Setion 2.1.2) atthe temperature of 5800 K, this orresponds to the temperature of the gas at the base ofthe photosphere. The light originated at the Sun's interior is sattered many times belowthe photosphere, but from the base of this layer upward it is almost free to travel withoutdeetion, therefore the spetrum keeps almost unhanged. The gas beomes older withinreasing altitude, the temperature atually drops to about 4200 K. The emission ofthe photosphere is a ontinuum, but as light passes through the transparent and oldergas of the upper photosphere, dark lines appear in the solar spetrum. A set of severalhundred dark lines in the bright bakground of the ontinuous solar spetrum results. Thisphenomena was �rst observed by Fraunhofer in the early 19th entury and these lines arealled Fraunhofer lines. The dark lines orrespond to spei� wavelengths (aording tothe atomi transition frequenies) at whih the various elements absorb and reemit thelight passing through the gas in the Sun's outer atmosphere, where the temperature is aslow as 4000 K to 5000 K (see, e.g., [White (1970)℄).The photosphere is far from being a homogeneous surfae, haraterised by a uniformdistribution of granules over the solar disk. The granules are regions 1500 km wide onaverage and they have lifetimes of 5-10 min, and are observable in visible light. At theenter of a granule the temperature of the photosphere is few hundreds Kelvin degreeshigher than at its edge. Granulation is due to the onvetion operating below the photo-sphere, the granules are simple bubbles of hotter gas oming from the interior and results25



probably by strong onvetive proesses in and below the photosphere. In these olumnshot gas rises with a veloity of several kilometers per seond (this an be on�rmed byDoppler shift measurements [Bray et al. (1984)℄). The hot gas then ools at the top of theolumn and sinks down in the darker regions surrounding eah granule. Thus, granulationjust represents the tops of onvetion urrents that are transferring heat from below thesolar surfae to the surfae.Soure Energy Solar yle Terrestrial deposition(Wm2) hange (Wm2) altitudeSolar radiationTotal irradiane 1366 1.3 Surfae, troposphereUV 2000-3000 �A 15.4 0.16 0-50 kmUV 0-2000 �A 0.15 0.15 50-500 kmPartilesSolar Protons 0.002 30-90 kmCosmi rays 0.000007 0-90 kmSolar wind 0.0003 About 500 kmTable 2.1. Magnitude and variability of the solar soures of terrestrial energy. Data taken from[Counil (1994)℄.Furthermore, transient phenomena suh as sunspots and faulae inuene the vari-ability of the solar emission at short wavelengths in the photosphere. Sunspots appear asrelatively darker pathes in the photosphere beause they are ooler (around 4000 K) thanthe surrounding sphere. The lower the temperature, the weaker the blakbody emissionof the photosphere. Sunspots are assoiated with the strong magneti �elds that existin the interior but the reason why sunspots are ool is not entirely understood, but onepossibility is that the magneti �eld in the spots inhibits onvetion underneath them[Hoyt and Shatten (1997)℄. They are irregular and have an average size of about 10,000km but range up to areas that over more than 150,000 km. The spots are usually foundin pairs, or in omplex groups, oriented along the diretion of the Sun's rotation. Smallspots persist for several days or a week, while larger ones exists for several weeks. Thenumber of sunspots appearing on the solar dis is highly variable and ranges from a fewto a maximum of about 150, and varies with a period of 11 years, the so alled sunspotyle. The period is not onstant, but varies between about 9.5 years and 12.5 years[Mursuly and Ulrih (1998)℄. During eah yle, sunspots migrate from high latitudes tothe equator. Sunspots never appear near the Sun's poles, but they are almost entirelyon�ned to the region between the equator and 40Æ latitude. Eah spot is omposed ofa entral dark line, alled umbra, surrounded by a lighter region, alled penumbra. Fau-lae (the word faula is atually Latin for 'little torh') are bright granular strutures onthe Sun's surfae that are slightly hotter than the surrounding photosphere. A sunspotalways has an assoiated faulae, whih appear before and disappear after the sunspot inthe same plae. These are also magneti areas but the magneti �eld is onentrated inmuh smaller bundles than in sunspots. While the sunspots tend to make the Sun lookdarker, the faulae make it look brighter.The region above the photosphere is alled the solar atmosphere, haraterised byrare and transparent solar gases. Further the solar atmosphere an be divided into twolayers, alled the hromosphere and the orona. The hromosphere is the layer of the solar26



atmosphere adjaent to the photosphere and extending outward to a high of approximately2000 km where the orona starts. The hromosphere is far from tranquil. Every fewminutes, small solar storms erupt, expelling jets of hot matter known as spiules intothe Sun's upper atmosphere. Its boundary is de�ned by an inrease in the atmospheritemperature with altitude (in ontrast with the derease seen in the photosphere). Inabout 2000 km, the temperature of the hromosphere inreases from about 4000 K to25,000 K. At this higher temperature hydrogen emits light that gives o� a reddish olor(H-alpha emission), this olor is the origin of its name (hromos meaning 'olor'). Thehromospheri emission spetrum is omposed predominantly of emission lines, mostly byhydrogen, helium, and alium; the visible emission is weak.Above the hromosphere lies the orona, whih extends outward for several solar di-ameters without any boundary. The orona is irregularly shaped, very hot and extremelydiluted. It an reah temperatures of few million Kelvins, and a density 10-12 that ofthe photosphere. A ontinuously stream of gas alled solar wind ows out of the oronainto the solar system. The emission spetrum of the orona ontains a number of weakemissions lines and its free eletrons satter photospheri light. The emission is strong inthe X-rays beause of the extreme temperature of the gas.Furthermore, transient phenomena appears in the solar atmosphere. So alled solarares and prominenes ours in the hromosphere and orona. They are assoiatedwith the sunspot groups, and part of the same physial phenomena. Flares are loalisederuptions that an emit great amounts of energy. Prominenes assume di�erent shapesand appear typially as ars of gas following the magneti �eld lines assoiated with thesunspot groups. They extend into the orona and sometimes some of the gas ompletelyesapes the Sun's gravity, a phenomena alled oronal mass ejetion.2.1.2 The Sun as a Blak BodyFor understanding the onept of absorption and emission proesses the laws of blakbodyradiation are essential. This is a basi onept in physis and speial for radiative pro-esses. A blak body is by de�nition a perfet absorber and emits the possible maximumamount of energy at a given temperature. Therefore it reets no radiation and appearsperfetly blak. Its an objet that absorb all eletromagneti radiation that falls ontoit, no radiation passes trough it and none is reeted. Emission by a blak body is theontrary of absorption. In pratie no material has been found to absorb all inomingradiation. At a partiular temperature the blak body would emit the maximum amountof energy possible for that temperature. This value is known as the blak body radiation.The maximum wavelength emitted by a blak body radiator is in�nite. It also emits a def-inite amount of energy at eah wavelength for a partiular temperature, so standard blakbody radiation urves an be drawn for eah temperature, showing the energy radiated ateah wavelength. All objets emit radiation above absolute zero.Blak Body Radiation LawsIn 1900 Plank devised a theory of blakbody radiation whih gave good agreement forall wavelengths. In this theory the moleules of a body annot have arbitrary energies butinstead are quantised. Plank postulated that the energy is quantized and an undergoonly disrete transitions, therefore the radiant energies an only have disrete values, whih27



an be expressed by E = h� ; (2.1)where h is Plank's onstant and � the osillator frequeny. Further he derived a relation-ship between the spetrum of intensity B�(T ), emitted by a population of moleules atabsolute temperature T , whih an be expressed by the Plank funtionB�(T ) = 2h2�5(e hk�T � 1) ; (2.2)where h = 6:626� 10�34 Js is the Plank onstant, k = 1:3805� 10�23 JK�1 is the Boltz-mann onstant, and  = �� orresponds to the veloity of light, with the wavelength � andthe frequeny � of the eletromagneti radiation. The Plank and Boltzmann onstantshave been determined through experimentation. The Plank funtion establish a onnex-ion between the emitted monohromati intensity to the frequeny and temperature of theemitting body. The resulting spetrum is alled the Plank or blak body spetrum andshows a single maximum at wavelength �m. Its radiant intensity inreases with tempera-ture and the wavelength of the maximum intensity dereases with inreasing temperature.The intensity for � < �m dereases sharply, on the other side for � > �m exists a relativelywide band toward longer wavelengths. Furthermore, the blak body radiation is isotropi,so the intensity is independent of the diretion.Approximately, the Sun an be desribed as a blak body with a single emissiontemperature, but pratially it is not a very good haraterisation. A better desrip-tion an be obtained by adopting a equivalent temperature whih varies with frequeny[Coulson (1975)℄.By integration of the Plank funtion over the entire eletromagneti spetrum, it ispossible to obtain the total radiane (or intensity) of a blak body, this an be expressedby B(T ) = Z 10 B�(T ) d�0 � T 4 : (2.3)The integration over all angles and wavelengths leads to the total ux (energy per unittime) and Eq. 2.3 beomes the Stefan-Boltzmann lawF (T ) = �B(T ) = �SB T 4 ; (2.4)where �SB is the Stefan-Boltzmann onstant (�SB = 5:67 � 10�8 Jm�2s�1K�4). As anseen in the equation above, the emitted energy ux F (T ) (energy per unit area and perunit time) is proportional to the fourth power of the absolute temperature.The wavelength �max of maximum intensity follows by setting the derivative of Eq.2.2 (with respet to �) equal to zero, i.e.,�B�(T )�� = 0 (2.5)and for the wavelength of the maximum results Wien's displaement law�maxT = A = onst (2.6)(with � in �m follows A=2898 �mK). Wien's displaement law states that for blakbodyradiation the wavelength of the maximum intensity is inversely proportional to the tem-perature. By the aid of this property, the temperature of a blak body an be determinedfrom the wavelength of maximum radiation.28



The previous three fundamental laws deal with the intensity emitted by a blak body,whih is dependent on the emitting wavelength and the temperature of the medium. Amedium under thermodynami equilibrium absorbs radiation of a partiular wavelength,and at same time also emits radiation of the same wavelength. This means, that theemissivity �� (de�ned as the ratio of the emitting intensity to the Plank funtion) of amedium in thermodynami equilibrium is equal to its absorptivity A� (de�ned as the ratioof the absorbed intensity to the Plank funtion) and hene follows Kirhho�'s law�� = A� : (2.7)This law states that in thermodynamial equilibrium and at a given wavelength the ratio ofemissivity to absorptivity do not depend on the nature of the substane, but only dependson wavelength and temperature: ��A� = f(�; T ) : (2.8)This was �rst realised by the German physiist Kirhho� in 1860. For a blak body, theabsorption reahes a maximum and in the same way reahes the emission a maximumvalue. Thus follows A� = �� = 1 (2.9)for all wavelengths.In general, real bodies not only absorb radiation, they also reet a part of the inidentradiation and transmit the remainder and an be de�ned as a gray body and be desribedby A� = �� < 1 : (2.10)The ratios of the absorbed, reeted, and transmitted radiation are again funtions oftemperature and wavelength.2.1.3 The Solar SpetrumThe radiation emitted by the Sun aords, in a �rst approximation, to the emission ofa blak body at a temperature of about 6000 K. The solar spetrum overs wavelengthsranging from gamma rays to radio waves. Due to nonquantised eletroni transitions, thebulk of the energy is arried by the ontinuum. The single most important ontributeris hydrogen, both in the neutral state and as negative ions. In the ionisation proess theatom may absorb more than the energy required to remove the eletron. This additionalenergy an be implemented as supplying kineti energy to the redundant eletron and isnot quantised. As a onsequene the absorption is not seletive but rather ontinuous.These ionisation ours on the shorter wavelength region of the ionisation frequeny. Inthe visible and infrared, the solar spetrum is essentially a ontinuum [Stix (1989)℄.The most important solar radiation part whih a�ets the limate system of the Earthis in the ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared region of the spetrum. In fat 99% of thesolar radiation reahing the Earth has a wavelength between 0.1 �m and 4.0 �m with 9%in the ultraviolet (below 400 nm) and the remainder part is in the visible (49%) and nearinfrared (42%) wavelength region [Houghton et al. (1984)℄.The radiation emitted from the Sun's photosphere shows a maximum intensity inthe visible region of the spetrum. The spetrum of radiation an be desribed as an29



ensemble of eletromagneti waves whih travels trough a vauum at the speed of light.The eletromagneti waves over a ontinuous range of wavelengths and the totality isalled the eletromagneti spetrum. The infrared emission is atually a onsiderable degreehigher and is more losely approximated to a 7000 K blak body. On the other hand isthe intensity of ultraviolet (UV) radiation reahing the Earth atmosphere somewhat lessthan that from a 6000 K blak body, thats due to absorption by atoms and moleulesin the Sun's photosphere. The solar output shows more a ooler temperature of 5100 Kbetween 200 nm and 250 nm, and 4600 K between 130 nm and 170 nm. Figure 2.2 givesthe spetral distribution of the solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere, at sea level,ompared against the emission spetrum of a blak body with a temperature of about6000 K.

Figure 2.2. The spetrum of solar short wave radiation in the UV, visible, and infrared wavelengthregion outside the Earth's atmosphere, at sea level, and for a blak body approximation (dashedline) for average atmospheri onditions for the Sun at zenith. At the sea level the aording majorabsorbing speies are denoted. The �gure is adapted from [Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄.The spetrum at top of the atmosphere losely resembles the spetrum given byPlank's formula. In the wavelength region from 120 nm to 300 nm exists a superpo-sition with absorption lines upon the ontinuum whih inreases with shorter wavelength.The soure of solar emission hanges from the photosphere to the hromosphere as thewavelength inreases from 300 nm to 120 nm. This means that the e�etive emittingheight of the solar ontinuum moves upwards in the solar atmosphere and the absorptionlines superimposed on the ontinuum absorb inreasingly more energy.The emitted solar short wavelength radiation is therefore inversely related to the solaraltitude from where it is emitted. Radiation with wavelengths of > 180 nm are emittedby the photosphere, wavelengths less than 180 nm are emitted by the hromosphere, andthe very energeti omponents with wavelengths less than 50 nm originate in the orona.At wavelengths shorter than 208 nm ours a sharp inrease in the solar ux, this anbe assoiated with the Al I ionisation edge. Other less distintive ionisation edges andtheir related ontinua in the solar atmosphere are due to other elements like H, Mg, Fe,Se, and C. Below the aluminum edge, the importane of the solar emission lines inreases30



rapidly. On the other side, the absorption lines from the spetrum below 150 nm beomesmore and more negligible. Less than 140 nm, the emission by hromospheri and oronallines begins to dominate the emission in the ontinuum [Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄.A harateristi emission ours at 121.6 nm, the Lyman-� emission, whih orrespondsto transition from from the exited state of hydrogen.

Figure 2.3. Spetral irradiane in the ultraviolet between 1500 �A and 3000 �A (adapted from[Hall et al. (1985)℄).The solar output varies in many regions of the eletromagneti spetrum, but in thevisible band exists a small variability. For the ultraviolet radiation is the variabilityprimarily in the extreme (EUV) and far ultraviolet (FUV), in the middle (MUV) andnear ultraviolet (NUV) is the variability less than for the EUV and FUV. The solarvariability is dominated by the 27-day rotation yle of the Sun and the sunspot ativity,respetively. Observations of the variability over these yle show that the amplitude ofvariation dereases rapidly with wavelength [Lean et al. (1982)℄. Figure 2.3 shows thequiet Sun ux between 1500 �A to 3000 �A arriving at the top of the Earth's atmosphere.The ux is given as summed over 20 �A intervals. There exists a large hange in uxaross this range, dropping about four orders in magnitude from 300 nm to 150 nm.The rotation yle leads to variations of several perent in the UV < 250 nm and ofunder 1% for wavelengths longer than 250 nm [Bertaux et al. (1986)℄. Furthermore, theativity hanges between the 11-year yle extremes are notieable, but by a relativelysmall amount. The variation between the extremes in terms of the solar onstant (seethe Setion below) is of order 0.1%. These variability dereases sharply with inreasingwavelength under onsideration of the inverse relationship between solar altitude and theemitted wavelength.An exellent assessment of the atually best measurements is given by[Rottman (1990)℄, high resolution measurements of the UV solar spetrum are given by[Hall and Anderson (1991), Shmidtke et al. (1991)℄. The solar variability and a moreomplete disussion of the solar output an be found in [Frohlih (1977), Stix (1989)℄.The solar variability itself has been reviewed by [Lean (1991), Lean (1987)℄.31



2.2 Solar Radiation in the Earth's AtmosphereObservations of the Sun over many years shows that the intensity of the emitted radiationhas not hanged substantially. A quantity to desribe the emitted energy is the so alledsolar onstant , whih is de�ned as the amount of solar radiation inidene (overing theentire solar spetrum) per unit area and per unit time on a surfae normal to the diretionof propagation of the radiation. The exat value and the magnitude of the utuationsof the solar onstant are not yet known exatly. For the Earth, the solar onstant isfurther situated at the Earth's mean distane from the Sun. At top of the atmosphere,the value of the solar onstant is about 1367 Wm�2, whih orresponds to an e�etive solartemperature of 5780 K. The Earth's system aptures this energy and the orrespondingenergy is on the average 342 Wm�2 [Frohlih (1977)℄. The Earth atmosphere absorbs thisenergy, mainly due to moleular oxygen, ozone, and water vapor. The absorption of solarradiation by ozone is responsible for the heating of the stratosphere.On top of the atmosphere the distribution of the observed solar radiation depends onthe geometry of the Earth, its rotation, and its elliptial orbit around the Sun. Thereforeit is a funtion of the eentriity of the orbit, the longitude of the perihelion, and furthera funtion of the angle of the Earth's axis to the plane of the elipti. The penetrationof solar radiation and its atmospheri interation yields to a formation of harateristilayers, whose altitudes are independent of the intensity of the radiation. The layers arestrongly dependent on the physial behaviour of the atmospheri medium, the solar zenithangle, and the wavelength of the radiation.After the solar radiation enters the atmosphere, absorption and sattering by atmo-spheri onstituents attenuates it as it passes through the atmosphere. The absorbedradiation is diretly ontributed to the heat budget of the Earth, whereas the satteredradiation is partly reeted to spae and partly ontinuous its way trough the atmosphere,where it undergoes further sattering and absorption. The maximum of depletion of thesolar radiation tends to our at high latitudes were the path length trough the atmo-sphere is longest, and the minimum of depletion ours in the intertropial region werethe path length is shortest. The nature and onentration of the absorbing gases andpartiles determine the amount of attenuation. The penetration of solar radiation intoEarth's atmosphere depends on the absorption by eah onstituent. The absorption be-haviour of the minor onstituents depends on the wavelength, therefore the penetrationdepth is dependent on the shape of the spetrum.Furthermore, the pathlength through whih the solar beam passes a�ets the intensity.The pathlength depends on the angle of inidene of the solar radiane, whih depends ontime, latitude, and date.2.2.1 Absorption and SatteringAbsorptionThe atomi and moleular struture of a gas de�nes the absorption and emission ofradiation in gases aording to the spei� wavelength of the radiation. Any isolatedmoleule (just as atoms) possesses a ertain amount of energy and an only absorb inertain disrete energy states and an only undergo disrete hanges between these states.The quantum theory also requires that energy transmitted by eletromagneti radiationexists in disrete units. Radiation ours only when the atom makes a transition from one32



state with energy Ek to a state with lower energy Ej, and the atom emits a photon ofenergy as given in Eq. 2.1. The lowest energy state is alled the ground state, and whenan eletron of an atom absorbs energy due to a ollision and desend into a large orbit,the atom is said to be in an exited state. Eletrons an be removed from an orbit if aharateristi amount of energy is absorbed. This amount referred to the ground state isalled the ionisation potential. Contains the atoms or moleules more than one eletron,the ionisation potential usually refers to the eletron that requires the energy for removal.The amount of energy to dissoiate the atoms is alled the dissoiation potential.Thus if a moleule hanges from a state of lower energy to one of higher, it has toabsorb the neessary quantised energy given by h�, where � is the frequeny of radiation.These feature an be desribed in quantum-mehanial terms by Ek�Ej = h�. It followsthat an isolated moleule interats only with radiation having ertain disrete wavelengths.If the moleule absorbs radiant energy, the eletrons an go to a higher disrete orbit un-der onsideration of their seletion rules. Further exist additional, lesser energy amounts.These results from hange of the eletroni state, alled eletroni energy, from the vibra-tion of the individual atoms about their mean position in the moleule (the atoms of amoleule are bounded by ertain fores suh that the individual atoms an vibrate abouttheir equilibrium positions relative to one another), alled vibrational energy. Further-more from the rotation of the moleule about its enter of mass (a moleule an rotate,or revolve, about an axis trough its enter of gravity), alled rotational energy. Radiationan permit only a ertain on�guration of eletron orbits within the atom, further ertainfrequenies of vibration and vibration amplitudes, and ertain rotation states. The sum ofthese three energy states identi�es eah possible ombination of eletron orbits, vibration,and rotation.For eah hemial element or ombination exists a harateristi absorption and emis-sion spetrum, whih shows the frequenies of absorption and emission respetively. Theseproperties an be desribed in terms of a line spetrum, whih onsists of a �nite numberof narrow absorption or emission lines. So for eah partiular atmospheri gaseous speiesexists a spetrum, the atmospheri absorption spetra therefore onsist of all these lines.If the radiation whih penetrate the gas annot exite the atoms or moleules, the energywill not be absorbed or emitted. Moleular gases absorb in bands whih onsists of a largenumber of losely spaed spetral lines. The moleular spetra are muh more omplexthan those for individual atoms beause they have more degrees of freedom. Also are thequantized vibrational and rotational energy transitions muh smaller than those in the ele-troni transitions. Only for diatomi moleules with an osillating eletri dipole momentexist rotational or vibrational spetra. A dipole moment results, if the e�etive entersof the positive and negative harges have nonzero separation. Moleules with permanenteletri dipole moments, suh as H2O and O3, interat strongly with eletromagneti radi-ation due to their asymmetrial harge distribution. Linear moleules, suh as N2 and O2,are inative beause of their symmetrial harge distribution, otherwise they have weakmagneti dipole moments that allow radiative ativities. Eletroni transitions are stim-ulated by radiation in the ultraviolet and visible wavelength region. So their absorption(and emission) spetra are due to eletroni transitions with vibration-rotation featuressuperimposed. Vibrational and rotational transition our at IR wavelength, transitionsbetween eletroni levels due to UV and visible radiation. Moleular oxygen and ozonemeanly interats in these wavelength range.Rotational energy hanges are relatively small, therefore pure rotational lines our33



in the mirowave and far-infrared spetra. Changes in the vibrational states are gen-erally muh larger than the minimum hanges in rotational energy. Thats the reasonwhy vibrational transitions never our alone but are oupled with simultaneous rota-tional transitions. This oupling rise to a group of lines known as vibrational-rotationalband. Beause of the high energy whih is required for the transition, the absorption andemission usually ours in the ultraviolet of visible spetrum. Atoms an produe linespetra, moleules an have two additional types of energy, leading to more omplex bandstrutures in their spetra.Considering Heisenbergs unertainty priniple, the individual lines in the absorptionspetra of an isolated moleule have �nite widths. Monohromati emission is pratiallynever observed. Energy levels during energy transitions are usually slightly hanging (dueto both, external inuenes, and the loss of energy in emission), therefore follows thenon-monohromati emitted radiation, and spetral lines of �nite widths an be observed.Furthermore, the Doppler broadening within the gas expands the width of the lines, theamount depends upon the veloity of the gas moleules, whih is diretly proportionalto the square root of the absolute temperature. This line broadening is assoiated withrandom motions of the gas moleules due to the di�erene in thermal veloities of atomsand moleules. The perturbation due to reiproal ollisions between the absorbing andnon absorbing moleules tends to a broadening of the spetral lines. The interationsbetween the eletrostati fore �elds of individual moleules during ollisions result to aollision broadening, where the amount depends upon the frequeny of moleular ollisions,whih is diretly proportional to the pressure of the gas (for more details about linebroadening see for instane, [Mitter (1993), D.G. Andrews (1987)℄). In the altitude regionextending from 20 km upwards, e�etive line shapes are determined by both ollision- andDoppler broadening proesses.The absorption behaviour of various moleules depends on their moleular struture.Moleules with diatomi struture like N2 or O2 have two nulei, those an only movetoward and away from eah other during vibration. Hene diatomi moleules have onevibrational mode, noted as symmetri streth. Due to the symmetrial harge distribu-tion diatomi moleules lak a permanent dipole moment whih an aquire osillatingmomentum during vibration. Thats why diatomi moleules show little radiative ativityin the visible and infrared wavelength region.Triatomi moleules with a linear symmetri assembling like CO2 or NO2 show threevibrational modes, one for symmetri streth, one for bending motion, and one for an-tisymmetri streth. The outome of this linear symmetry is the absent of permanenteletri dipole moment. Due to vibrational symmetry, the vibration mode is radiativelyinative at its fundamental. The triatomi struture for O3 or H2O moleules forms anisoseles triangle and has tree fundamental vibration modes.Diatomi and linear triatomi moleules show three equal moments of inertia and twodegrees of rotational freedom. Asymmetri top moleules features three unequal momentsand three degrees of rotational freedom. Moleules with larger omplexity features addi-tional degrees of freedom.SatteringConsidering the denser layers of the atmosphere, solar radiation is diverted or satteredfrom its diretion of propagation due to the presene of large onentrations of partiles,34



suh as air moleules, aerosols, and louds. Aerosols are de�ned as suspensions of liquidor solid partiles in the air, their mean radius ranges from about 10�4 �m to 10 �m[Houghton (1985)℄.Sattering is the proess, when a partile in the path of an eletromagneti waveextrats energy from this inident wave and reradiates that energy in all diretions. Thefrequeny of the sattered radiation does not hange, but its phase and polarization mayhange substantially from those of the inident radiation. The partiles at as a new soureof radiation, sattering ours for partiles of all sizes. Sattering of solar radiation doesnot lead to a onversion of radiant energy into heat as does absorption.The ratio of the partile size to the wavelength of the inident radiation determinesthe relative intensity of the sattered light. Rayleigh sattering ours when this ratiois small; the sattered light is distributed equally in the forward and bakward dire-tions. This theory generally desribes the sattering of unpolarized light by air moleules.Rayleigh sattering is important when the sattering ross setion beomes omparableto the absorption ross setion. Approximately the sattering ross setion varies as theinverse fourth power of the wavelength (� ��4), the shorter the wavelength the moreradiation will be sattered.Due to the strong absorption behaviour of moleular oxygen and ozone for wavelengthregions less than about 250 nm in the atmosphere follows a redution and modi�ationof the e�ets of Rayleigh sattering. For larger partiles an inreasing part of the light isonentrated in the forward diretion, this ase is alledMie sattering and the distributionof sattered light intensity with sattering angles beomes very omplex.In the Earth's atmosphere the partiles whih are responsible for sattering over arange of sizes from gas moleules (� 10�10 m, equivalent to Rayleigh sattering) to largeraindrops and hail partiles (� m, basially Mie sattering). In general an the hange indiretion of the inident radiation be explained for large partiles by geometrial optis. Inthe Earth's atmosphere are three sattering proesses important: reetion and satteringfrom the underlying surfae and troposphere (inluding louds and aerosols), moleularsattering (in essene Rayleigh sattering), and sattering by aerosols (partiularly volaniaerosols; in essene Mie sattering). Up to the stratosphere, sattering is the dominantradiative transfer proess, with sattering from aerosols, louds, and larger partiles.A more detailed disussion about atmospheri absorption and sattering an be foundin e.g., [Brasseur and Solomon (1984), Salby (1995)℄.2.2.2 Spetral Regions of Photohemial Importane in the AtmosphereFor the Earth's limate is the absorption of radiation by gases one of the most importantaspets. The priniple absorbers and ionisation limits are shown in Fig. 2.4. The Figureshows the altitude at whih vertially inident solar radiation is dereased to e�1 of itsvalue outside the atmosphere. The minor onstituents of the atmosphere are responsiblefor the most pronouned absorption of both, solar and terrestrial radiation (not onlynitrogen (N2) and moleular oxygen (O2) ontributes). Water vapor (H2O) and arbondioxide (CO2) absorb muh of the long-wave terrestrial radiation. The most importantabsorbing gases in the atmosphere are oxygen (O2), ozone (O3), water vapor (H2O), andarbon dioxide (CO2), and their oxides (N2O, NO2), and methane (CH4). The absorptionspetra are quite omplex, but as seen in Fig. 2.4, exist regions of absorption in whih theabsorption is so strong that no solar energy reahes the surfae of the Earth. Absorptionby ozone and moleular oxygen is responsible for removal of virtually all of the inident35



solar radiation shorter than 290 nm. Moleular oxygen absorbs only the radiation atwavelengths less than 242.4 nm. Ozone primarily absorbs between 200 nm and 300 nm,but also to some extent in the visible and infrared wavelength region.On the other side exist so alled optial windows (spetral regions where the absorptionby the atmosphere is quite weak) in the spetra, beause absorption is not strong from300 nm to 800 nm, about 40% of the solar energy is onentrated in the region between400 nm and 700 nm. In this region the atmosphere is essentially transparent. From 800nm to 2000 nm, terrestrial long-wave radiation is absorbed in a ompliated way mostlyby water vapor, but also by CO2 and other trae gases. The fat, that moleules absorbin partiular regions of the spetrum an be determined only by quantum mehanialalulations, aording to the optial properties of the medium. In the atmosphere above20 km, radiation with wavelengths shorter than 300 nm, (ultraviolet and X-rays) is mainlyabsorbed by O2, O3, O, and N2. The very intense Lyman � line emission at 121.6 nman reah the upper part of the middle atmosphere due to theirs positioning in an optialwindow in this wavelength region (e�etively dissoiate water vapor, arbon dioxide, andmethane). Radiation with wavelengths shorter than 100 nm is almost ompletely absorbedabove 100 km by moleular and atomi oxygen, and by moleular nitrogen. Ionization dueto extreme ultraviolet and X-rays ours at very high levels, the ionization forms andmaintains the so alled ionosphere.

Figure 2.4. Altitude at whih the solar irradiane dereases to e�1 of its value outside the Earth'satmosphere for vertial inidene. The solar ux is attenuated by a fator 1=e. The prinipleabsorbing speies and thresholds for photoionisation are indiated (adapted from [Salby (1995)℄).For the region below 40 km, the absorption of solar radiation due to ozone and mole-ular oxygen is of major importane. Ozone forms the stratosphere and mesosphere byphotohemial proesses, the maximum onentration an be found between 20 km and30 km height. A depletion of the stratospheri ozone would result in an inrease of theultraviolet radiation at the Earth's surfae, inluding inalulable onsequenes for thebiosphere. From this absorption properties follows the abrupt uto� at wavelengths atabout 300 nm of the solar radiation entering the troposphere. In the troposphere, theabsorption of solar radiation is rather weak and mainly ours in the visible and near36



infrared (0.55 �m < � < 4.0 �m) wavelength region due primarily to H2O, CO2, andlouds. In the lower atmosphere, the aerosol absorption behaviour has to be onsidered.Aerosols heat the troposphere by the absorption of solar energy.Wavelength Atmospheri absorbers121.6 nm Solar Lyman � line, absorbed by O2 in the mesosphere; noabsorption by O3.100 - 175 nm O2 Shumann-Runge ontinuum. Absorption by by O2 inthe thermosphere; an be negleted in the mesosphere andstratosphere.175 - 200 nm O2 Shumann-Runge bands. Absorption by O2 in the meso-sphere and upper stratosphere.200 - 242 nm O2 Herzberg ontinuum. Absorption by O2 in the strato-sphere and weak absorption in the mesosphere. Weak ab-sorption by O3 in the Hartley band.242 - 310 nm O3 Hartley band. Absorption in the stratosphere leading tothe formation of O(1D).310 - 400 nm O3 Huggins bands. Absorption in the stratosphere and tro-posphere leading to the formation of O(1P).400 - 850 nm O3 Chappius bands. Absorption in the troposphere featuresphotodissoiation at the surfae.Table 2.2. Spetral regions of photohemial importane in the atmosphere.Table 2.2 shows the di�erent spetral regions of photohemial importane in theUVVIS wavelength region for moleular oxygen and ozone. Ozone absorbs at longerwavelengths than oxygen thus an penetrate to lower altitudes. The Hartley band (seeSetion 2.5.4) is the primary ozone absorption region and lies between 200 nm to 310 nm.The Hartley band merges the Huggins bands at 310 nm to 400 nm. Further absorbs ozonein the visible wavelength region between 400 nm to 850 nm, whih are the Chappius bandsand these are importane in troposphere and lower stratosphere.The Hartley and Chappius bands features ontinuous spetra, the Huggins bands on-tain a spetrum of di�use lines. The Herzberg ontinuum is situated at wavelengths of 200nm to 242 nm, where O2 is dissoiated into two ground-state oxygen atoms. At shorterwavelengths, the Shumann-Runge bands speify the absorption spetrum, where O2 isvibrational exited. A detailed disussion about the Shumann-Runge absorption systemis given in Setion 2.5.1. Wavelengths shorter than 175 nm are absorbed in the Shumann-Runge ontinuum, where O2 is dissoiated into two oxygen atoms, one eletronial exited.Absorption at shorter wavelengths features an irregular banded struture that eventuallymerges into the ionisation ontinuum at wavelengths shorter than 102 nm.2.3 Radiative TransferThe Earth-atmosphere system reets about 30% of the inoming solar radiation at the topof the atmosphere and absorbs the remaining part. A major part of the solar irradiationis absorbed by the Earth's surfae, approximately 70% by the oean and 30% by land.Considering a limatologial period of time (a year or longer), the global-mean temperature37



of the Earth-atmosphere system is relatively onstant. Therefore the solar energy absorbedin the Earth-atmosphere system must be reemitted into spae to aomplish approximatelythe global thermal equilibrium.2.3.1 The Global Radiation BalaneThe solar radiative energy onstitutes the basi driving fore for atmospheri irulations.Its the ultimate soure of energy that drives weather and limate in the Earth atmosphere.The absorption of solar radiation by the atmosphere and surfae leads to heating of thelimate system. The most important external fator for the Earth's limate is the totalinoming solar radiation. The solar inoming energy is mainly absorbed in the atmosphereby moleular oxygen, ozone, and water vapor. The residual part of solar radiation that isnot absorbed in the atmosphere or baksattered to spae reahes the Earth's surfae.The energy is mostly provided in the ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared wavelengthregion (wavelength between 0.2 �m and 4.0 �m). The short wave (SW) energy ux attop of the atmosphere normal to the inident ray diretion an be haraterised by thesolar onstant (see Setion 2.2), whih is approximately equal to 1370 Wm�2. The totalinoming energy aptured by the Earth's system is on the average 342 Wm�2, of whihabout 31% (equal to 107 Wm�2) is returned to spae by louds and Earth's surfae(24% due baksattering by louds, air moleules, and partiles, the remaining 7% due toreetion at the Earth's surfae). This amount of baksattered solar radiation withouthanges in wavelengths is alled albedo. About 25% (87 Wm�2) of the inoming energy

Figure 2.5. Shemati diagram of the global radiation budget in the limati system. The diagramshows the interation of solar radiation with the Earth atmosphere. The inoming solar radiationis partially reeted by the atmosphere, about half of the amount of energy is absorbed by theEarth's surfae. Adapted from [Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄.is absorbed within the atmosphere, by ozone in the middle atmosphere, and by loudsand water in the troposphere. The remaining energy 43% or 148 Wm�2 is absorbedby the Earth's surfae. At the wavelengths of solar radiation, atmospheri emission is38



negligible, therefore only absorption needs to be onsidered. Figure 2.5 approximatelydesribes the global energy budget of the Earth system. All the proesses shown in the�gure are responsible for the temperature struture of the atmosphere and also determinethe temperature at the surfae.The solar energy absorbed by the Earth is reradiated as infrared radiation. This energyis mostly absorbed by louds and atmospheri partiles suh as water vapor and arbondioxide. These two gases are able to arry a large fration of that energy (mostly inthe 12 �m to 20 �m region) in the lowest region of the atmosphere. The atmosphereshows a relatively weak absorption behaviour in the wavelength region between 8 �m to12 �m (alled the atmospheri window), therefore terrestrial radiation is able to propagateinto spae. As a onsequene of these weak absorption, any gas with strong absorptionproperties in this spetral region is relatively eÆient in trapping terrestrial radiation.With the priniple of onservation of energy, it is possible to alulate the heating orooling of an atmospheri layer due to the hange in net solar and terrestrial radiationwith height. The resulting thermal e�ets an be studied by using mathematial models,generally by solving the radiative transfer equation (see Setion 2.3.3). From this exam-inations follows a net ooling of the atmosphere by the long-wave radiation omponentat the order of 2.5 K per day. The averaged heating of the atmosphere by absorptionof solar radiation is only of the order of 0.5 K per day, and therefore, it does not om-pensate the ooling by long-wave radiation. The maintenane of a steady state in theatmosphere is only possible through the transfer of sensible heat (enthalpy) and latentheat (evaporation-ondensation) from the Earth's surfae to the atmosphere.The onentration of some of the absorbers (f. ozone) varies strongly with height, sothe solar and terrestrial radiation uxes are also strongly height dependent. The short-wave solar radiation dominates the net radiation balane in the daytime, on the otherhand at night the long-wave radiation ux dominates. Water vapor is responsible for thenet radiative ooling in the troposphere. The absorption of ultraviolet radiation by ozonein the Huggins and Hartley bands is the priniple soure of heat in the stratosphere, asmaller extent results due to the absorption of long-wave terrestrial radiation in the 9.6-�m band. Therefore results a heating rate of about 12 K per day near the stratopause,with a maximum of about 18 K per day near the summer pole. The ozone onentrationdetermines these numbers. The long-wave heating is only possible beause of the lowonentration of ozone in the troposphere.Above about 75 km to 80 km, the absorption of moleular oxygen in the Shumann-Runge bands is responsible for the heating of the atmosphere. Exept in the polarregions exists a net heating rate near 2 K per day, but there is a strong net ool-ing, up to 10-15 K per day, in the winter polar region between the stratopause andmesopause, and a weaker heating, up to 5 K per day, in the summer polar lower mesosphere[Kiehl and Solomon (1986)℄. These fats exert a strong ontrol on the seasonal varyingtemperatures and zonal winds. In the stratosphere and lower mesosphere the dynamialontributions to the global-mean heating are small at any level, therefore the global-meannet radiative heating is small throughout this region. In the middle and upper mesospherethese dynamial proesses are larger, but still small ontributions to the net heating rate.At 100 km results a heating rate of about 10 K per day, but there exists a largevariation with latitude and season. Ultraviolet radiation is responsible for the dissoiationof moleular oxygen, forming atomi oxygen. At altitudes above 80 km extends the lifetimeof atomi oxygen to near one day, and the energy whih is absorbed by O2 photolysis is39



stored as hemial energy. This energy is released as thermal energy when the oxygenatom reombines. Muh of this hemial energy is released in high latitude winter dueto horizontal and vertial transport. This proess and the adiabati heating are a resultof downward vertial veloities, both together lead to the warm mesopause temperatureobserved in winter.The ontribution to the heating rate through the absorption of moleular oxygen in theHerzberg ontinuum in the middle atmosphere is weak, thus ontribution an be negletedrelative to the e�ets of ozone in the stratosphere. Some O2 bands also exist at wavelengthslonger than 760 nm in the visible wavelength region. Notiluent louds, forming in theupper mesosphere and polar stratospheri water ie louds, have also a small inuene onheating in the middle atmosphere. Notiluent louds our during the summer near themesopause, furthermore are these louds an indiator of water-vapor ondensation in theupper mesosphere. But these louds have only a minor e�et on the radiative balane[Pollak and MKay (1985)℄.The ooling in the middle atmosphere by radiative emission is prinipally due to the15 �m band of arbon dioxide. For the stratosphere and mesosphere results a ooling rateof about 2 K per day. The maximum of the ooling rate is found at the winter mesopause,where the temperature is relatively warm. A further ontribution to infrared ooling inthe middle atmosphere is the emission in the 9.6 �m band of ozone. The infrared emissionat 80 �m by water vapor in the middle atmosphere is relatively weak.2.3.2 The Greenhouse E�etRadiative ative gases, alled greenhouse gases, absorb a small fration of solar energy,but these gases are very e�etive in absorbing as well as emitting long wave radiation.Greenhouse gases have very small volume mixing ratios (like water vapor and arbondioxide less than 0.1%) and absorb e�etively the infrared radiation oming from theEarth's surfae and atmosphere. Typial absorbing bands of greenhouse gases are the 9.6�m band of O3 and the 15 �m band of CO2. As well the atmospheri window and othergases suh as water vapor and CH4 are notieable. The net e�et of these greenhousegases is the redution of the amount of radiative energy emitted to spae, otherwise theyfeatures an inrease of radiative energy provided to the lower atmosphere and surfaesystem.From the terrestrial energy emitted by the surfae (about 390 Wm�2), only 40 Wm�2esapes diretly to spae in the atmospheri window (orresponds to 12% of the inomingsolar radiation). The remaining amount of energy (around 310 Wm�2 or 90%) is absorbedin the troposphere by water vapor, CO2, O3 and other greenhouse gases as mentionedabove. Also louds and aerosols are responsible for absorption of the terrestrial radiation.At least, 335 Wm�2 (denotes 98%) is emitted bak to the surfae, while 195 Wm�2 (or57%) is emitted to spae. The di�erene between radiative emission at the surfae andthe total infrared emission to spae represents the greenhouse e�et.The largest ontribution to the greenhouse e�et is provided by water vapor and CO2,and other trae gases like CH4, N2O, O3, CFCs, HCFCs, and HFCs. The greenhouse gasestherefore retain heat within the atmosphere, whih is alled the natural greenhouse e�et.The natural greenhouse e�et is responsible for the observed global mean temperature(�15ÆC). The inrease of onentration of man made greenhouse gases like CFCs, HCFCs,and HFCs features additional heating. The opaity of the atmosphere inrease and thealtitude where radiation is reemitted bak to spae is higher. As a result of these inreasing40



opaity, the temperatures at higher altitudes are lower and less energy is emitted, this leadsto a rise in radiative foring. This e�et is alled the enhaned greenhouse e�et. For astable limate, a balane between inoming and outgoing radiation is required.2.3.3 Radiative Transfer EquationsSolar radiative energy is the basi driving fore for atmospheri motions and the mostimportant external fator for the Earth's limate. At the wavelengths of solar radiation,atmospheri emission is negligible, therefore only absorption needs to be onsidered. Forwavelengths of terrestrial radiation, absorption and emission are equally important andmust be onsidered simultaneously. To understand the absorptive behaviour of the atmo-sphere, the analysation of the transfer of terrestrial radiation through an absorbing andemitting medium is neessary. This means the desription of the radiative transfer withits three dimensional dependene on wavelength and diretionality. For an atmospheriradiative transfer theory it is helpful to make two approximations. First, the urvature oflevel surfaes due to the spheriity of the planet is negligible for many appliations. Theseond one is, that the properties of the medium and the radiation �eld depend only on thevertial oordinate. Together, these onditions omprise the plane-parallel approximation.The monohromati radiation or intensity in a given medium passing through the penilof light is given by I� = I�
̂, depending on wavelength �. The intensity (or radiane)represents the amount of energy dE traversing a surfae dA with unit normal n per unittime dt in a penil of solid angle d
 inlined at an angle � (see Fig. 2.6) relative to thenormal to the surfae and an be written asI� = dEdt dA d
 os� 
̂ : (2.11)The monohromati radiane is de�ned at eah point s in spae and for eah diretion 
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Figure 2.6. Geometry of a penil of light in diretion 
 traversing the surfae element dA withunit normal n. The angle � denotes the inlination of the beam. Adapted from [Retsher (2004)℄.of the beam of light. Integrating I� normal to the surfae with positive n diretion over allsolid angels d
 de�nes at eah point s the net radiant ux F�(s) rossing a plane surfaeand an be written as F�(s) = Z4� I�(s;
0) d
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and is expressed inWm�2. Multidimensional radiation is alled di�use, and if the radiationarrives along a single diretion, like inoming solar radiation, it is termed parallel beamradiation. For a plane parallel atmosphere at altitude z, the net ux an be separated intoits upward propagating F "� and downward propagating F #� omponents suh that the netux an be written as F�(z) = F "� (z)� F #� (z) : (2.13)The monohromati radiane represents the spetral density of the radiane at wavelength�. Absorption and emission are not monohromati, therefore the radiane has to beintegrated over a �nite wavelength intervalF (z) = Z� F�(z) d�0 : (2.14)The attenuation of a beam of light depends on the density and the absorption harater-istis of the medium trough whih it passes. Energy an also be sattered into, out of, oremitted into the solid angle. Absorption and sattering onstitute the net extintion ofenergy passing trough the penil of radiation.Beer-Bougert-Lambert's LawEletromagneti radiation an interat basially with matter through absorption, sat-tering, and emission. A penil of radiation is attenuated proportional to the density andabsorbing harateristis of the medium through whih it passes. So the probability ofabsorption by a moleule depends on the behaviour of the moleule and the wavelength ofthe inoming radiation. The inident radiation an also be sattered out of this beam. Soboth, absorption and sattering, onstitute the net extintion of energy passing througha penil of radiation. Further intensi�es energy emitted or sattered into this beam fromother diretions the ow of energy through the penil of radiation.For a beam of monohromati radiation of unit ross-setional area with intensity I�,passing through an absorbing medium, the intensity after traversing a layer of thiknessds in the diretion of propagation, I� + dI�, is inrement hanged bydI� = �n��I� ds ; (2.15)where �� is the extintion ross setion (referened to an individual partile and has thedimension of area) and n the number density of the gas. This equation is known as theBeer-Bougert-Lambert's law and haraterises the derease of spetral radiane, whih isproportional to the mass of absorbing and sattering material enountered along the raypath. This relation states that radiane dereases monotonially with inreasing pathlength through the layer. The ross setion desribes the e�etive absorbing area of aninrement of mass for the wavelength �. The extintion oeÆient �� onsists of anabsorption �a� and a sattering part �s��� = �a� + �s� (2.16)and generally depends on temperature and pressure. It measures the harateristi dis-tane over whih energy is attenuated. The extintion oeÆient an be derived frommeasurements or alulated from quantum mehani proesses.42



Another measure to desribe this priniple an be expressed in terms of the spei�extintion ross setion �̂�, whih has units of area/mass. The frational energy absorbedfrom a penil of radiation is proportional to the mass traversed by the radiation, thereforeresults dI� = ���̂�I� ds ; (2.17)where �̂� is equivalent to the e�etive area of that mass and � is the density of the medium.By integration of Eq. 2.15 along the path of radiation de�nes the emergent intensityI�(s) = I�(0) exp h� Z s0 n(s0) ��(s0) ds0i : (2.18)The number density n depends on the path s against the hange in density over altitudein a real atmosphere. The radiane dereases monotonially with inreasing path lengththrough the layer.For the intensity inside a penil of radiation follows, that the intensity exponentiallydereases with the optial path length or also alled optial thikness��(s) = Z s0 n(s0)��(s0) ds0 ; (2.19)whih is a measure of the depletion that the beam of radiation has experiened as a resultof its passage through the layer, weighted aording to the density and extintion rosssetion of the medium. In penetration downward through a layer of unit optial thikness,the intensity of the monohromati radiane of the inident beam is diminished by a fatore. A medium is alled optial thik if the total optial thikness is greater than one, theradiation is absorbed before it an traverse the medium. Otherwise, if the optial thiknessis muh smaller than one, the medium is alled optial thin and the radiation traverse themedium with little attenuation.For monohromati radiation results the so-alled transmissivity or also alled trans-mission funtion Tr� of the medium at a given wavelengthTr�(s) = I�(s)I�(0) = e��(s) ; (2.20)whih desribes the fration of inident radiation remaining in the penil at a given dis-tane. From this equation follows, that the transmissivity dereases exponentially withinreasing optial thikness. On the other side, the monohromati absorptivity a� de-termines the fration of inident radiation that has been absorbed from the penil ofradiation, therefore it followsa�(s) = 1� Tr�(s) = 1� e��(s) : (2.21)The absorptivity approahes unity exponentially with inreasing optial thikness.Shwarzshild EquationThe basi equation of radiative transfer an be obtained due to an extension of Beer-Bougert-Lambert's law. Inluding that the gas along the ray path is also emitting radiationof wavelength �, an extra term J� has to be added in Eq. 2.15 and an expression of the43



energy balane in eah unit volume of the medium follows. The equation of radiativetransfer an be written as dI�n�� ds = J� � I� : (2.22)The equation above desribes the radiative transfer in general form for a layer boundedby two in�nite parallel planes of a horizontally strati�ed medium. Both, extintion andemission are haraterised by Eq. 2.22. For the atmosphere, the soure funtion J�expresses the inoming radiation due to either sattering from all diretions, to solarradiation, or to thermal emission by atmospheri moleules. The importane of theseontributions varies with the spetral range of interest.In the ase of a plane-parallel atmosphere, where loal thermodynami equilibriumonditions apply and in the absene of sattering, the soure funtion in the radiativetransfer equation is equal to the blak body monohromati radiane, given by the Plankfuntion (Eq. 2.2) J� = B�(T ) : (2.23)The equation of radiative transfer therefore redues to the so alled Shwarzshild equationdI�n�� ds = B� � I� ; (2.24)where �� then equals the absorption ross setion �a�. The �rst term in the right-hand sideof Eq. 2.24 denotes the inrease in the radiant intensity arising from blakbody emissionof the material, whereas the seond term represents the redution of the radiant intensitydue to absorption. The Shwarzshild equation shows the theoretial possibility of deter-mination of the intensity of radiation at any point of the atmosphere if the distribution ofabsorbing mass and the absorption oeÆients are known.The solution of the equation of radiative transfer an be expressed formally when theoptial thikness �� is inserted into Eq. 2.22dI�d�� + I� = J� : (2.25)By integration of Eq. 2.25 from 0 to ��(s) followsI�e�� = Z J�e� 0�d� 0� + C (2.26)and inluding the boundary ondition I�(s0) = I�(0) yields toI�(s) = I�(0)e��� + Z ��0 J�(� 0�) e�(���� 0�) d� 0� : (2.27)The �rst term in Eq. 2.27 desribes the absorption attenuation of the radiant intensityby the medium, aording to an exponential derease with the path length of the inidentintensity I�(0), and is essentially equivalent to Beer-Bougert-Lambert's law. The seondterm represents the emission ontribution from the medium along the path from 0 to s.44



2.3.4 Chapman TheoryWhen solar radiation penetrates into the Earth's atmosphere, the photons undergo ol-lisions with atmospheri moleules and therefore, these solar photons are absorbed andsattered. The amount of absorption by a moleule depends on the nature of the moleuleand the wavelength of the inoming radiation. The Beer-Bouguert-Lambert law desribesthis absorption of inident intensity passing through a medium. The solar radiation pen-etrates the Earth's atmosphere at an angle of inidene, the loal zenith angle �, whihdepends on the loal time, season, and latitude.Furthermore, the rate of photodissoiation and the prodution of heat diretly dependon the rate of energy deposition in the atmosphere by absorption. The penetration ofsolar radiation and its interation with the atmosphere leads to the formation of layerswhose harateristi altitude is independent of the intensity of the inident radiation, butstrongly dependent on the nature and onentration of the absorbing gas, the solar zenithangle �, and the wavelength of radiation. Therefore, for polyhromati radiation severalabsorbing layers are found at di�erent altitudes, beause there exist regions of strongabsorption by one or more absorbing gases orresponding to di�erent wavelengths. Thiswas �rst presented by Sydney Chapman in 1931. The attenuation of solar radiation in theatmosphere depends on the solar zenith angle, therefore the Beer-Bouguert-Lambert lawan be written as I�(z; �) = I�(1) exp(���(z; �)) ; (2.28)where z orresponds to the altitude and I�(1) represents the solar intensity outside theEarth's atmosphere. Negleting the urvature of the Earth for the variation of the pathof the inident radiation gives ds = dz se� ; (2.29)where dz is a unit of altitude. Therefore, the variation of monohromati radiation anbe written as I�(z) = I�(1) exp �� se�Z 1z n(z0)�a;�dz0� : (2.30)In pratie an expression should be used whih aounts for the ombined e�ets of severalabsorbing gases. In the middle atmosphere dominates absorption of ultraviolet radiationby moleular oxygen, or ozone, or both. With regard to the zenith angle of the inidentsolar radiation the optial thikness then reads��(z; �) = se�[�O2� (z; �) + �O3� (z; �)℄ ; (2.31)where �O2� and �O3� is the optial thikness of moleular oxygen and ozone, respetively.When the solar zenith angle exeeds 75 degrees (sunrise or sunset), the e�et of the Earth'survature an no longer be negleted and the seant must be replaed by the so alledChapman funtion Ch(�). This funtion not only depends on the zenith angle � but alsoon the altitude at whih the absorption ours. The Chapman funtion represents theratio of the total amount of the absorbing speies along the zenith angle (� with respetto the vertial) versus the amount of total of the absorbing speies in the vertial. Thede�nition of the Chapman funtion ours with the optial thikness��(z; �) = �a;� Z s�1 n(s0) ds0= �a;�n(z)H(z) Ch(x; �) (2.32)45



and for the Chapman funtion Ch(x; �) resultsCh(x; �) = R s1 n(s0)ds0n(z)H(z) ; (2.33)where x = (Re + z)=H(z), Re being the Earth's radius, z the altitude, and H(z) is theatmospheri sale height. For an isothermal atmosphere with the assumption that the gashas a onstant sale height H, the value of the Chapman funtion an be estimated withthe following expression [Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄Ch(x; �) = �12�x sin�2�1=2 exp�12x os2 ��"1� erf  �12x os2 ��1=2!# : (2.34)+ sign : � � �2 ; � sign : � � �2The Chapman funtion also depends, in addition to the zenith angle, on the relationbetween the total altitude (Re+z) and the onstant sale height. For � = �2 , orrespondingto sunrise or sunset, a simpli�ed form results for the Chapman funtionCh(x; �=2) = ��x2 �1=2 : (2.35)For a detailed dedution of the Chapman funtion see, f. [Risbeth and Garriott (1969),Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄.2.4 UV Absorption Charateristis of Moleular Oxygen andOzoneSolar photons are absorbed in the stratosphere and mesosphere primarily in the ultravioletwavelength region and to a lesser extent in visible, near infrared, and X-ray wavelengthregions. Therefore the absorbed energy produes eletroni, vibrational and rotational ex-itation, moleular dissoiation, and ionisation, but ionisation is of only minor importanefor the middle atmosphere. At altitudes below about 60 km, these proesses are loselybalaned by loal reombination and ollisional de-exitation, thus most of the absorbedenergy is thermalised, whih means a loal realisation as heat.Absorption of ultraviolet radiation by atmospheri moleules like moleular oxygen andozone, an indue transitions into eletronially exited states whih may then photodis-soiate. Dissoiation ours primarily in ontinuous spetra, while exitation of eletroni,vibrational, and rotational energy takes plae in spetrally omplex bands omposed oflarge numbers of lines. Furthermore, dissoiation an also arise from absorption in omplexspetral bands provided these are at wavelengths shorter than the threshold wavelengthof dissoiation. The proess of dissoiation results in the formation of new speies and theexitation proess, whih may our at the same wavelength as well, results in a hangein the eletroni or other energy level of the onstituent. So absorption of ultraviolet ra-diation by atmospheri moleules an indue transitions into eletronially exited stateswhih may then photodissoiate. The onept of absorption ross setion refers to theability of a partiular moleule to absorb a photon of a partiular wavelength. It does not46



refer to an atual area size, even though it has units of area. In this ase, the absorptionross setion onveys the probability of interation between light photons of a given energyand the oxygen or ozone moleules.The Beer-Bouguer-Lambert law desribes the absorption of a ray of inident intensityat a given wavelength passing through a layer ontaining an absorbing speies. The vari-ation of intensity is proportional to the absorption oeÆient, this oeÆient is thereforeproportional to the onentration of the absorbing partiles. The absorption ross setionde�nes the absorption behaviour of the absorbing speies. The absorption ross setionis the sum of all the separate ross setions for proesses that are possible, resulting froma single photon absorption event the wavelength of the absorbed photon. Absorption ofultraviolet radiation by moleular oxygen and ozone leads to exitation as indiated inthe spetrum by absorption lines and by eletroni bands onsisting of many lines due tovibrational and rotational energy levels. Sine the energy of the photon must math theenergy di�erene between the lower and the upper energy level, the absorption ours atdisrete lines or bands in a narrow range of wavelengths.A illustrative potential energy diagram is shown in Fig. 2.7, where the two displayedurves representative the ground and exited states of a diatomi moleule. Maximumstability results at the minimum in the potential urve, that represents a stable boundon�guration of the moleule. Due to absorption of a high energy photon, the eletronon�guration hanges to an exited state whose potential energy is represented by theupper urve. The amount of energy due to transition is given by the di�erene betweenthe two minima. The vibrational levels are shown as well, denoted by the horizontalline in the potential. The potential energy versus internulear distane is shown for theground eletroni state X and the �rst eletronially exited state A. For eah of thesestates, the potential energy �rst dereases and then inreases with internulear distane,orresponding to eletrial fores that are repulsive at lose range and attrative at longerrange on either side of a stable equilibrium point. Further, the potential energy beomesindependent of distane for larger separations.

Figure 2.7. Simpli�ed potential energy diagram for two eletroni states of a diatomi moleule.The horizontal lines in the potential represent the vibrational energy levels (adapted from[D.G. Andrews (1987)℄.Photodissoiation is indiated in a spetrum by ontinuous absorption over an extendedrange of wavelengths. In ontrast to exitation, whih is indiated by absorption at disretewavelengths, the absorption due to photodissoiation ours in an absorption ontinuum.47



For a ontinuum, the transition is not between two well de�ned energy levels but betweena spei� lower energy level and any energy greater than the threshold energy for a givenproess. This means in pratie that many di�erent proesses may our together in thesame wavelength region, with disrete absorption in lines of bands overlapping one or moreontinua.Further the vibrational energy levels ontains an internal struture, eah level is sub-divided into a number of rotational energy levels. The spaing of these levels is too smallto be shown in Fig. 2.7 and therefore transitions suh as (1) and (2) are multiple and areassoiated with a series of spetral lines.Also the dissoiation thresholds for both states are illustrated, for the X state, dissoi-ation into two ground-state atoms results, while the threshold for the A state orrespondsto dissoiation into one or more eletronially exited atoms. As the vibrational energylevels inrease, the vibrational osillation energies inrease until the dissoiation thresholdis reahed. The transitions, indiated by the slanting arrows in Fig. 2.7, represent (1) theabsorption of a photon to produe a transition from one vibrational level to a higher one ofthe X state, (2) absorption produing a transition from one vibrational energy level of theX state to the �rst level of the A state, (3) absorption produing photodissoiation to twoground-state atoms, and (4) dissoiation produing one exited state and one ground stateatom. The energy hanges assoiated with the dissoiations are ontinuous, the disreteenergy hanges assoiated with transitions between vibrational energy levels produe dis-rete spetral bands. However, for moleules with idential nulei, like moleular oxygenand ozone, photon absorption does not our for transitions from one vibrational energylevel to higher one.Photodissoiation results in the severing of hemial bonds and the prodution of neu-tral dissoiation produtsXY +h� ! X+Y where both X and Y may be in exited states(eletroni, vibrational, rotational) and they an have exess kineti energy. Usually theproduts in exited states are muh more reative than in the ground state. Photodis-soiation is possible at all wavelengths less than the threshold orresponding to the leastenergeti photodissoiation proess for the moleule in question. Sine the absorptionours over a ontinuous range of wavelengths, photodissoiation leads to ontinua in theross setion urve. The di�erene in energy between that possessed by the absorbedphoton and the energy levels of the produts is taken up in the kineti energy of theproduts. Photoionisation is of minor interest for middle atmospheri examinations andwill not onsidered anymore in this thesis.2.5 The Moleular Oxygen UV Absorption SystemOxygen plays a key role in the hemistry of the Earth's atmosphere. The splitting of themoleular oxygen bond by ultraviolet solar radiation is the primary step in the formationof ozone. The penetration of solar radiation into the Earth's atmosphere depends on theabsorption by eah onstituent of the atmosphere. The radiation below 100 nm is almostompletely absorbed above 100 km by moleular and atomi oxygen, and by moleularnitrogen, only X-rays of wavelength less than 1 nm penetrate to the middle atmosphere.At wavelengths greater than 100 nm, solar ultraviolet radiation an photodissoiate atmo-spheri moleules. At longer wavelengths, the solar spetrum is subdivided into regionsof absorption by the prinipal absorbing speies, moleular oxygen and ozone. Moleu-lar oxygen absorbs only the radiation at wavelengths less than 242.4 nm, while ozone,48



abundant in the stratosphere, absorbs primarily between 200 nm and 300 nm, but also tosome extent in the visible and infrared. Oxygen is a key moleule in photohemistry ofatmosphere.Photoabsorption determines the altitude region where solar radiation is deposited andthe transmission of ultraviolet in the atmosphere. Therefore, photon ross setions arerequired for a quantitative understanding of the atmosphere. The energy levels and as-soiated equivalent wavelengths of atmospheri onstituents provide the framework forunderstanding photon interations and hemial reations in the atmosphere. The rosssetion, the number density relative to other absorbers, and the availability of signi�antphoton ux at the altitude in question are determining the importane of any spei�proess at any spei� plae in the atmosphere.At the ultraviolet wavelengths where radiation interats with moleular oxygen andozone, the radiation produes ontinuous bands of absorption in onnetion with photodis-soiation of moleules. Figure 2.8 shows the general shape of the spetral distribution ofthe absorption ross setion of moleular oxygen. In the Herzberg ontinuum at wave-lengths between 242 nm to 200 nm, moleular oxygen is dissoiated into two ground-stateoxygen atoms. Considering shorter wavelengths, from 200 nm to 175 nm, the absorp-tion spetrum is superposed by the disrete Shumann-Runge bands. Moleular oxygenis vibrationally exited in these bands. Also these exited bound states are unstable andeventually produe two ground-state oxygen atoms. Eah of these vibrational bands inthe Shumann-Runge system are omprised of rotational lines. Wavelengths between 175nm and 135 nm are absorbed in the Shumann-Runge ontinuum, in whih moleularoxygen is dissoiated into two oxygen atoms, one eletronially exited. Absorption atstill shorter wavelengths exhibits an irregular banded struture, the atmospheri windowregion in the moleular oxygen absorption spetrum, whih extends from about 130 nm tothe ionisation threshold at about 102 nm. It onsists of many strong, di�use absorptionbands oupled with regions between the bands of low absorption. The regions of low ab-sorption are alled atmospheri windows, beause high energy solar ultraviolet radiationan penetrate to lower altitudes than would be expeted from averaged ross setions atthese wavelengths. The ontribution marked Lyman � is due to emission by atomi oxygenin the Sun's spetrum. Due to a oinidene with a minimum in the oxygen absorptionspetrum, Lyman � radiation penetrates relatively far into the atmosphere.The absorption by individual bands varies strongly with altitude. For the Herzbergontinuum the smallest values of the absorption ross setion result, therefore the Herzbergontinuum dominates absorption by moleular oxygen up to 60 km beause shorter wave-lengths have already been removed at higher altitudes. The Shumann-Runge bandsdominate the absorption in the mesosphere from about 65 km to 90 km. The Shumann-Runge ontinuum beomes more important than the Shumann-Runge band absorptionat about 90 km and above, therefore the Shumann-Runge ontinuum prevails only in thethermosphere, where very energeti ultraviolet radiation is present.2.5.1 The Moleular Oxygen Shumann-Runge Absorption SystemThe Shumann-Runge bands of moleular oxygen are of entral importane to the pho-tohemistry of the terrestrial atmosphere. Photodissoiation of moleular oxygen in theShumann-Runge bands is a fundamental driver of ozone formation in the middle atmo-sphere, while Shumann-Runge band opaity ontrols the atmospheri penetration of solarvauum ultraviolet radiation. The Shumann-Runge system is haraterised by a banded49



Figure 2.8. UV absorption spetrum as a funtion of photon wavelength for moleular oxygen(adapted from [Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄).struture from 174 nm to 204 nm and a ontinuum from 137 nm to 183 nm. As desribedin Setion 2.2.1, absorption of ultraviolet radiation produes (1) transitions from one vi-brational energy level of the ground eletroni state to the �rst vibrational energy stateof the �rst eletronially exited state, (2) absorption indues photodissoiation to twoground-state atoms, and (3) dissoiation produes one exited state and one ground stateatom. For moleules with idential nulei, like moleular oxygen, photon absorption doesnot produe transitions from one vibrational energy level do another energy level in thesame eletroni state.

Figure 2.9. Simpli�ed potential energy diagram for moleular oxygen (adapted from[D.G. Andrews (1987)℄).These relationships between the energy levels are illustrated in Fig. 2.9, whih shows50



the potential energy diagram of moleular oxygen. The potential energy for the eletronienergy levels of moleular oxygen are shown, inluding their term symbols. Also omitted inthis plot are the vibrational and rotational levels. The term symbol spei�es the eletronion�guration and indiates the ordinal number of the level in a series of terms having thesame multipliity (series X, A, B,..., or series X, a, b,...). Further the multipliity indiatesby the supersript number, whih is determined by the net eletroni spin with integerquantum number S, orresponding to the number (2S + 1) of sub states distinguished bydi�erent spin orientations. The Greek letter in the term symbol orresponds to the netorbital angular quantum number in the sequene �;�;�..., analogous to atomi orbitalangular momentum quantum number symbols (S, P, D,..). The subsripts that followindiate terms whose wave funtions are symmetri or antisymmetri on reetion (+,-),the supersripts indiate even parity (g) or odd parity (u).These term symbols ontain further information about allowed and forbidden transi-tions. The allowed transitions an our, if there is a hange of the dipole moment betweenthe two partiipating terms. These eletroni dipole transitions have relatively large rosssetions. For absorption (or emission) of radiation other types of hange in the eletroni

Figure 2.10. Spetral distribution of the absorption spetrum of moleular oxygen in theShumann-Runge band (adapted from [D.G. Andrews (1987)℄).51



on�guration of the moleule an obey. This an be, for example, eletroni quadrupoleor magneti dipole hanges. Suh transitions have typially smaller ross setions thaneletroni dipole transitions by six orders of magnitude or more and, furthermore, suhtransitions are inluded in the ategory of forbidden transitions. Due to seletion rules,derived from quantum mehanial theory of the terms, results a distintion between al-lowed and forbidden transitions. For example, spin hange in a transition is forbidden orhanges other than � or 0 in the total angular momentum quantum number are forbid-den (f., e.g., [Mitter (1993)℄). For the Shumann-Runge bands, the allowed transitionX3��g ! B3��u is responsible for the strong bands between 175 nm and 204 nm. TheShumann-Runge ontinuum extends to shorter wavelengths and orresponds to the dis-soiation O2 ! O(3P ) + O(1D), in whih one oxygen atom emerges in the exited 1Dstate. However, moleules in the upper term Of the Shumann-Runge bands, the B3��ustate, an undergo a spontaneous transition to the 3�u state.This state is unstable due to the missing potential energy minimum, therefore resultsa rapid dissoiation into two oxygen atoms in the 3P ground state. This transition is apredissoiation, a result of this proess is, that the lifetime of moleular oxygen in theB3��u state is exeptionally short. Figure 2.10 shows the detailed spetral distributionof the absorption ross setion of moleular oxygen in the Shumann-Runge bands. Therotational line struture of the vibrational bands is illustrated, inluding the vibrationallevels whih are involved in the transition. For example, (1-0) orresponds to rotationallines in the transition between the �rst exited vibrational level of the B state and theground vibration level of the X state. The Shumann-Runge band system shows a regularappearane at longer wavelengths, beause there exists a regularity of the spaing ofvibrational and rotational energy level. At shorter wavelengths, the number of lines frominommensurably overlapping bands beome so great, that the spetrum has a disordered,almost random appearane. The absorption ross setion varies by about four orders ofmagnitude between 175 nm and 204 nm. The Shumann-Runge bands an be onsideredto begin at the (1,0) band, whih is a weak absorption feature at 204 nm. The absorptionross setion in the region down to the onset of the ontinuum at about 175 nm aredominated by the higher vibrational states of the band system [Murtagh (1988)℄.2.5.2 Temperature Dependene of the Moleular Oxygen Shumann-RungeAbsorption SystemThe omplex Shumann-Runge spetrum of moleular oxygen results in the absorptionof solar ultraviolet radiation over a wide range of altitudes. Thus, proper desription ofthis proess requires knowledge of absolute photoabsorption ross setions over a rangeof wavelengths and temperatures. The Shumann-Runge band region is of entral impor-tane of the absorption of solar radiation by oxygen. Absorption by moleular oxygen inthe Shumann-Runge bands ours predominantly in the mesosphere and upper strato-sphere. The Shumann-Runge absorption system shows a relatively strong temperaturedependene. The temperature dependene results from hanges both in the Boltzmannpopulation distribution and in the Doppler line widths (see Setion 2.2.1), but the Boltz-mann e�et is muh more dominant. However, the band strength for absorption is propor-tional to the ratio of the number density of moleules in the lower state of the transition tothe total number density of moleules of the absorbing gas. This ratio is alled the Boltz-mann population distribution and is diretly proportional to the fator h�=kT , therefore52



it depends diretly on the temperature of the absorbing gas. Beause these fator is largefor vibrational transitions, the relative strengths of bands with di�erent lower state vibra-tional quantum numbers are extremely sensitive to temperature. Also the di�erenes inenergy between rotational levels are muh smaller, therefore the temperature sensitivityof the ratios of line strengths within the band is muh less, so the overall envelope of therotational lines within a single vibrational band is ontrolled by temperature.Beause of the strutured nature of these absorption bands, wavelengths near bandminima penetrate deeper into the atmosphere than wavelengths near band maxima. Fur-ther, the single bands show a inhomogeneous temperature dependeny regarding to thewavelength dependent absorption ross setions. Near the band minima, the temperaturedependene is muh more intensive than near the band maxima, where the temperaturedependene is almost not notieable. This situation is shown in Fig. 2.11, whih illustratesthe strong temperature dependene of the absorption ross setions of moleular oxygenbetween 185 nm and 204 nm. However, the moleular oxygen absorption ross setion inthe Shumann-Runge absorption system dereases with dereasing temperature. In order

Figure 2.11. Temperature dependent moleular oxygen absorption ross setion in the Shumann-Runge absorption system between 185 nm and 204 nm as a funtion of wavelength. The dark,blue, and red lines orresponds to temperatures of 180, 240, and 300 Kelvin respetively (datataken from http://fa-www.harvard.edu/amdata/ampdata/famols.html#toO2).to study atmospheri photohemial proesses, it is neessary to have aess to high reso-lution photoabsorption ross setions [Niolet et al. (1988b)℄. As it is impossible to obtainexperimental ross setions for the full range of relevant atmospheri onditions, a adequateform of Shumann-Runge band modeling is required. This has involved the developmentof line by line models. The high resolution, temperature dependent moleular oxygen rosssetions used in this thesis are alulated from the polynomial model of K. Minshwaner[Minshwaner et al. (1992)℄ inluding the Herzberg ontinuum ross setion in the range49000.5 m�1 to 52000 m�1 (alulated with oeÆients after [Yoshino et al. (1988)℄).The non-homogenous temperature dependene in the Shumann-Runge bands as well53



as the width of the partiular bands are important fators for the seletion of the ul-traviolet spetrometers bandwidth. With oversized spetrometer bandwidths, a properdetermination of the moleular oxygen atmospheri density (as well the atmospheri tem-perature whih an be determined from the oxygen density) is not possible. Earlier studiesshowed that a spetrometer bandwidth < 2 nm is required to obtain data with suÆientauray.A detailed study about the Shumann-Runge absorption system is giveby, e.g., [D.G. Andrews (1987), Yoshino et al. (1992), Niolet and Peetermans (1980),Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄.2.5.3 The Moleular Oxygen Herzberg Absorption SystemBeause of the large number density of oxygen ompared to ozone, the moleular oxygenHerzberg absorption system is important in atmospheri absorption, even though theross setion is small relative to the ozone ross setion in the Hartley band region. Themoleular oxygen Herzberg system omprises the wavelength region between 185 nm and242 nm (f. Fig. 2.8), the Herzberg ontinuum, where disrete bands make a negligibleontribution, and between 242 nm and 260 nm, the Herzberg bands (the Herzberg bandsare not shown in Fig. 2.8). At wavelengths less than 242 nm, the ross-setions inreasemonotonially, all the way to 200 nm. The latter region produes very weak absorptionbands and at 242 nm dissoiation to two ground-state oxygen atoms (O3P ) results. Atthese wavelengths, the bands terminate in a weak ontinuum, whih extends to still shorterwavelengths, the Herzberg ontinuum. The Herzberg bands are important in regions of theatmosphere where the ozone absorption an be relatively weak, suh as near the surfae(f., e.g., [Trakhovsky et al. (1989a), Trakhovsky et al. (1989b)℄).The Herzberg ontinuum is the region of near-threshold dissoiation of moleular oxy-gen to give O(3P)+O(3P). The eletroni on�guration of the oxygen atoms leads to aonsiderable number of eletroni states of the O2 moleule, and a ground state X3��gthat is unusual in that it has two unpaired eletrons. In the Herzberg ontinuum, ab-sorption ours from the ground state X state to the exited A3�+u , A03�u, and 1��ustates. These states are alled the Herzberg I, II, and III transitions, respetively. Theexitation of moleular oxygen in the Herzberg ontinuum is a ompliated proess, sinemany eletronially exited states and spin-orbit and orbit-rotation ouplings amongstthem are involved. The Herzberg transitions are eletri dipole or spin forbidden, andthe absorption ross setions are weak. Absorption ross setion within ontinuum is lessthan ross setion for allowed transitions by a fator of 106-107. The outome of these isthat ozone beomes the dominant attenuator of inoming solar radiation in the 210-300nm wavelength region. The temperature dependene of the Herzberg ontinuum ross se-tion of moleular oxygen is negligible over the range of temperature found in the Earth'satmosphere [Cheung et al. (1986)℄.The Herzberg ontinuum dominates absorption by moleular oxygen up to about 60km (see Setion 2.2.2), due to the smallest values of the absorption ross setion of mole-ular oxygen, therefore shorter wavelengths have been already removed at higher altitude.However, the Herzberg ontinuum leads to not less than 60% of the moleular oxygenphotodissoiation at the stratopause level for an overhead Sun to about 90% in the lowerstratosphere [Niolet et al. (1988a)℄.The moleular oxygen absorption ross setions in the Herzberg ontinuum usedin this thesis are taken from [Cheung et al. (1986)℄. More information of the moleu-54



lar oxygen Herzberg absorption system an be found in [Brasseur and Solomon (1984),Yoshino et al. (1988), Hall and Anderson (1991)℄.2.5.4 The Ozone Hartley Absorption BandStratospheri and mesospheri ozone shields the Earth's atmosphere from solar ultravioletradiation. The UV absorption by ozone primary ours in the ontinuous Hartley band,whih is loated from 200 nm to 310 nm. The absorption reahes a maximum in the 250nm region and dereases with shorter wavelengths. For wavelengths less than 200 nm,the ozone absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation is usually unimportant ompared tothe dominant moleular oxygen absorption. In this wavelength region, the absorption byozone is related to the existene of large bands superimposed on a ontinuum, but thisspetral region is unimportant in the photohemistry of the middle atmosphere beausethese wavelengths are absorbed by moleular oxygen at higher altitudes. Stratospheriozone prevents all solar radiation at wavelengths less than about 280 nm reahing thesurfae of the Earth. The near UV absorption spetrum of ozone in the Hartley band isshown in Fig. 2.12.

Figure 2.12. UV absorption ross setion of ozone as a funtion of wavelength at 298 K in unitsof m2 (adapted from [Molina and Molina (1986)℄).Primarily the ozone absorption begins near 360 nm, in the spetrum a group of di�usebands results alled the Huggins bands. These absorption ross setions are temperaturedependent and the bands are superimposed on weak ontinuous absorption. In the Hugginsbands, the absorption dissoiates ozone into moleular oxygen and atomi oxygen, bothproduts in their ground states. For wavelengths less than 310 nm the Hartley bandregion begins. In the Hartley band it beomes possible to produe an oxygen atom in theeletronially exited state 1D2 and the assoiated moleular oxygen in the �rst singletstate a1�g, thereby results the allowed transitionO3(X1A1) + h� ! O2(a1�g) +O(1D2) :However, there is no signi�ant temperature dependene of the ross setions in theHartley band over the range of temperatures found in the Earth's atmosphere (expet nearthe longwave end). The very important fat of these eletronially exited state of theoxygen atom is for the atmosphere that it has suÆient energy to undergo an exothermireation with ground state moleular oxygen leading to the regeneration of ozone.55



The absorption ozone ross setion data used in this thesis are adapted from[Molina and Molina (1986)℄. More information about the ozone Hartley absorption sys-tem an be found in, e.g., [Hu�mann (1992), Molina and Molina (1986)℄.
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3 Atmospheri Remote SensingThe �eld of atmospheri sienes, whih inludes hemistry, physis, and meteorology, isdependent on observations. It is not possible to reprodue in a laboratory all the hemialreations and motions of air that our in the real atmosphere. This means, that numerousobservations must be made on many di�erent time and size sales. The time or temporalsales an range from a few minutes to many deades. The size or spatial sales anrange from under one kilometer to thousands of kilometers, indeed, to the entire world(e.g., satellite measurements). Therefore, observing the atmosphere requires a diverse setof measurement tools. These tools take the form of di�erent sorts of instrumentation.Where to operate the instrument depends what omponent of the atmosphere has to beobserved. Measurements an be made from spae, balloons, airraft and the ground.The knowledge on the distribution of atmospheri parameters like temperature, pres-sure, and suh important trae gases as ozone was limited deades ago to data from theworldwide radiosonde network, extending no higher than about 30 km, from a limitednumber of roket pro�les, and from some balloon and airraft measurements obtained inonnetion with speial experiments. None of them provided truly global overage. Thissituation hanged radially in the late 1960s with the advent of satellites arrying sensorsapable of sounding the middle atmosphere (f. [Elahi (1987), Hu�mann (1992)℄).Measurements form the base of the analysis and the understanding of the atmospheriomposition and struture. Observables of onentrations or atmospheri onstituents anbe made in situ or remotely. Measurements provide the information for testing modelsand validating theoretial onepts. The two types of measurements involve di�erent teh-niques. In situ measurements are made at the exat instrument position (on the portionof the atmosphere that is loated at the instrument). Typially parameters measuredwith in situ instruments are meteorologial data, suh as temperature and wind, but alsothe onentration of atmospheri onstituents, suh as ozone and several trae gases. Re-mote sensing refers to instrument-based tehniques used in the observation of spatiallydistributed information about an objet, doing this by applying reording devies not inphysial, intimate ontat with the medium (thus at a �nite distane from the observedtarget, in whih the spatial arrangement is preserved). A general examination of theremote sensing tehnique an be found in [Hu�mann (1992), Rees (2001)℄.3.1 History of Remote Sensing - an OverviewThe measurement of atmospheri parameters from a distane is generally alled remotesensing. This de�nes the study of the Earth's atmosphere from above, by the use of in-struments on arti�ial satellites. Thereby the instrument making the measurement is farfrom the point at whih the measurement is being made. The remote sounding tehnique57



involves the detetion and measurement of eletromagneti energy after it has been mod-i�ed by the part of the atmosphere of interest. The fat, that the ux intensity arrivingat the instrument is generally a funtion of many unknowns, makes the interpretationof suh measurements diÆult. Before it reahes the detetor, the radiation may havebeen sattered, reeted, absorbed, and remitted several times, eah time in a way that isharateristi of the omposition, temperature, and pressure of the atmospheri gas.The tehnology of remote sensing started with the �rst photographs in the early nine-teenth entury. Remote sensing above the atmosphere originated at the dawn of the spaeage (both Russian and Amerian programs). The power and apability of launh vehileswas a big fator in determining what remote sensors ould be plaed as part (or all) ofthe payload. Smaller sounding rokets were developed by the military in the mid of thelast entury. These rokets, while not attaining orbit, ontained automated still or movieameras that took pitures as the vehile asended. The �rst non-photo sensors weretelevision ameras mounted on unmanned spaeraft and were devoted mainly to lookingat louds. The �rst U.S. meteorologial satellite launhed into orbit on 1960 used vidionameras to san wide areas at a time to generate weather maps. During the '60s, the�rst sophistiated imaging sensors were inorporated in orbiting satellites. At �rst, thesesensors were basi TV ameras that imaged rude, low resolution blak and white pituresof louds and Earth's surfae, where lear. A signi�ant advane in sensor tehnologystemmed from subdividing spetral ranges of radiation into bands (intervals of ontinuouswavelengths), allowing sensors in several bands to form multispetral images. In the early1970s, the �rst unmanned satellites spei�ally dediated to multispetral remote sensingwere developed to monitor the Earth's surfae.The development of non-photographi remote sensing tehnology progressed rapidlyafter the �rst mapping satellite, LANDSAT1, was put in orbit in 1972. The development ofarti�ial satellites in the latter half of the 20th entury allowed remote sensing to progressto a global sale. Instrumentation aboard various Earth observing and weather satellitessuh as LANDSAT, the Nimbus and more reent missions suh as ENVISAT or CHAMPprovided global measurements of various data for ivil, sienti�, and military purposes.There are many types of satellites used for remote sensing of the Earth. The threemajor types are atmospherial, oeanographi, and terrestrial satellites. Atmospherialsatellites are used to obtain information about the Earth's atmosphere, oeanographione to obtain data about the Earth's oeans and other water bodies. Terrestrial satellitesprovide data about the Earth's land surfae. The range of the eletromagneti spetrumallows researhers to see the Earth from a di�erent perspetive.3.2 Observational DataMeasurements form the base of the understanding of the e�etiveness of the omplexlimate system or how atmospheri proesses proeed. Data provide the information fortesting models and validating theoretial onepts. Using observations together with thebalane equations makes it possible to investigate the mehanism by whih the variousproesses our in the atmosphere. Also the magnitude of some of the external onstrainsof forings an be dedued from atmospheri data. The main sets of observations of theatmosphere an be grouped into in situ surfae and upper air data, and remote sensingdata. 58



In situmeasurements involve diret sampling of the atmosphere. A sample of the atmo-sphere is brought into the instrument and is analysed for its properties. This an involvethe use of mass or optial spetrosopy, hemial assays, or observation of how intense lightinterats with the moleules inside the sample. These tehniques an be employed eitherfrom ground, airraft, or balloon platforms. A global network of ground-based stationsprovides loal meteorologial parameters, suh as pressure, temperature, spei� humidity,or loud over. Atually more than 7000 stations furnishes weather data. The stationsare mainly loated in western Europe, the United States, and some parts of Asia. Toobtain a vertial distribution of, e.g., temperature or spei� humidity, radiosondes an beused. These are balloon-borne instruments that measures the meteorologial quantitiesat various altitudes, transmitting data bak to Earth via radio signals. Balloon-borneinstruments have also been used for measuring the ozone onentration (ozonesondes) orstratospheri aerosol pro�les of number density and size distribution. Sine the seondworld war, the number of reporting stations grow up from a few hundred to about 1000stations, mainly distributed over North Ameria, Europe, and Asia, whih provides dailydata. The data overage over the inhabited regions of the ontinents is suÆient for thepurpose of long-term-sale limate researh. On the other side, extensive regions withoutdata are found over the oeans or the Antartia. In this regions only a few radiosondemeasurements are taken regularly. Eah radiosonde asent measures the temperature,pressure, and humidity with high vertial resolution from the ground to about 20 km to30 km altitude. Therefore, the entire troposphere and lower stratosphere an be overedby in situ measurements. Balloons are seldom used above 40 km, beause the low air den-sity limits the payloads even for large balloons. For sampling the atmosphere above thislayer rokets are in use, measurements are taken by the instruments when they desenttrough the atmosphere with a parahute.An advantage of in situ measurements is the high resolution of the data, also samplesan always be taken at the same spatial region. This makes long-term trend studieseasily possible. Suh measurements are often onsiderably heaper and easier to realisethan remote sensing measurements. However, the sienti� output of the experiment isrelatively limited, and in situ measurements are very loalised. Some regions of speialsienti� interest are not overed very well. Anyway suh measurements are essential forthe validation of remote sensing data. Data assimilation systems still use temperaturedata extrated from radiosonde experiments.The seond method to ollet atmospheri data, the so alled remote sensing tehnique,is di�erentiated to in situ measurements.Remote sensing is haraterised by the fat, that measurements of information of anobjet are done by a reording devie that is not in physial or intimate ontat with theobjet. Remote sensing appliations an be found in ground-based, in balloons, airraft,and spaeraft systems. Table 3.1 shows some important methods of measuring variousompounds by in situ and by remote sensing measurements.Satellite sensors are a powerful tool for atmospheri researh and satellite remote sens-ing beame the most advaned tehnique in Earth observation. Atually remote sensingmeasurements by satellites are the main input into weather and limate models. The rele-vane of data provided by satellite based measurements in limate researh has expandedgreatly sine the early 1960s when loud pitures were the only useful data produt.Measurements of the net inoming and outgoing radiation ux on top of the Earth's at-mosphere were one of the �rst reliable measurements of these fundamental driving fore of59



Compound In Situ Methods Remote Sensing MethodsH2O Frost point hygrometer, IR and mirowave spetrosopy,Lyman-� absorption Raman lidar, �lter spetrosopyO3 UV absorption UV, IR, and mirowavehemiluminesene spetrosopy, LIDARO2 mass spetrosopy UV and IR spetrosopyNO hemiluminesene IR spetrosopyNO2 photolysis, IR and visible spetrosopyhemilumineseneHCFC, HFC tunable diode laser IR spetrosopyNOx hemiluminesene UV spetrosopyCl, ClO resonane uoresene mirowave spetrosopyTable 3.1. In situ and remote sensing methods for measuring important atmospheri speies (f.[Brasseur and Solomon (1984)℄).the limate system. Satellite measurements are providing useful information from di�erentspetral bands like the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared bands. But also information fromother spetral bands an be used for atmospheri studies. For example, the mirowaveband is used for investigations about preipitable water and liquid water ontent of theatmosphere. Another example is the determination of the nature and onentration ofaerosols in the atmosphere using baksattered ultraviolet radiation. The remote sensingmethod provides an exellent global overage with yles of two or three days for sam-pling the same region. However, the measured data are always sattered over hundred ofkilometers in the horizontal and over several kilometers in the vertial. Remote sensingmethods needs numerial inversion systems, where indiret measurements of parametersof interest are to be retrieved.3.3 Basis of Atmospheri Remote SensingRemote sensing is di�erentiated from in situ measurements by the fat that the loationof the measurements is di�erent from that of the instrument. Atmospheri remote sensingrequires that information be propagated by eletromagneti radiation from the atmosphereto the instrument. The radiation is haraterised by a spei� wavelength, whih interatwith some physial aspet of the medium. The instrument measures the radiation, fromthis measurement harateristis of the atmosphere an be dedued. This proess is knownas retrieval and requires the use of fundamental light sattering and radiative transfertheories. The information may be ontained in the intensity, spetral distribution, orpolarisation of the reeived signal.There are two basi types of remote sensing, alled ative and passive remote sensing.Ative remote sensing involves interating with the radiation in the atmosphere that hasalready been hanged by the presene of the parameter in question and measuring theresponse. Ative systems employs a radiation soure generated by arti�ial, the emittedsignal orresponds to a spei� wavelength and is sent to the atmosphere. A part of theemitted radiation is sattered bak to the detetor. That signal an be analysed and theatmospheri omposition or rather the struture with whih the signal has been modi�edby absorption or sattering an be retrieved. Radar is one example of ative remote60



sensing. Passive remote sensing utilises naturally ourring radiation, whih is mostlyradiation oming from the Sun (e.g., UV, IR, and visible) or the Earth-atmosphere system(e.g., thermal radiation or mirowave). Stellar and lunar signals an also be measured butwhose disadvantage are relatively small signal intensities.A multipliity of tehniques have been used to san the Earth's atmosphere from spae.Instruments are viewing along limb (horizontal) ray paths, nadir (downward), or a hybridombination of viewing geometry, for both oultation and emission experiments. Thetwo basi types of remote sensing (ative and passive sounding) an be further dividedinto following fundamental ategories: absorption, emission, refration, and satteringexperiments. In a absorption experiment, radiation after propagating the atmospherealong the line of sight is measured. The radiation soure is usually the Sun, but the Moon,stars, and several man made transmitters in the radio or radar wavelength region are alsobe used. Solar oultation is used by, e.g., the Atmospheri Trae Moleular SpetrosopyExperiment (ATMOS) [Farmer (1987)℄. It measures the solar radiation after it passesthrough the atmosphere at sunrise or sunset and provides stratospheri measurementsof many hemial speies like N2 or CO2. Another satellite experiment onerned withstratospheri hemistry is the Stratospheri Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) (f.,e.g., [Chu et al. (1989), MCormik et al. (1989), Fussen et al. (1998), Fussen (1998)℄).The SAGE instrument measures sunlight through the limb of the Earth's atmospherein seven spetral wavelengths (from 0.385-1.02 �m). The measured sunlight, whih wassattered and absorbed by trae gases and aerosols, is onverted into vertial pro�les ofozone, water vapor, nitrogen dioxide, and aerosol onentrations. Another example forabsorptive remote sensing is the Solar Monitoring and Atmospheri Sounder (SMAS), thefar most treated and in detail disussed oultation instrument in this thesis. The SMASsensor onept exploits (f. Setion 4.1) solar oultation data to retrieve pro�les ofozone and temperature (f., e.g., [Rehrl (2000), Rehrl and Kirhengast (2004)℄). Anotherimportant instrument is the Global Ozone Monitoring by Oultation of Stars (GOMOS)instrument. GOMOS uses stellar oultation data to retrieve atmospheri onstituentpro�les like ozone (f., e.g., [Retsher (2004)℄).In an emission experiment, the radiation emitted by the atmosphere is observed andthe sensor measures the spetral harateristis and intensity of the emitted radiation. Anexample instrument is the Infrared Atmospheri Sounding Interferometer (IASI). IASI is aspaeborne instrument intended to measure the humidity distribution of the atmosphere.This is done by spetrometry at infrared wavelengths from 3.6 �m to 15.5 �m. It willobtain improved atmospheri pro�les of temperature and humidity in the troposphere andlower stratosphere and provide additional information on a range of other geophysialparameters, inluding atmospheri ozone and some trae gases (f., e.g., [Weisz (2001),Shw�arz (2004)℄).Refrative oultation experiments are haraterised by the path delay of the signaldue to a refrative atmosphere (f. [Tarayre and Massonnet (1996)℄). The path delaydepends on the refrative index pro�le of the atmosphere and on the angle of inideneof the ray. This refrative index pro�le depends essentially on altitude but it depends, toa lesser extent, on the limati and meteorologial onditions of the atmosphere. Refra-tive oultation monitoring makes use of oulting navigation signals of the GPS (GlobalPositioning System) onstellation they pass through the atmosphere and are intereptedby a GPS reeiver on a Low-Earth-Orbit satellite. The highly aurate measurementspermit the derivation of vertial pro�les of the temperature, pressure, and humidity in the61



middle atmosphere, as well as pro�les of eletron ontent in the ionosphere. An exam-ple of the radio oultation tehnique is the Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP)mission, managed by GFZ Potsdam ([Wikert et al. (2005b)℄). Another powerful oneptof the refrative oultation tehnique is the Gravity Reovery and Climate Experiment(GRACE), providing tropospheri and stratospheri data of temperature, pressure, andhumidity (f., e.g., [Beyerle et al. (2005), Wikert et al. (2005a)℄).In a sattering experiment, solar radiation sattered within the Earth-atmosphere sys-tem is observed. The signal baksattered from the Earth's surfae, or from partiles (f.aerosols) in the medium between the Earth's surfae and the instrument is measured. Anexample is the Total Ozone Mapping Spetrometer (TOMS) onept. TOMS senses thetotal stratospheri ozone olumn, utilising the strong absorption by ozone in the ultra-violet region. The atmosphere satters the UV radiation from the Sun strongly. Theombination of sattering and absorption allows the determination of the ozone amountfrom the spetrum of the radiation returned to spae (http://toms.gsf.nasa.gov). Thesoure of radiation is usually the Sun, but experiments with sattering instruments analso be done with man made signals by ative systems.3.4 Solar OultationOultation methods have been used for many years to provide aurate measurements ofspeies onentrations of planetary and terrestrial atmospheres. The tehnique is ideal formonitoring trends of speies of global hange. Absorptive oultation instruments measuresolar, lunar, and even stellar radiation diretly though the limb of the atmosphere duringsatellite Sun, Moon, and star rise and set events. By measuring the amount of absorption ofradiation through the atmosphere at di�erent wavelengths (e.g., UV, visible, or infrared),oultation instruments an infer the vertial pro�les of a number of trae onstituents.The solar oultation tehnique is a very simple method to measure vertial pro�lesof atmospheri onstituents using the Sun as light soure. An oultation ours whenone body bloks the view of another, while an elipse ours when a body disappearsbeause the light from the sun has been prevented from reahing it by a seond body.The Sun is observed as it traks through the atmosphere, and onentrations of gases inthe atmosphere are inferred from the degree of absorption in seleted spetral hannels.As the spaeraft orbits the Earth, the reeiver instrument points toward the Sun andmeasures its intensity. Before eah sunset starts, the line of sight between the spaeraftand the Sun is unobstruted by the atmosphere so that the Sun's intensity as measuredby the reeiver instrument is unattenuated. When the satellite starts to dip below thehorizon so that the line of sight passes through a portion of the atmosphere, the Sun'sintensity will be attenuated due to aerosols and gases in the atmosphere that satter andabsorb sunlight.During sunrise events, when the satellite moves from the dark towards the sunlit sideof Earth, the Sun is �rst viewed through the atmosphere, and then along an unobstrutedpath when the satellite rises above the horizon. Thus, the measurement sequene duringsunrise is just the reverse of that during sunset. This is arried out at a series of tangentheights, inreasing in altitude during a sunrise or dereasing in altitude during a sunset.From eah of the atmospheri measurements a slant olumn an be alulated whihan ontain ontributions from multiple atmospheri layers. The slant olumns ontain62



suÆient information that when ombined and inverted, one an obtain a pro�le of theatmosphere.3.4.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of the Solar Oultation MethodThe theoretial study of Hays and Roble (f. [Hays and Roble (1968a),Roble and Hays (1972)℄) demonstrated that the absorptive oultation method is avery useful onept for remotely sensing the atmosphere. To separate the variousatmospheri speies, measurements at spei� wavelength bands at high spetral res-olution are needed. The priniple of solar oultations is similar to those of lassialabsorption spetrosopy. Absorption spetrosopy is an important tehnique for deter-mining the omposition and number density of onstituents in the middle atmosphere[Hinteregger (1962)℄. The intensity data measured during oultation are then usedto obtain information about the absorbing speies in the atmosphere. The absorptionspetrum of a mixture of gases is fully diagnosti of the omposition, although some gasesare muh more diÆult to detet than others. In an oultation event, many spetraare obtained as a funtion of the height at whih the atmosphere is traversed, and thevertial distributions of individual gases an be obtained. The intensity of the Sun, inertain atmospheri absorption bands, is monitored by a satellite traking the Sun duringEarth's atmosphere rossing. One advantage of the solar oultation tehnique is theimproved vertial resolution. The ratio of the atmospherially attenuated radiation tothe unattenuated radiation measured outside the atmosphere provides the atmospheritransmission at spei�ed wavelengths as a funtion of height. Thereby pro�les of varioustrae gases in the atmosphere an be retrieved. The vertial resolution of measurementsfrom a absorptive oultation instruments is typially about one to two km.Another advantage is the so alled self-alibration of these systems (this applies to allabsorptive oultation methods). Absorptive oultation is generally based upon relativemeasurements. The same instrument is used to measure the attenuated and unattenuatedradiation. Therefore long-term instrument hanges disappear for the ratio of these twomeasurements whih is ideal to study atmospheri trends. Reapitulating, the main ad-vantages of solar oultation measurement tehnique are self-alibration and good vertialresolution.The main disadvantage of the solar oultation method is the weak global overage.Low Earth orbiting satellites makes approximately 14 irulation in one day, thereforetheoretially 28 oultations results (14 sunrises and 14 sunsets) [Rees (2001)℄. Lunaroultation show the same number of possible oultations. With the stellar oultationtehnique a good daily global overage of measurements an be obtained, beause thereare possible target stars in all diretions when the satellite is in polar orbit.Compared to stellar oultations, solar oultations yields to a higher signal to noiseratio due to higher signal intensity of the Sun. This allows very aurate retrieval resultsand provides high sensitivity (preision) measurements beause it uses the bright Sun asa light soure. The disadvantage of stellar oultations is the low intensity of the targetswhih is the most limiting fator for stellar oultations. The stellar uxes ompared to theonstant solar ux are relatively weak. The signal olleting telesope for stellar methodshas to be large in order to gain the signal. Solar oultations are generally immune tothe e�ets of atmospheri emissions. But in the lower atmosphere with higher refrativeimpat, stellar oultations have the advantage that the refrative e�ets an be treatedmore easily for stars as a point soure than for the Sun whih is an extended soure. The63



rays of the stellar radiation hitting the detetor are parallel, the stars are pratially atin�nite distane.The oultation tehnique works best for a point soure, then the vertial resolution atthe tangent point is very sharp [Hays and Roble (1968a)℄. A point soure a�ords maximumresolution. For the Sun as a �nite soure, the light rays emitted from the lower and upperlimb an have tangent ray heights separated by about 25-30 km when observed fromsatellite altitude. This ompliates the problem, the inversion of full solar disk oultationdata represents speial problems. This results beause the apparent size of the Sun, asseen by the detetor, is generally large ompared to the loal atmospheri sale height[Atreya et al. (1984)℄. So a single measurement therefore onsists of light reeived fromwidely separated ray paths and will olletively sample a region of the atmosphere. Ingeneral, the solar oultation requires an integration over the �nite soure to generate thetransmission pro�le [Hays and Roble (1973)℄. For a proper designed instrument like theSMAS sensor, a minimisation of the problem of the extended size of the soure an besolved by viewing only a small fration of the solar dis (e.g., for the SMAS sensor resultsa width of � 2 km).One advantage of the Sun as a light soure is its brightness, therefore no lak ofphotons for detetion results. Also the spetrum is omplete down to the very shortestwavelengths. Therefore the dissoiation ontinuum absorption by various onstituents anbe used. The variation of intensity aross the solar disk is quite variable, there are afew areas that are many times brighter than the rest of the dis. When the data fromthis kind of soure are analysed and modeled assuming a uniform Sun, an underestimatedatmospheri temperature an result if there is only one primary hot spot with the restof the Sun being very dim. For wavelengths above about �50 nm, the Sun has a verygranular struture with a highly random distribution of these hot spots. In this ase,when it is appliable for the SMAS onept the errors made in assuming a uniform Sunare negligible [Smith and Hunten (1990)℄, espeially also sine the fration of the solardisk viewed fous the disk enter.3.4.2 Tehniques for Solar OultationOver the past 20 or more years, solar oultation satellite instruments have played animportant role in Earth observation by providing aurate and stable measurements ofaerosols, ozone, and other trae onstituents in the middle atmosphere and upper tro-posphere. The possibility of using the Sun or stars as light soure for extintion exper-iments was shown in 1968 by Hays and Roble [Hays and Roble (1968b)℄. The instru-ment onept for solar oultation experiments originated as a hand-held, single wave-length sunphotometer (Stratospheri Aerosol Measurement or SAM) whih has ownonboard an Apollo mission in 1975 [Pepin and MCormik (1976)℄. Solar oultationsatellite missions providing important ontributions to Earth observation like the Strato-spheri Aerosol Measurement (SAM) II from 1978-1993 [MCormik et al. (1981)℄, orthe Stratospheri Aerosols and Gas Experiment (SAGE) series (f., e.g., the pioneer-ing work about the solar oultation tehnique for stratospheri investigations reportedby [MCormik et al. (1979), MCormik (1987), Wang et al. (1992)℄). Another exam-ple for solar oultation is the SCIAMACHY experiment onboard the ENVISAT satel-lite (launhed in 2002), using an imaging spetrometer whose primary mission objetiveare global measurements of trae gases in the troposphere and in the stratosphere (f.64



http://envisat.esa.int/). The solar radiation transmitted, baksattered and reeted fromthe atmosphere is reorded at relatively high resolution. Yet another solar oultation ex-periment is the Solar Oultation for Ie Experiment (SOFIE) onboard the Aeronomyof Ie in the Mesosphere (AIM) satellite, sheduled for launh in September 2006 (f.http://aim.hamptonu.edu/). The objetive of this experiment is to study polar meso-spheri louds (PMCs) and the environment in whih they form. The SOFIE hannels aredesigned to measure gaseous signals to dediate PMC measurements and temperature.Solar oultation experiments providing densities for a number of speies in theEarth's atmosphere (f., e.g., [Atreya (1981), Rosoe et al. (1994)℄). Oultation isthe prinipal method of probing other planets atmospheres. Smith and Hunton[Smith and Hunten (1990)℄ demonstrated in a review the use of the absorptive oultationtehnique for studies of other planetary atmospheres. The investigation of the atmospheresof planets like Jupiter, Martian, Saturn, and Uranus was primarily based on remote sensingtehniques.Extintive Solar OultationTwo types of oultation tehniques have been used for deades, whih is the extintiveand the refrative measurement. Both tehniques an be used to determine the ompo-sition and struture of the atmosphere of the Earth, other planets, and their satellites.In eah ase, radiation from the Sun (the soure of the radiation ould be a star or theMoon too) interats with the atmosphere, measurements of the outgoing signals are usedto retrieve atmospheri parameters like temperature or atmospheri onstituents densitypro�les.

Figure 3.1. Geometry for solar oultation observations of atmospheri parameters as funtionof tangent height r0. On top of the atmosphere the rays oming from the Sun are not bended,with dereasing height the bending of the rays inreases due to the inreasing air density. Theimpat parameter a de�nes the perpendiular distane between either of the ray asymptotes andthe enter of urvature (adapted from [Retsher (2004)℄).Basially, the extintive solar oultation tehnique is similar to the lassial tehniqueof absorption spetrosopy. Figure 3.1 shows the priniple oultation geometry for solaroultation. The Sun utilises as signal soure and a spetrometer is used as detetor. Theatmosphere along the line of sight ats as absorbing medium between emitter and detetor.65



Extintive oultations our when atmospheri onstituents absorb or satter inomingsolar radiation. Beause extintion ross setions are generally wavelength dependent,spetral measurements obtained as the Sun sets deeper into the atmosphere are diagnostiof the atmospheri omposition. Constituent pro�les an be further determined fromthe relative transmission. Absorption and sattering an be summarised by the termextintion. The extintion tehnique is very useful for the determination of aerosol andother minor gases in the middle atmosphere. The ratio of the oulted spetrum to theunoulted spetrum, measured above the atmosphere, is referred to as the atmospheritransmission. As a result, extintive oultation measurements are self-alibrating andideal for long-term monitoring of limati trends.The extintive solar oultation method in the ultraviolet wavelength region is in gen-erally limited to high altitudes due to the absorptive harateristis of moleular oxygenand ozone. Both atmospheri onstituents absorb most of the UV radiation already inhigh altitudes before the radiation ould reah low atmospheri regions. Therefore a lowsignal to noise ratio results in the low stratosphere and troposphere. Also ray bendingand atmospheri emissions are limiting fators for the extintive solar oultation method.The high atmospheri opaity in seleted bands in the visible and near infrared wavelengthregion results from the strong absorption behaviour, due to eletroni and vibrational pro-esses, of water vapor and arbon dioxide. In the UV wavelength region the atmospheriopaity mainly results due to the ozone layer in the upper atmosphere.Refrative Solar OultationRefrative oultations our when density gradients in the atmosphere refrat the in-oming radiation, also alled bending, ausing it to follow urved ray paths through the at-mosphere. During an oultation event, solar rays are refrated by the Earth's atmospheretowards higher densities. Beause the refration angle is diretly related to the atmospheridensity pro�le, measured refration angles an be used to retrieve atmospheri bulk prop-erties like temperature, pressure, and density pro�les [Ward and Herman (1998)℄. Thisbasi approah was pioneered using Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) data. Refrativesounding of planetary atmospheres with entimeter wavelength radio signals, termed theradio oultation method, has been utilised sine the 1960's to study the atmospheres ofMars, Venus, and the outer planets (f., e.g., [Kliore et al. (1965), Fjeldbo et al. (1971)℄).In the 1980's, Russian sientists employed the oultation tehnique for studying theEarth's atmosphere. In general, the temperature determination at high altitudes (themiddle atmosphere) is limited by the auray of the refration measurements.These two methods of oultation have been used separately in the past; however,reent analysis of oultation data have shown, that they an be ombined to retrieveatmospheri omposition simultaneously with pro�les of temperature and pressure.3.4.3 Orbit and Oultation Geometry for Solar OultationSatellites applying remote sensing tehniques are used to obtain global overage of ob-servations. Satellite experiments using the solar oultation tehnique have been passiveremote sensing, measuring radiation from the Sun that has traversed various layers of theatmosphere. The satellite orbit as well as the orientation of the instrument with respet tothe orbital plane denotes the geographi overage of a satellite remote sensing experiment.For solar oultation Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites are in use. A typial orbital period66



for LEO satellites is around 90-100 min. The orbits take the satellites over, or nearly over,the geographi poles. The rotation of the Earth means that suessive orbits move theobservation point around 24Æ of longitude. The orbital plane is not �xed in inertial spae,gravitational fores from the nonspherial Earth and from e�ets from the Sun and Moonontrols the satellite revolution. The planes orbit an be ontrolled and adjusted so thatthe period of preession is one year. Thereby the preession keeps up with the movementof the Earth in its orbit around the Sun. Thus, the LEO orbit maintains a onstant rela-tion to the Sun. This mode is alled Sun-synhronous (or polar orbit) and the observationpoint passes a given longitude at the same two loal times eah day. LEO satellites areoften deployed in satellite onstellations, beause the overage area provided by a singleLEO satellite overs a small area, and the satellite travels at a high angular veloity tomaintain its orbit. Many LEO satellites are needed to maintain ontinuous overage overan area.This ontrasts with geostationary (or geosynhronous) satellites, where a single satel-lite, moving at the same angular veloity as the rotation of the Earth's surfae, providespermanent overage over a large area. A geostationary satellite orbits the Earth diretlyover the equator, approximately 36,000 km up. At this altitude, one omplete trip aroundthe Earth (relative to the Sun) takes 24 hours. Thus, the satellite remains over the samespot on the Earth's surfae at all times, and stays �xed in the sky from any point on thesurfae from whih it an be observed. Satellites in geostationary orbits exhibit a onstantsignal and ontinuous overage relationship with large area overage between the satelliteand its ground segment. Weather satellites are usually of this type.Two viewing modes are ommonly in use for atmospheri sounding: observations atnadir and limb sounding observations. In a nadir atmospheri sounding experiment asensor views vertially downwards into the atmosphere towards the Earth's surfae. Nadirviewing measurements are used to measure radiation from relatively short path lengthof emitting gas, against the warm bakground of the Earth-atmosphere system, as wellas emitting thermal radiation (f., e.g., the IASI or SCIAMACHY instrument as men-tioned in Setion 3.3). Nadir sounding observations showing a omparatively poor vertialresolution.With the seond viewing method, the limb sounding, signi�antly higher resolutionsan be ahieved. The solar oultation method is a typial limb sounding method andfor this work the far most important instrument, the SMAS sensor onept, uses thesetehnique. A remote sensing instrument views a de�ned beam or limb of the atmospherewith far longer path lengths along the line of sight (only the limb of the atmosphere issensed). The limb view will make a tangent to the Earth's atmosphere at some pointand this minimal distane to the Earth is alled the tangent height. Both, limb andnadir sounding, use the Shwarzhild's equation. In the ase of the limb sounding, theweighting funtions peak very sharply at the tangent height beause the instrument sensesnothing below the tangent height and atmospheri density dereases exponentially abovethe tangent height. The bakground of the limb sounding is the old and uniform spae,ontrary to nadir sounding, where the bakground is the hot and variable Earth surfae.Limb sounding is more sensitive and allows higher vertial resolution than nadir sounding.
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4 The SMAS Solar UV OultationSensorThe SMAS sensor onept is a part of the so alled ACLISCOPE mission (Atmosphereand Climate Sensor Constellation Performane Explorer), developed in response to a Callfor Earth Explorer Opportunity Missions (ESA SP-1226, The Living Planet Programme,1998) by [Kirhengast et al. (1998)℄. The desription in this Chapter largely follows the[Kirhengast et al. (1998)℄ proposal. The primary ACLISCOPE mission objetive is toprovide fundamental atmospheri and solar data of highest quality for limate hangeresearh, espeially on atmospheri hange beause the evolution of the Earth's limatesystem is inreasingly inuened by human ativities. This objetive omprises limateanalysis, monitoring, modeling, predition, and proess studies, all of whih an be derivedby the fundamental data of the mission, produed partially with the SMAS sensor onept.The experimental payload inludes further a so alled GRAS sensor (GPS/GLONASSReeiver for Atmospheri Sounding), whih produes the refrative oultation data ofhigh utility for the troposphere and stratosphere (f., e.g., [GRAS-SAG (1998)℄).The ACLISCOPE mission furnishes pro�les of densities, pressure, and temperature inthe middle atmosphere. This part of the ACLISCOPE mission based on the SMAS sensoronept employs the solar oultation tehnique and is primarily aiming at mesospheripro�les. Furthermore, top of atmosphere (TOA) solar irradiane measurements an beobserved at wavelengths less than 250 nm. Also pro�les of refration angle, refrativity,density, pressure, and temperature in the troposphere and stratosphere, humidity in tro-posphere, and refrativity and eletron density in the middle and upper atmosphere an beobtained with the omplementary GRAS sensor onept (uses GNSS oultation) togetherwith the SMAS sensor onept. Both sensor onepts furnish data globally and with highvertial resolution, auray, and long-term stability. The spae segment of ACLISCOPEonsists of a onstellation of six LEO satellites in two orbits, eah satellite arrying aGRAS and a SMAS sensor. The added SMAS sensor provides diret Sun observationsand uses the solar oultation tehnique (see Setion 3.4.2) for atmospheri pro�ling fromthe upper stratopause upwards.The major ACLISCOPE mission objetives are (for both SMAS and GRAS sensoronepts) (1) limate hange researh omprising analysis, monitoring, modeling, predi-tion, and proess studies, and partiularly also researh in anthropogeni limate impatsdetetion and attribution, (2) atmospheri analysis and modeling and atmospheri proessstudies for the entire lower, middle, and upper atmosphere, (3) upper atmosphere researhon both thermosphere and ionosphere inluding spae weather questions, and (4) demon-stration of these oultation sensor onept as a long-term observing system for limatemonitoring, limate and weather predition of the entire atmosphere. So the ACLISCOPE69



mission ould be of key relevane to the European Spae Ageny's (ESA) Earth ExplorerThemes Physial Climate and Atmosphere and Marine Environment: Anthropogeni Im-pats.This thesis only examines the SMAS sensor onept. More information aboutthe full ACLISCOPE mission is desribed by [Kirhengast et al. (1998)℄ and in[ESA-SP-1196(7) (1996)℄. For further details on the GRAS sensor onept see[GRAS-SAG (1998)℄. Good bakground knowledge desriptions related to the ACLIS-COPE mission objetives have been given by the ESA reports [ESA-SP-1196(7) (1996),ESA-SP-1227 (1998)℄.4.1 The Sun Monitor and Atmospheri Sounder - SMASThe SMAS sensor onept furnishes solar oultation measurements, whih explore theEarth's atmosphere from the stratopause upwards. Further is the SMAS sensor oneptself-alibrating and uses an passive limb sounding tehnique. This means, that the SMASsensor provides self-alibrating transmission data, whih allow to aurately derive pro�lesof air density, pressure, and temperature as well as the densities of moleular oxygen,atomi oxygen, and ozone. Seundry density pro�les of moleular nitrogen an be derived(the determination of moleular nitrogen). Furthermore, SMAS intends to ontinuouslyreord the variable solar irradiane with high radiometri auray at wavelengths lessthan 250 nm, in the middle (MUV) and extreme (EUV) ultraviolet wavelengths region.One very important asset of the SMAS sensor onept is its self-alibration, whihdelivers data with long-term stability. This time stability is an important feature forlimate researh and monitoring. For absorptive measurements like with the SMAS sensoronept, the self-alibration results sine only normalised intensities are exploited insteadof absolute radiane, therefore measurements from di�erent satellites and times an beompared without any adjustment.The SMAS sensor primarily delivers middle atmospheri data, whih are data up to themesopause, loated at about 90 km, and upper atmospheri data, whih are beyond themesopause level. Furthermore the SMAS sensor delivers solar irradiane data. From theSMAS middle atmospheri data, pro�les versus height for olumnar ontent, air and ozonedensity, pressure, and temperature for the mesosphere result. On the other hand, pro�lesversus height for olumnar ontents and densities of moleular oxygen, moleular nitrogen,and atomi oxygen, as well as of pressure and temperature in the upper atmosphere (thethermosphere) results from the SMAS upper atmospheri data.The SMAS sensor is tehnially based on developments of the Frauenhofer Institutefor Physial Measurement Tehniques (FIPM) Freiburg and the University of Boulderfor the SNOE (Student Nitri Oxide Explorer) satellite (f., e.g., http://lasp.olorado.edu/snoe/) with hannels at wavelength less than 35 nm and from FIPM developmentsfor the Russian-Ukrainian PHOTON mission. SNOE arries very similar silion diodedetetors as baselined for SMAS. A similar system is the one developed for the PHOTONmission, whih inludes hannels at wavelengths less than 130 nm [Neske et al. (1997)℄.The expansion of the measured wavelengths by 10 MUV hannels between 190 nm and246 nm is a simple modi�ation of the existing sensors.70



4.1.1 SMAS Channel SeletionMany major ACLISCOPE mission objetives as desribed at the beginning of this Chapterare largely possible through adding the SMAS sensor onept to the GRAS sensor, there-fore the SMAS sensor senses the same and highly omplementary fundamental atmospheriparameters as GRAS, but just above the GRAS high-quality region, this means from thestratopause upwards. The most relevant omplementary height range is the mesosphere,but ideally the data should extend from 30 km upwards into the thermosphere. Thesethermospheri data are neessary for initialisation of the mesospheri data in the retrievalproess.The examination of the radiative interation properties with the Earth's atmospheredelivers for the SMAS sensor a natural range in the wavelength region less than 250 nm,whih indiates the relevant situation and shows the penetration altitude of the inidentradiation). The spetral region therefore is the middle and extreme ultraviolet and theresulting spetral regions for the most needed height, ranging from 50 km to 100 km, arethe Shumann-Runge bands, and the Herzberg ontinuum, both for moleular oxygen.For ozone sounding the lower edge of the ontinuous Hartley band is most suitable. TheChannel Channel Solar origin Main solar AtmospheriNumber Wavelength of radiation emission speies intervening[nm℄ in oultation1 (EUV) 1-10 Corona N2,O2,O2 (EUV) 17-25 Corona Fe X-Fe XII N2,O3 (EUV) 29-35 Transition region He II (30.4 nm) N2,O4 (EUV) 50-65 Chromosphere He I (58.4 nm) N2,O5 (EUV) 70-90 Transition region O II-O IV N2,O6 (EUV) 110-130 Chromosphere H I (121.6 nm) O27 (MUV) 190.00�0.5 Photosphere ontinuum O28 (MUV) 192.55�0.5 Photosphere ontinuum O29 (MUV) 203.50�0.5 Photosphere ontinuum O2,O310(MUV) 204.00�0.5 Photosphere ontinuum O2,O311(MUV) 204.25�0.5 Photosphere ontinuum O2,O312(MUV) 206.00�0.5 Photosphere ontinuum O2,O313(MUV) 210.00�0.5 Photosphere ontinuum O2,O314(MUV) 222.00�0.5 Photosphere ontinuum O315(MUV) 234.00�0.5 Photosphere ontinuum O316(MUV) 246.00�0.5 Photosphere ontinuum O317(VIS) 300-700 Photosphere ontinuum AirTable 4.1. The 17 SMAS sensor hannels and harateristi parameters. The ten MUV hannels(no. 7 to 16) are the hannels of interest in this work.relevant mesospheri hannels are thus ten hannels within 190 nm to 246 nm. The signalsoure for suh oultations needs to be the Sun, beause the Sun provides a suÆient andontinuous signal at wavelengths < 250 nm. Also is the brightness aross the solar disk rayhomogenous in the MUV wavelength region. Based on a sensor analysis, the radiometrihannels of the instrument are seleted as summarised in Table 4.1. As the table shows,71



Figure 4.1. The upper panel shows the optial thikness of moleular oxygen (red line), ozone(blue line), and both (blak line) at an altitude of 60 km for a temperature of 240 K. The oloredvertial lines denote the ten SMAS hannels in the MUV wavelength area, inluding the instru-mental bandwidth (�0:5 nm) of the hannels (dashed lines). The lower panel shows the moleularoxygen Shumann-Runge absorption ross setions at 240 K. The �ve Shumann-Runge hannelsare overplotted (olored vertial lines).17 hannels are required in total to ful�ll the ACLISCOPE mission requirements. Theore hannels for the mission objetives are the ten MUV hannels. The loations ofand distanes between the ten several hannels are de�ned suh, that a total overageof the whole mesosphere is ensured. The bandwidth of the MUV hannels is 1.0 nm.The visible hannel is primarily for alibration purposes but this hannel an also beused, in loud free situations, for tropospheri temperature evaluation based on refrativedispersion of the oulted signal amplitude pro�le. The six EUV hannels are primarilyfor thermospheri researh (temperature, densities of the absorbing speies); the EUVsolar radiation is responsible for photoionisation at thermospheri altitudes. The seletedhannels were hosen to give a good signal response in the Shumann-Runge bands and72



Herzberg ontinuum as well in the Hartley band, whih is espeially important for middleatmospheri ozone retrieval. The table furthermore gives some information on the soure ofthe signal and on the intervening atmospheri speies on whih information is ontained inSMAS oultation data. The knowledge of the density of the main atmospheri absorbingspeies moleular oxygen allows derivation of pressure and temperature.The optial thikness of the absorbing speies moleular oxygen, ozone, and for both inthe ultraviolet region between 180 nm and 250 nm at an altitude of 60 km is shown in Fig.4.1, upper panel. The SMAS sensor hannels are drawn in, inluding the instrumentalbandwidth of �0.5 nm. The lower panel shows the Shumann-Runge absorption systembetween 185 nm and 205 nm, where the �ve Shumann-Runge hannels of the SMASsensor are drawn in. Only the hannels 7 and 8 lie in the band system, the three otherShumann-Runge hannels lie at the upper boundary of the absorption system.4.1.2 SMAS Instrument CharateristisThe SMAS sensor results from the SOL-ACES (Solar Auto-Calibrating EUV/UV Spe-trophotometer) instrument, whih overs the solar irradiane in the EUV/UV spetralrange of 17-220 nm. The transmitted radiation is measured by a silion diode detetorloated at the end of the absorption path and the data permits the absolute quanti�ationof the solar ux in the presribed spetral range [Shmidtke et al. (2000)℄. The SMASsensor is based on high sensitivity, high-preision ultraviolet silion diodes, preferably, oneven more preise diamond diodes. The onept ore was proven on the SNOE satelliteand a ight model instrument with six hannels less than 130 nm and one broadband vis-ible hannel is ready for the Russian-Ukrainian PHOTON satellite (launh in late 2007)[Kramer (2002)℄. The adaption of the available heritage for SMAS as well as the expan-sion of the measured wavelengths by ten MUV hannels between 190 nm and 246 nm is arather modest modi�ation of existing sensors.The SMAS instrument onsists primarily of three omponents: the Sensor Arrange-ment, the Eletroni Box, and the Sun Pointing Assembly (SPA). The SMAS instrumentis baselined to onsist of 17 radiation detetor units, these are, in order to adapt to var-ious di�erent interfaes, designed as single small units (50�50�60 mm and with a poweronsumption of 0.12 W). On top there is a high sensitivity, high-preision UV silion ordiamond diode, the sensible area is 10�10 mm and either the diode is oated with a thinmetalli �lm or overed by a set of two interferene �lters. The detetors �eld of view needbe limited to 130 deg for ensuring < 2 km vertial resolution. The diode urrent is on-verted by a preampli�er, this iruit orresponds to an Eletrometer-Ampli�er. Further isthe output of the preampli�er transferred via Voltage to Frequeny Converter (VFC) tothe Eletroni Box.A 16 bit ounter is involved toward the telemetry. The basi readout data rate is 10Hz and an be diretly used as sampling rate during oultation periods. For ontinuoussolar irradiane monitoring a sampling rate of 0.1 Hz is suÆient. By trimming theo�set of the preampli�er slightly to a positive value, no negative signal at the entraneof the VFCs results. For thermal stability the detetor units are �xed on an aluminumplate. Furthermore, the temperature of the plate at the solar pointing assembly shallbe as low as possible (below 30Æ Celsius). A variation of temperature kept less than �3Kelvin during the measurement inreases the auray of the data, therefore an eletrialinterfae for three temperature sensors is inluded, providing analogue signals. In theEletroni Box, the 17 VFC siene signals are stored in 16 bit ounters to be transferred73



to the telemetry. The Sun Pointing Assembly keeps the solar disk enter ontinuously inthe sensor �eld of view, with 160 deg pointing knowledge, to ensure optimal and onstantsolar signal during atmospheri oultation measurements. Therefore the base plate ofthe SMAS sensor arrangement needs to be mounted on a sun pointing devie, whih o�ersonstant sun pointing angles (within 160 deg preision) during oultation. The SMASsensor is a small, passive, low weight, low power, low data rate instrument and ompatiblewith satellites of miro satellite size. The main harateristis are summarised in Tab.4.2. The main sienti� objetive of the ACLISCOPE mission is limate hange researh.Charateristis SMAS SensorMass < 8 kg (total)Power onsumption < 8 WMax. data rate < 2.5 kbit/seTotal volume < 300�200�150 mm3Number of hannels 17 radiometri hannels1 VIS, 10 MUV, 6 EUVSampling rates 10/1/0.1 HzPreision (single < 3�10�3 (silion diode)indiative �gure) < 1�10�3 (diamond diode)preision at 10 Hz rateSensor pointing aur. < 130 deg vertial res.(towards Sun) < 160 deg knowledgeTable 4.2. Main harateristis of the SMAS siene payload (after [Kirhengast et al. (1998)℄,slightly modi�ed).There are indiations that tropospheri temperatures are inreasing and stratospheriand mesospheri temperatures are dereasing. Atmospheri temperature are measuredroutinely by a global network of radiosonde stations, omplemented by satellite soundingand airraft reports. However, while e�orts are ongoing to improve temporal and spatialresolution of existing systems, other tehniques are useful to provide not only additionaldata but also atmospheri data of higher quality. Suh data an be provided by theACLISCOPEmission, involving the SMAS sensor onept (together with the GRAS sensoronept).The primary objetive is to provide with the aid of the SMAS sensor onept funda-mental atmospheri and solar data for limate hange researh, espeially on atmospherihange beause the evolution of the Earth's limate system is inreasingly inuened byhuman ativities. However, indiations exist that the hanging thermal struture fromthe upper troposphere to the mesosphere is a partiularly sensitive indiator of anthro-pogeni limate impats. The SMAS sensor onept an furnish data to globally monitorthis hanging struture over the full mesosphere with very high auray. These solaroultation data an be used for limate monitoring and predition, atmospheri analysisand modeling.The main objetives for limate monitoring and predition are to provide a globallimatology of the temperature in the entire mesosphere at high absolute auray andvertial resolution. Further objetives are to support researh into limate variability andhange (inter-annual and intra-annual) and into the energetis of the limate system overthe period of the mission, and thus to ontribute observational input and validation of74



models used to predit future trends and variability. Also in addition, for atmospherianalysis and modeling, the SMAS sensor onept an provide long, onsistent sets of at-mospheri states for researh and model development exploiting the data of the missiontogether with other observations. Furthermore, a spin-o� mission objetive is that obser-vations are provided for upper atmosphere researh, e.g., for thermospheri investigations.There, observations of the densities of moleular oxygen, moleular nitrogen, and atomioxygen, as well as pressure and temperature are provided. Also are provided diret, on-tinuous, and aurate observations of solar irradiane for wavelengths less than 246 nm in16 hannels.These high-utility atmospheri data an be provided with the SMAS sensor as partof the ACLISCOPE mission, whih needs to be implemented as a small onstellation ofsatellites to be able to ful�ll the sienti� requirements. The baseline onstellation of themission inludes six miro satellites in two low earth orbits. To learn optimally aboutvertial and horizontal resolution properties of the oultation data, the ACLISCOPEonept inludes a pair of satellites (Sat-Pair) in onstellation, whih furnishes the nees-sary experimental data for researh in oultation resolution and auray. Partiularlyfor the horizontal resolution studies, the availability of the Sat-Pair furnishes horizontallyredundant oultation events losely related in spae (distane less than 150 km) and time(separation less than 5 min). Figure 4.2 shows an indiation of the the typial overageof SMAS oultation events for the baseline. By the aid of this Sat-Pair, investigationsabout tandem retrieval ompared to single pro�le retrieval are possible for example. TheACLISCOPE SMAS sensors, if implemented as baselined, an provide a data set of �150oultation pro�les per day in the mesosphere (and above), together with ontinuous solarirradiane observations for wavelengths less than 246 nm. To obtain the main objetivesas desribed above, the ACLISCOPE baseline implementation has to be ompliant withthe overall requirements summarised in Tab. 4.3.Globally, well balaned density over all latitudes;Geographi overage speial feature: pairwise o. events are needed,with oultation events the mean tangent points of whih shall be separated< 5 min in time and < 150 km horizontallyHorizontal sampling < 600 km latitudinally (in average)per 6 hoursCovered height range 50 km < h < 400 km (all hannels together)during oultation 50 km < h < 120 km (10 MUV hannels)Temperature auray < 2 K, within 60 km < h < 90 km at 2 km vert. res.Long-term stability < 0.2 K/deade (temperature)Auray of other Consistent with the required temperature aurayoultation variablesQuality diret solar data Continuous monitoring at 10 se samplingRadiometri preision < 10�3(� > 30 nm); < 10�2(� < 30 nm)Radiometri auray < 3% (� > 130 nm); < 10% (� < 130 nm)Timeliness < 1 day - 1 monthTable 4.3. Main requirements for ACLISCOPE/SMAS mission (after from[Kirhengast et al. (1998)℄).Furthermore, there exists an enormous synergeti potential of using the ENVISAT-75



GOMOS stellar data together with the GRAS GNSS oultation data and the SMAS solaroultation data. Favorably, while the GRAS data have their highest performane below30 km, the SMAS data above 50 km, the GOMOS data have their best range between 25km and 55 km (f., e.g., [ACRI S.A. et al. (1998), Retsher (2004)℄). Therefore, the jointoptimal estimate of GNSS, stellar, and solar oultation sensors GRAS, GOMOS, andSMAS, respetively, an deliver global upper air data of unpreedented limate hangeresearh utility on temperature, water vapor, and ozone with high vertial resolution andauray.

Figure 4.2. Typial overage by SMAS oultation events for one day (left panel) and for anarbitrarily seleted month (right panel; every �fth event is plotted). Sunset oultations (top downtriangles), sunrise oultations (upright triangles). In time, solar oultations always happen at theterminator. During the year, governed by the Sun's delination, the somewhat peuliar monthlyoverage (right panel) moves through a wide range of latitudes (f., e.g., [Russel et al. (1993)℄).After [Kirhengast et al. (1998)℄.Due to its aurate fundamental data produts (temperature, density, et.), the SMASsensor onept an enhane many other of the Earth Explorer missions planned by theEuropean Spae Ageny suh as an Earth Radiation Mission [ESA-SP-1227 (1998)℄ oran Atmospheri Chemistry Mission [ESA-SP-1196(7) (1996)℄. Furthermore, it is highlyomplementary to an Atmospheri Dynamis Mission [ESA-SP-1227 (1998)℄. SMAS alsoprovides data for programmes of the middle and upper atmosphere and spae weatherommunity suh as represented by SCOTEP (Standing Committee on the Solar Terres-trial Energy Programme) and COSPAR (Committee on Spae Researh). A spei� pro-gramme example is the reently initiated TIGER (Thermospheri Ionospheri GeospheriResearh) programme.4.2 Mesospheri Temperature SoundingThe main sienti� use areas for the SMAS solar oultation data are in the �elds of limatehange researh. This means limate monitoring, modeling and predition, atmospherianalysis and modeling for the upper troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, and in thesame way for the thermosphere. The SMAS sensor onept is able to ontribute theseneessary data with high absolute auray and high vertial resolution for the entire76



mesosphere and with all hannels together also for the thermosphere up to about 400 km.Furthermore, a long-term stability and onsisteny of the oultation data results dueto the self-alibration of the oultation tehnique, this is an important fat for limateresearh and monitoring (see Setion 4.1).The temperature is a key parameter to haraterise the mean state of the atmosphereand its long-term evolution. The temperature struture of the atmosphere is likely tohange under the impat of anthropogeni foring suh as the inrease of greenhousegases and depletion of stratospheri ozone. There are indiations that stratospheri andmesospheri temperatures are dereasing and on the other hand tropospheri temperaturesinrease. Exatly that hanging of thermal struture in the entire middle atmosphere isa partiularly sensitive indiator of anthropogeni limate impats. Also the hange inaerosol onentrations inuenes the atmospheri struture. All these are expeted tohange the radiation budget of the atmosphere and thereby the Earth's limate. So apermanent observation of the temperature struture of the Earth's atmosphere is neessary.A reent statistial analysis shows that the hanging thermal struture may be a verysensitive indiator of limate trends and, in partiular, the mesosphere seems to be an evenbetter indiator of expeted middle atmosphere ooling than the stratosphere. Therefore,the anthropogeni limati impats an be shown in partiular by monitoring the fullthermal struture of the middle atmosphere. The determination of the three-dimensional�eld of temperature in the middle atmosphere with high vertial resolution and aurayallows an aurate limatology of atmospheri temperature to be established and longterm trends to be inferred. These temperature pro�les an be obtained together with thesensor onepts as desribed in the previous Paragraph.Sienti�ally the use of the SMAS sensor onept, extending the GRAS only mission,is fully justi�ed to open up to a global study (from day-to-day to inter-annual sales)of the atmosphere from the stratopause upwards with highest data quality and quantity.Furthermore these data an be used for a variational assimilation analysis for a onsistentlimatology of the entire atmosphere [Kirhengast et al. (1998)℄. This requires advanedoupled General Cirulation Models [Russell et al. (1995)℄ of the lower atmosphere (below90 km) and upper atmosphere (above 90 km), whih are basially available, though oper-ated by di�erent ommunities, for example the available ECHAM model from the MPIMHamburg [Roekner et al. (2004)℄. Many di�erent atmospheri proesses may be analysedby these models supported by ACLISCOPE/SMAS data.4.3 Mesospheri Ozone SoundingOzone plays a key role in supporting life at the Earth's surfae by interepting harmfulultraviolet radiation. Most of the ozone moleules in a vertial olumn in the middleatmosphere are found at altitudes below 35 km. Ozone is one of the main atmospherigases absorbing solar energy, exatly in the ultraviolet wavelengths region. The positivetemperature gradient of the stratosphere is due to the strong ultraviolet absorption har-ateristis of ozone. Therefore, a depletion of stratospheri and obviously mesospheriozone produes a ooling of the middle atmosphere. Ozone is formed in the stratosphereand mesosphere by photohemial proesses and has a maximum onentration betweenabout 20 km and 25 km height. Furthermore, the onentration and vertial distributionof ozone vary with latitude and season, and on shorter time and spae sales as well. A77



redution of the ozone onentration in the middle atmosphere will produe more harmfulultraviolet radiation at the Earth's surfae.Long-term hanges in the Earth's limate, aused by hanges in the abundane of radia-tively ative ompounds in the atmosphere, like ozone, are expeted to beome signi�antduring the next deades [Houghton et al. (2001)℄. Ozone is of partiular importane whenviewed in the ontext of hemistry-limate interations. Changes in its distribution willhave the largest impat on surfae temperatures when hanges our in the middle atmo-sphere. Observations over the last two deades show that ozone onentrations have fallenin the stratosphere and therefore also in the mesosphere. The depletion in stratospheriand mesospheri ozone levels has probably produed a general ooling of the limate sys-tem. A signi�ant fration of the temperature trends observed globally in the stratosphereover the last two deades ould be assoiated with ozone depletion.Although measurements of total ozone olumns are of great importane, they are insuÆient to gain a thorough understanding of the hemial and dynamial proesses deter-mining the ozone variations. Height resolved ozone information on a global sale over anextended period of time at a reasonable temporal and spatial resolution is needed. How-ever, for the mesosphere no suÆient ozone data exists. On the other hand, mesospheriozone data are neessary to improve the understanding of the natural and anthropogeniinuenes on both, stratospheri and mesospheri ozone variation, beause the mesosphereseems to be a better indiator of middle atmosphere ooling than the stratosphere (seealso the previous Paragraph). The ACLISCOPE/SMAS sensor onept an provide theseneessary mesospheri ozone data with high vertial resolution and auray. The SMASsensor onept measures the absorption of ultraviolet radiation in the lower wavelengthpart of the ozone Hartley band, in the wavelength region between 200 nm and 246 nm(see Setion 4.1). From these measurements normalised transmission data an be gener-ated and the olumnar ontent and the vertial ozone number density, respetively, thenretrieved.4.4 Thermospheri SoundingAs an enhanement the SMAS sensor onept an provide pro�les on number densities ofmoleular oxygen, moleular nitrogen, and atomi oxygen in the thermosphere up to about400 km height (with the six EUV hannels). Also the temperature, up to the isothermalthermospheri temperature, an be provided. Therefore the SMAS sensor onept alsodelivers data of high quality and quantity for thermospheri researh. Combined withthe GRAS sensor onept, both sensors an provide simultaneously pro�les of eletrondensity and thermospheri densities (as above mentioned) and temperature. This allowsto rigorously study thermospheri-ionospheri interation phenomena, whih ould neverbe rigorously addressed before due to lak of data (f., e.g., global gravity wave ativity,magnetospheri storm proesses). It opens up for robust analysis of the thermosphere-ionosphere system by numerial weather predition assimilationmethods suh as lassiallyapplied to the troposphere and lower stratosphere, whih is impossible so far.The SMAS sensor onept an also furnish exellent day-to-day air drag data forgeodeti researh and appliations like orbit modeling and predition for LEO spae plat-forms suh as the International Spae Station. Suh appliations urrently have to rest onprimarily limatologial models like MSISE-90 [Hedin (1991)℄. Furthermore, the SMASupper atmosphere data an be a world leading asset for Spae Weather appliations.78



The SMAS sensor onept an, besides aquiring solar oultations, provide a ontin-uous and aurate time series of top of atmosphere solar irradiane data in the hannelsat wavelengths less than 246 nm, using UV spetroradiometry. This wavelength regionis the spetral region with the most variable solar ux whih a�ets the middle and up-per atmosphere. This ontinuous solar irradiane information is a muh needed input foratmospheri radiation and energy budget researh. Furthermore it is also an importantomplement to UV/VIS/NIR top of atmosphere solar data from other sensors like, e.g.,the ISSA (International Spae Station Alpha) Solar Pakage, urrently developed by theESA, whih measures the sun's eletromagneti emission over the full range from EUVto NIR and the total solar irradiane. This information is useful for questions of natu-ral variability of solar foring and its limate system impats relative to anthropogeniimpats.The ontinuous SMAS diret solar irradiane data in the EUV range (below 130 nm)are very useful and keenly awaited by the relevant international ommunity. In fat, themost serious disadvantage for operating existing upper atmosphere �rst priniples mod-els onsists in the use of proxy F10.7 data (the solar radio ux at 10.7 m) instead ofdiret measurements of the EUV radiation whih is the primary energy soure drivingthe thermosphere-ionosphere system. The SMAS irradiane data an tightly onstrainthis input. Furthermore, these solar irradiane data are for models a highly omplemen-tary information to the SMAS thermosphere (and also to the GRAS ionosphere) pro�ledata, this is a further boost for siene for upper atmosphere researh and spae weatherappliations.
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5 An End-to-end SMAS Data Pro-essing SystemRemote sounding of the atmospheri temperature and omposition pro�les from Earthorbiting satellites has beome a tehnique of major pratial importane for sienti� ob-servations of the Earth's atmosphere and will learly ontinue to be of importane forthe foreseeable future, both for the Earth and for soundings of other planetary atmo-spheres. In this Chapter, a method whih an be used to alulate the temperature andomposition of the middle atmosphere is represented from measurements of intensity ofinident radiation. Suh measurements an be made by the SMAS sensor onept intro-dued in the last Chapter. A simulation study was arried out in this thesis (for both,temperature and ozone sounding), in order to have a robust model for the appliationof real data. The oultation tehnique for determining the properties of the Earth's at-mosphere using absorptive oultation measurements, bears great apability of providingpro�les of atmospheri key quantities with high auray and vertial resolution (f., e.g.,[Elahi (1987), Russel et al. (1993), Hays and Roble (1968b), MCormik et al. (1989)℄).The intensity of the Sun, in ertain atmospheri absorption bands, is monitoredby a low Earth orbiting satellite traking the Sun during oultation by the Earth'satmosphere. The intensity data during oultation are then used to obtain informa-tion about the absorbing speies; in the SMAS ase for the mesosphere and thermo-sphere (f., e.g., [Roble and Hays (1972), Roble and Norton (1972)℄). The used limb ge-ometry is tailored to furnish a high spatial resolution, whereas the absorptive prop-erties of the intervening medium an be related to densities of the di�erent absorb-ing speies. Usually, absorptive oultations have been used to measure density pro-�les. However, from density pro�les of major speies, pressure pro�les an be alu-lated by integration, employing the hydrostati equation. Furthermore, pressure pro-�les an be related, by the use of the ideal gas law, to atmospheri temperature pro-�les. A detailed desription on error haraterisation and statistis an be found in, e.g.,[Rodgers (1976), Rodgers (1990), Rodgers (2000), Storh and Zwiers (1999)℄.5.1 Theory of Measurements and Inverse ProblemsThe SMAS sensor onept uses the Sun as the soure of light and the satellite photometeras detetor, with the Earth's atmosphere between ating as the absorption ell. As thesatellite moves in its orbit, the soure ultimately is oulted by the Earth. The tehniqueof the SMAS sensor onept uses a LEO satellite, the adapted detetor measures thehange in solar irradiane as the Sun is oulted by the limb of the Earth (either duringsunrise or sunset). At a given wavelength, the signal emitted by the Sun is attenuated81



due to the absorption by the speies presented in the Earth's atmosphere, whih absorbsolar radiation at that wavelength. The measured transmission pro�le therefore ontainsinformation about the ombined slant path olumn density of all these absorbing speies.The absorption harateristi of a mixture of gases is fully diagnosti of the omposition,if measured in a suÆient number of sensible seleted hannels.The atmospheri parameters are oupled to the measured radiation through radiativetransfer. The resulting information, whih an be extrated from the measurement, islimited by the ompliated nature of the radiative transfer proesses and by fators on-erning the measurement proedure (whih inludes the spetroradiometers resolution,measurement geometry, and instrumental noise). In an oultation event, the attenuatedsignal is obtained as a funtion of the height at whih the atmosphere is traversed, andthe vertial distributions of individual gases an be obtained. After the omposition, themost basi quantity derivable from the distribution of major speies is the temperature,whih appears in the equation of state. The SMAS sensor onept uses the middle andextreme ultraviolet wavelengths region, this properly exploits the interation properties ofthe middle atmosphere with the inoming solar ultraviolet radiation. During the oul-tation proess, the intervening atmosphere absorbs progressively more of the light due tothe strong photo-absorption features of the Earth's atmosphere.The oultation intensity data an be related to tangential olumn number densitypro�les of the partiular absorbing speies, if the wavelength dependent absorption rosssetions are known. This separation of the absorbing speies and alulation of of tangen-tial olumn number densities is alled spetral inversion. The equation for the tangentialolumn number density as funtion of the vertial number density pro�le orresponds toan Abel integral equation whih an be inverted to determine the number density pro�leat the oultation tangent loation. That seond step in the retrieval of the vertial num-ber density pro�les from the observed intensity data, is alled spatial inversion. Thus,the spetral inversion has to be done before the spatial inversion is aomplished by theinverse Abel transform. The SMAS sensor is a self-alibrating instrument, therefore theoultation tehnique involves a relative measurement with normalisation given by themeasured solar irradiane above the atmosphere during eah event. The following resultsare therefore independent of absolute instrument alibration or soure strength (as large asa suÆiently aurate signal an be measured). This is a very important feature beause ittends to negate the e�ets of instrument degradation over time. As mentioned in Setion3.4.1, the oultation tehnique works best for a point soure. For solar oultation, wherethe radiation is emitted from the upper and lower limb, the problem of a �nite soure anbe solved if measurements view only a small fration of the solar disk.The signals deteted by oultation sensors already onstitute an important data basefor the monitoring of the atmosphere. Inluding the instrumental fators of the SMASsensor, the wavelength and altitude dependent transmission funtion of the atmospherean be alulated. This transmission funtion measures the optial properties of the at-mosphere in the horizontal diretion; it is a good measure of the transmissivity of theatmosphere whih is a entral property for the mesospheri ozone and temperature sound-ing. To proeed from the transmission funtions to the distributions of the absorbingspeies (moleular oxygen and ozone) inversion methods must be applied. Therefore, thedi�erent absorbers have to be isolated �rst, based on the total transmission funtion. Aseond step deals with the retrieval of the vertial pro�les suh as pressure and temperature[Retsher et al. (2004b)℄. 82



The mathematial approah to retrieve atmospheri parameters like density or tem-perature an be divided into two general proesses, (1) the forward model, and (2) theinverse problem. The forward problem ontains a model of the radiative transfer proessto alulate the normalised intensity aording to Eq. 2.15. The retrieval of the atmo-spheri state is possible as a given sample of spetrally distributed measurements of theintensity depends on the state of the atmosphere in a known way. This allows to deduethe state of the atmosphere. Generally it an be desribed as an inverse problem. Theinverse problem is the matter of inverting a known equation, whih expresses radiation asa funtion of the atmospheri state in terms of radiation.5.2 SMAS Forward ModelThe intensity of the solar radiation passing the Earth's atmosphere is given by the om-bined attenuation of all absorbing speies along the ray path and an be basially deter-mined at eah frequeny using the Beer-Bougert-Lambert's law, given by Eq. 2.15. Thus,the obtained transmission pro�le (normalised intensity) ontains information about theombined limb path olumn density of all absorbing speies. A funtion like the Beer-Bougert-Lambert's law, whih alulates measurable quantities based on the state of theatmosphere, is alled generally forward funtion, a appropriate omputer program that ap-plies suh a funtion is alled a forward model. The forward problem has do be modulatedin a appropriate way to solve the assoiated inverse problem to estimate the atmospheriparameters from the measured radiane. The desription of the SMAS forward modelfollows mainly the work of Rehrl and Kirhengast [Rehrl and Kirhengast (2004)℄.The atmospheri transmission T� is de�ned at eah wavelength � of interest asT� = I�(s)I�(0) = exp��� ; (5.1)where � = I�(s)I�(0) = Z s1s2 Xi ni(s0)�i�(s0) ds0 (5.2)denotes the orresponding optial thikness. The normalised atmospheri transmissionat any given wavelength is the ratio of the solar radiation intensity measured in theatmosphere, I�(s), relative to the solar intensity above the atmosphere, I�(0). The integralis arried out along a ray path s, this ray path is refrated for an altitude up to about�75 km, above refration and therefore bending of the ray is negligible. In this ontextthe number densities ni and the ross setions �i� refer to the speies moleular oxygenand ozone.The estimation of the due to ray bending shifted tangent ray height is in priniplealulated via solving the refrative ray path problem. The path is determined fromd2xd� = n(x)rn(x) (5.3)with the Sun and satellite position as boundary onditions. Above 50 km height we anuse a simple approximation (see below). The n(x) denotes the atmospheri refrativeindex �eld, and d� is the along-ray ar length divided by the refrativity index n. The83



'driving �eld' for the ray traing equation is the wavelength-dependent refrative index nfor a neutral density �, given by (f., e.g., [ACRI S.A. et al. (1998)℄)n = 1 + 10�61:00062�83:4213 + 24060:3130 � 106��2 + 159:9738:9 � 106��2� ��0 ; (5.4)where � denotes the wavelength and is expressed in nanometers, and �0 is the referene airdensity for standard temperature (296 K) and pressure (1013 hPa). This approximationapplies a alulation without a ontribution from density gradients other than the onesin the plane determined by the satellite, the Sun, and the Earth enter. This an berewritten as n = 1 + 10�6N ; (5.5)where N is the refrativity. If the atmosphere is spherially symmetri, the bending angle� an be desribed as (f., e.g., [Kursinski et al. (1997)℄)� = �2aZ 1a d lnn0=dx0p(x02 � a2) dx0 (5.6)with x = nr (r denotes the radius value) and a is a onstant for a ray path, knownas the impat parameter. For altitudes where ray bending is nearly negligible (� < 20�rad), the equation for the bending angle an be approximated as ([Kirhengast (1998),Melbourne et al. (1994)℄) � = aN : (5.7)The impat parameter a is given bya = 10�6s2�(RE + z)H(z) ; (5.8)where RE is the Earth radius, z is the value of the straight-line tangent ray height, andH(z) denotes the altitude dependent sale height. The geometry of the ray bending furnishthe equation to estimate the shift 4z of the tangent ray height as follows4z = DLEODSunDLEO +DSun � ; (5.9)where DLEO and DSun denotes the straight-line distane from the un-shifted tangent rayheight to the LEO satellite and the Sun, respetively.The e�et of hromati refration [Edlen (1953)℄ for the SMAS sensor onept is neg-ligible and therefore the refrative index of air is independent on wavelength. Chromatirefration led to a spatial separation of rays with di�erent wavelengths. The aberrationbetween the several hannels is very low, for instane results for the outer hannels (190.00nm and 246.00 nm) an aberration < 5%. The onstituent pro�les vary too weakly alongtangent altitude hanges due to small di�erenes of the path length for di�erent wave-lengths. Also defousing e�ets an be disregarded for the realisti SMAS forward model.Furthermore, a omplete geoloation alulation is arried out, eah simulated mea-surement of the atmospheri transmission is preisely geoloated.The resulting modulated transmission data are based on a realisti oultationevent. The satellite orbit, the shape of the Earth, the state of the atmosphere, and84



the solar oordinates are the ontributing fators to the geoloation. The geometrydata of the event are present by EGOPS (End-to-end Oultation Sounding Simula-tor [Kirhengast (1998), Kirhengast et al. (2002)℄), providing quasi true satellite or-bits, geodetial positions of the satellite, as well as the approximated position of theSun. The shape of the Earth is approximated by the well-known model WGS86 (WorldGeodeti System [TR8350 (2002)℄). The used moleular oxygen density is alulatedfrom the CIRA-86 (Cooperative Institute for Researh in the Atmosphere) database[CIRA-86 (1990)℄. The ozone density is based on AFGL-TR-86 data (FASCODE model)(f., e.g., [Anderson et al. (1995)℄).Furthermore, a term for Rayleigh sattering is inluded. Rayleigh sattering is moreimportant in the lower stratosphere but has also be onsidered in the mesosphere. A fatorfor the air density with the Rayleigh ross setion is introdued as well. The wavelengthdependent Rayleigh sattering ross setion for air an be alulated at eah wavelengthas (f. [Thomas and Stamnes (1999)℄)��;Rayleigh = ��4 10�28 3Xi=0 ai��2i ; (5.10)where � is given in [m2℄ and the appropriate oeÆients ai are listed in Tab. 5.1. Theformula is appliable for wavelengths between 180 and 1050 nm. The aerosol onentrationParameter Valuea0 3.9729066a1 4.6547659 � 10�2a2 4.5055995 � 10�4a3 2.3229848 � 10�5Table 5.1. Parameter to alulate the Rayleigh ross setions.in the mesosphere is very low, therefore a term representing the aerosol extintion in thesignal, aording to Mie sattering, an be negleted. Anyway, the aerosol ross setionsan be approximately alulated by �Angstr�oms law ��;Mie = �0� with �0 = 3� 10�7 m2.In this basi work the nitri oxide photodissoiation near 191 nm and 183 nm (f., e.g.,[Minshwaner and Starke (2000)℄), initiating the primary mehanism for NOx removal inthe middle atmosphere, is not onsidered, but should be worked out in a future re�nement.The full hannel transmission Th an be modeled further asTh(ti) = Z4t Z4� Z4� Tatm(�0; �0; t0)W (�0 � �0)W�Wt d�0 d�0 dt0 ; (5.11)where the modulated transmission results as funtion of time ti, these responds to thesampling time. The basi sampling rate in ase of the SMAS sensor is 10 Hz and orre-sponds to a vertial sampling of about 200 m. The integral is arried out over a wavelengthband 4�, properly overing the spetral width of eah hannel, the vertial �eld of view4�, and the measurement integration time 4t. The SMAS �eld of view is pointing to theSun enter and designed 1/30 deg wide, orresponding to �2 km vertial resolution. Thislimited �eld of view overing only a equatorial fration of the solar disk (< 20 deg band)is useful, sine the full solar disk would otherwise illuminate at any given time a height85



range of 25 km to 30 km extend, severely ompliating the retrieval of atmospheri pro�les[Lumpe et al. (1991)℄. The hannel shape funtion W (���0) is modulated as normalisedGaussian funtion with a half-width of 0.5 nm and the resulting signal is weighted bythis normed Gaussian onvolution funtion. Furthermore, two simple boxar funtionsare used, W� = 1=4� (4� orresponds to 1/30 deg) and Wt = 1=4t (4t orresponds to100 mse), for properly limiting the �eld of view and time integration domain.For given geometry and time ti, the atmospheri transmission �le Tatm(�; �; t) anbe sampled as funtion of wavelength, �eld of view, and time. By integration Eq. 5.11the desired hannel transmission Th an be obtained. For smooth atmospheri pro�lesadopted in this study, the two box ar integrations ould be well ignored and the hanneltransmission Th was just forward modulated for di�erent wavelengths along a single rayarriving from the Sun enter at the time ti.

Figure 5.1. Simulated SMAS hannel transmission pro�les for the ten seleted wavelengths form-ing the basis of the forward model. The solid lines show the transmission pro�les in the Shumann-Runge bands and the dashed lines show the transmission pro�les in the Herzberg ontinuum andoverlapping Hartley band. The annotated numbers denote the enter wavelengths of the han-nels. The vertial dashed lines near the left and right boundary delimit the region, within whihmeasurements are foreseen to be exploited.Exemplary modulated SMAS transmission data for ten hannels are shown in Fig.5.1, based on a realisti oultation event. Spherially symmetri atmospheri pro�leswere adopted and a sanning of the atmosphere over altitude from 120 km to 50 kmwas used. Transmissions for proessing are only use able if they lie within a thresholdof 0:05 < Th < 0:95. The Shumann-Runge ross setion data used in this thesis weretaken from K. Minshwaner et al. [Minshwaner et al. (1992)℄, omputed from polynomialoeÆients, inluding the Herzberg ontinuum ross setion in the region between 190 nmand 204 nm. Regarding wavelengths > 204 nm, the Herzberg ontinuum data were takenfromM. Niolet et al. [Niolet et al. (1989)℄, the ozone ross setion data from L.T. Molinaand M.J. Molina [Molina and Molina (1986)℄, respetively.For the modulated SMAS transmission pro�les, the e�ets of sintillation and refrativedilution are not inluded. The forward model is only a model of the underlying physis ofthe measurement. The real physis ould be too omplex and in some aspets too unertain86



to be entire known and desribed. Thus the forward model should be desribe the detailedphysis with an adequate auray (f., e.g., [Maybek (1979), Maybek (1982)℄).The Real Transmission: The E�ets of Sintillation and DilutionThe real transmission measured by the SMAS sensor onept is not only depending onabsorbing atmospheri omponents, additionally refration e�ets impats the measuredtransmission. Rayleigh sattering, as mentioned above, is already taken into aount as aoeÆient to the simulated transmission data. Another e�et is the so alled sintillation.Sintillation is due to spatial di�erenes in refrative index in the atmosphere, an ele-tromagneti wave propagating through the atmosphere will experiene utuations in thepath length though di�erent layers due to these. Sintillation is aused almost exlusivelyby small temperature variations (on the order of 0.1 - 1 K) in rather small parels of strataof air, resulting in refration index utuations. The primary reason of suh small saleutuations is turbulent mixing of air with di�erent temperatures. Wind motion trans-porting suh utuations trough the line of sight and produes the irregular hanges inintensity whih are harateristi for the e�et of sintillation. The e�ets of sintillationsare always muh more intensive near the horizon than near the zenith. Small atmospheriparels of air of the order of only entimeter to deimeter produe most of the sintillationirregularities in the atmosphere.Another e�et is the so alled refrative dilution, an e�et ourring due to the hangeof the propagation diretion of the ray while passing the atmosphere. This e�et is relatedto the density gradient of the atmosphere. The density gradient will ause a larger dee-tion to a grazing ray ompared to a rays with a larger impat parameter. The hange ofthe propagation diretion in the atmosphere will result to dilution of the related intensity.Both e�ets, sintillation and refrative dilution, are mainly notieable in the loweratmosphere. For the lower mesosphere, these e�ets an have a small impat to themeasured transmission. However, in this thesis both e�ets are not onsidered for thesimulation of the transmission data.5.3 Forward Model ApproximationsFor an exat alulation of the transmission pro�les in the highly osillatory Shumann-Runge bands, a resolution of 500 sampling points (orresponds to 0.002 nm sampling)for eah hannel is neessary. Using these 500 samples of Tatm(�; �; t), Fig. 5.1 showsthe wavelength-integrated hannel transmission pro�les. For hannels > 205 nm, theabsorption ross setions are smooth funtions - moleular oxygen Herzberg ontinuumand ozone Hartley band - and 0.2 nm sampling is suÆient. The Herzberg ontinuumomprises the wavelength region between 185 nm and 242 nm, the Hartley band thosefrom 190 nm to 310 nm, reahing a maximum near 250 nm. Beause of the large numberdensity of moleular oxygen ompared to ozone, the Herzberg ontinuum is importantbeyond 205 nm even though the ross setion is small relative to the ozone ross setion inthe Hartley band. The Hartley band absorption is unimportant below 190 nm. The rosssetions in the Herzberg ontinuum and Hartley band shows a very slight temperaturedependene, whih an be negleted in the SMAS forward modeling.As a result of the dense sampling needed in the Shumann-Runge bands, the rigorousforward model algorithm is fairly slow, and if used as part of an inversion algorithm a87



faster algorithm is highly desirable. In order to obtain suh a faster algorithm followingtwo approximations were evaluated: the Pieewise Integration Approximation (PIA) andthe Optimal Random Seletion Approximation (ORSA).5.3.1 The Pieewise Integration Approximation (PIA)In the PIA, Shumann-Runge ross setions integrated over a presribed number of partialhannels of width 4�, spread over the full spetral width of a SMAS Shumann-Rungehannel, are used to ompute the hannel transmissions. The needed values of the Gaussianhannel shape funtion are properly averaged as well.More expliitly, the PIA approximates hannel transmissions Th(s) as follows,Th(s) = 4�IXi=4�i Th;i(s) = 4�IXi=4�i exp[�Zs ��(4�i; T (s0))n(s0) ds0 ℄ �W (4�i) (5.12)with the assoiated averaged temperature dependent Shumann-Runge absorption rosssetions ��(4�i; T (s)), ��(4�i; T (s)) = 14� Z4� �(�0; T (s)) d�0 ; (5.13)and averaged Gaussian weighting funtion �W (4�i), given by�W (4�i) = 14� Z4�W (�0 � �0) d�0 ; (5.14)4�IXi=4�i �W (4�i) = 1 : (5.15)Both, the averaged Shumann-Runge absorption ross setions and the Gaussian weightingfuntion are integrated over a �nite equidistant wavelength region 4� for eah partialhannel. In turn, aording to Eq. 5.13, all partial hannel transmissions are integratedto yield the full hannel transmission.In Fig. 5.2 (left panel), the integrated Shumann-Runge absorption ross setions asused in the PIA (Eq. 5.13) for 100 partial hannels are illustrated (0.2 nm sampling). Theresulting transmission pro�les for the �ve SMAS Shumann-Runge hannels for di�erentnumbers of partial hannels are shown in Fig. 5.2, right panel. The primary band strutureof the Shumann-Runge bands persists to a ertain degree under the PIA integrationas Fig. 5.2, left panel illustrates. The right panel shows, that a suÆient number ofpartial hannels is needed to aurately model the transmission pro�les. While 25 partialhannels are not yet a suÆient number, 100 partial hannels appear to be an adequatenumber already, furnishing an auray of the approximated transmission of better than1%. Compared to original 500 pins per hannel this is a redution by a fator of �ve ofthe omputational ost for the sampling of the atmospheri transmission Tatm. The use ofthe PIA in a forward model embedded in retrieval algorithms is simple, straightforward,and the in this thesis used forward model approximation.88



Figure 5.2. Partial integrated Shumann Runge absorption ross setions at 240 K (left panel)for 100 partial hannels. The transmission pro�les in the Shumann-Runge bands are shown in theright panel for full integration (true), 100 partial hannels (dotted), 50 partial hannels (dashed),and 25 partial hannels (dashed-dotted).5.3.2 The Optimal Random Seletion Approximation (ORSA)The idea of the ORSA is to redue the number of sampling bins by Monte-Carlo drawing ofa presribed number of bins out of the original sample of 500 bins. Using this Monte-Carlodrawing, for whih 104 trials were found an adequate number of trials, to redue the 500bins per Shumann-Runge hannel to an optimal subset of 100 bins. Optimally is de�nedin that 100 bin subset were kept from the 104 randomly drawn subsets, whih produes fora given atmospheri state (temperature pro�le) the most aurate approximated hanneltransmission pro�le ompared to the exat 500-bin per hannel omputation.Performing this type of ORSA for a suÆient diversity of atmospheri temperaturepro�les provides a number of look-up tables, whih an be used in a nearest neighborsense for a fast algorithm based on n only 100 bins per Shumann-Runge hannel. A setof 18 onditions over di�erent months and latitudes seems to be suÆient for ensuringan auray in approximated transmissions of better than 1% for the Shumann-Rungehannels based on 100 bins. Due to the ompliated handling (diversity of look-up tables,et.) of the ORSA ompared to the PIA, the ORSA is not used in the ontext of retrievalalgorithm evaluations but rather the PIA is used as the method of hoise.5.4 Root Mean Square and Moving AverageFor a realisti onsideration of the SMAS forward model it is important to inlude the errorbehaviour of the SMAS sensor (a detailed disussion about the SMAS sensor harateristiis given in Setion 4.1.2). The SMAS sensor onept is based on high sensitivity, high-preision ultraviolet silion diodes (or even more preise diamond diodes). A quantity todesribe the error behaviour of these diodes is the so alled root mean square (RMS) error,also known as quadrati mean. The RMS is a statistial measure of the magnitude of aquantity, in this ase radianes, and an be alulated for a series of disrete measurements(or for a ontinuously varying funtion). 89



The RMS error orresponds to the so alled Gaussian white noise and was modulatedas suh. This desribes a for any time normally (Gaussian) distributed random proess.The RMS error values orresponds to the perental deviation from the noise free mea-sured signal. White noise is generally a random proess with a onstant spetral densityfuntion. Hene the spetral amplitude of white noise math to S = S(�) and the orre-sponding autoorrelation funtion is a Dira delta funtion R(t) = SÆ(t). Thus white noisewhih is unorrelated from one time instant another [Brown and Hwang (1997)℄. For theSMAS sensor a RMS of 0.3% at 10 Hz sampled transmission data results for silion diodedetetors and 0.1% for diamond diodes, respetively. The RMS values are determined bythe developer of these diode detetors, the FIPM Freiburg. The 0.3% RMS error ase isonsidered in the subsequent Setions of the retrieval proessing.For a better retrieval performane it is useful to smooth the transmission data. Thisan be done with a moving average alulation for every height step in the pro�le. Themoving average is a simple method to smooth measured data by replaing a data pointwith the average (or a weighted form of it) of its neighbors. For a given sequene for oneseleted sensor hannel, the height level i dependent transmissions fTh;igNi=1 are replaedby a new sequene of smoothed transmissions f(Th;i)sgN�n+1i=1 , de�ned from Th;i by takingan average of subsequenes of n terms, eah weighted with di�erent kj(Ts)�i = 1Pn kn i+n�1Xj=i kjT�i : (5.16)Moving averages are in general weighted with equal weights, here the weights are de�nedsuh that Pn kn = 1. For a hosen subsequene of n = 5 the weights are given withkn = 110 [1; 2; 4; 2; 1℄, where k3 represents the weight for the original Th;i before taking themean.5.5 The Retrieval of Atmospheri ParametersThe wavelength dependent normalised solar intensity, as measured by the SMAS sensordevie aboard of a LEO satellite during oultation of the Sun by the Earth's atmospherean be expressed by Beer-Bougert-Lambert's law. This law implies that the solar intensityattenuated due to the Earth's atmosphere an be determined by onsidering the ombinedattenuation of all absorbing speies along the ray path. The ultimate aim of the SMAS sen-sor onept is to dedue the atmospheri properties suh as pro�les about the pressure andtemperature, and the densities of the absorbing speies, whih are neessary to determinatethe atmospheri temperature. For the SMAS retrieval, moleular oxygen and ozone areretrieved simultaneously, forming a joint retrieval. The expansion of the retrieval shemeby inorporating trae gases like nitri oxide (f., e.g., [Minshwaner and Starke (2000)℄)in the operational SMAS retrieval is possible, but is not investigated in this thesis.Based on the well �xed forward model, an inverse onnetion between the measure-ments (normalised intensities) and the target state (the density pro�les of the absorbingspeies, moleular oxygen and ozone) of the atmosphere has do be found. As mentionsbriey in Setion 5.1, a two-step method an be used. This method divides the retrievalinto two separate gaits, the separation of the absorbing speies and alulation of theolumn number densities (spetral inversion) and the alulation of the vertial numberdensities (spatial inversion). Hene it is neessary to establish the onnetion between the90



tangential olumn number densities Ni and the vertial number densities ni of the ab-sorbing speies. This follows from the geometry of the oultation experiment and an beperformed via an Abel transform. This two-step retrieval sheme generates a line-by-linevertial retrieval, a orrelation of adjaent vertial lines is not given any more after thespetral inversion.5.5.1 Theoretial IntrodutionFor a given physial system, a mathematial model an be developed to desribe thebehaviour of the system for investigations of its struture and modes. The relation betweenmeasurement vetor y and the atual state x of the physial system an be approximatedby the forward model F(x) y = F(x) + � ; (5.17)where � denotes the measurement error vetor of the forward model. The forward modelan be seen as the algebrai mapping of the state spae into the measurement spae, withan unertainty desribed by the measurement error, whih is often Gaussian. The quantityF an be a linear of non-linear funtion of the state vetor x. For the linear ase, wherey is assumed to be linearly related to x, followsy = Kx+ � ; (5.18)where K is the Jaobian matrix (or also alled the weighting funtion matrix), whihallows to determine the atual state from the measurements. For m measurements and nelements of the state vetor, the Jaobian matrix is of dimension m� n. For a partiularmeasurement follows yi = nXj=1(ki)jxj + �i ; (5.19)where ki is alled the weighting funtion (of dimension n) and onstitutes the ith rowof K orresponding to the ith measurement. Therefore every single measurement in themeasurement vetor onsists of the omplete state vetor, eah element xi is weighted bythe orresponding element Kij .The forward funtion for limb sounding measurements (and indeed most other remotesounding problems) is generally not linear and the relation between measurement vetorand the one to be estimated is non-linear. The problem an be linearised by expandingthe forward model into a Taylor series about the initial guess pro�le x0y � F(x0) +K(x� x0) + :::+ � ; (5.20)where the Jaobian matrix K denotes the partial derivatives of the forward model withrespet to x, evaluated at x = x0. The mapping of sensitivity of the state vetor x,the density pro�le, into the measured transmission y is represented by the rows of theJaobian matrix K ki = � �yi�x1 ; :::; �yi�xj� : (5.21)Numerially the Jaobian oeÆients are alulated by a perturbation of the densitiesof the absorbing speies with �5% and then performing a forward model alulation,whih delivers the orresponding y. Theoretial the perturbation should be done only91



at the exat tangent ray height, but for the SMAS ase this delivers a too low signalresponse. Thus a perturbation over three adjaent heights is introdued, whih furnishesa signi�antly higher signal and represents the basis for an aurate retrieval proedure.Inluding terms of higher-order in Eq. 5.20 produes better approximations of theexat relationship between state and measurements. Nearly linear or moderately non-linear problems an ignore higher-order terms and Eq. 5.20 an be written asy = y0 +K(x� x0) + � : (5.22)Next, optimal estimation tehniques an be used to dedue an estimate of the state withminimum error, assuming that the measurement error harateristi is known for thepartiular measuring proedure.The measurement vetor y ontains all measurements reorded at a ertain moment,the dimension orresponds to the number of hannels (denoted by m) whih the measure-ment devie an reord. In the SMAS temperature and ozone retrieval, this aords to tenhannels in the MUV band, designated with the numbers 7 - 16 in Tab. 4.1. The partiu-lar atmospheri state, temperature and number densities of the absorbing speies, at themoment when the measurement is taken is desribed by x. The dimension of x (denotedby n) is equivalent to the number of sampling points. The Beer-Bougert-Lambert's lawrepresents the onnetion between the measurement vetor y and the state vetor x.Limb sounding measurements are in general non-linear problems and a simple diretinversion for the state vetor x is not feasible. A diret inversion in the ase K(x) = Kxwould result in xrs = K�gy : (5.23)The operator K�g denotes the general inverse matrix and xrs orresponds to the retrievedstate (f., Tab. A.A.1). Generally for limb sounding at high altitudes low signal-to-noiseratios results. Suh problems (like also the SMAS ase) are ill-posed and Eq. 5.23 annotbe used diretly but a solution an be found by inserting sensible a priori information.Therefore the forward model funtion F(x) has to be approximated in a way whih issuitable for the onsidered situation.The Bayesian approah is a more general way to solve suh noise perturbed problemswith minor but reliable information about the behaviour of the state. The Bayesianapproah deals with an investigation of the propagation of onditional probability densities.Inaurate prior information an be quanti�ed as a probability density funtion (pdf) overthe state spae, on the other hand inaurate information about the measurement due tonoise an by quanti�ed by a pdf over the measurement spae. This means the solutionof the inverse problem is the probability density P (xjy) of the state onditioned on themeasurement. Generally the mean of the P (xjy) is de�ned by the optimal estimate. Bayes'theorem de�nes how the measurement pdf maps into the state spae and ombines withprior information, aording to the forward model y = F(x) + �. The task in the non-linear as well as the linear ase is to �nd a best estimate and an error harateristi thatdesribes this pdf well enough for pratial use. A short overview about inverse problemsand a detailed disussion about Bayes' theorem an be found in Appendix A.The Bayesian approah inorporate available prior knowledge of the wanted parameter.The mehanism for doing this requires to assume that the parameter is a random variablewith a known prior probability density funtion. In the absene of data, the estimate isompletely determined by the imposed prior knowledge. The hoie of prior is ritial in92



Bayesian estimation, a wrong hoie result in a poor estimator that is biased towards theprior mean. The e�et of the data is to �nd an estimate that ompromises between thedata and prior.A detailed disussion about inverse methods for atmospheri remote sounding an befound in [Rodgers (1976), Rodgers (1990), Rodgers (2000)℄.5.5.2 The Best Linear Unbiased Estimator BLUEWith the Bayesian approah non-linear problems an be solved. The Bayesian approahtries to inorporate non-linearities while still using a linear estimation algorithm. TheBayesian solution for the linear problem an be modi�ed for an inverse problem in whihthe forward model is a general funtion of the state. This requires that the estimateis onstrained to be a linear funtion of the measurement. For not too non-linear ormoderately non-linear problems a Gauss-Newton method an be applied for an iterativeapproah to �nd a optimal solution. The Gauss-Newton algorithm an be used to solvenon-linear least square problems and uses a modi�ation of Newton's method that doesnot use seond derivatives (omitting small residual terms from the iteration in the aseof non-linearity). The Gauss-Newton algorithm is an iterative proedure, this means thealgorithm needs an initial guess for the parameters.For the SMAS ase, the spetral inversion an be done with an iterative Best LinearUnbiased Estimation (f. [Rodgers (2000), Kirhengast et al. (2004)℄) solution to obtainthe atmospheri parameters (number density pro�les of the absorbing speies). The BLUEalgorithm an be initialised by the atmospheri state obtained at the previous heigh level.Further, the BLUE requires the spei�ation of ovariane matries for the number densityand temperature data as well for the measurement data, whih an be designed based onthe knowledge of their respetive error harateristis. The algorithm is initialised at highaltitudes (e.g., 120 km) with some initial state, the errors due to initialisation deay quiklyover about the �rst two or three sale heights. The BLUE priniple minimises the varianeof the linear ombination of the data subjet to the onstraint, that the estimator mustbe unbiased, this means that the BLUE restrits the estimator to be linear in data. TheSMAS forward model an be linearised by simply taking the logarithm of Beer-Bougert-Lambert's law, so at eah altitude a standard linear model with additive noise results.The linearised form is onvenient for the error analysis.The baseline ase for a fast onverging iterative optimal estimation algorithm as theBLUE represents, is given byxi+1 = xi + �KTi S�1� Ki��1 �KTi S�1� (y � yi(xn))� : (5.24)In Eq. 5.24, xi+1 is the iteratively estimated state vetor. The starting point xi = x0 isa �rst guess pro�le and usually x0 = xap, where xap aords to the a priori pro�le. Themeasurement vetor orresponds to y, yi = K(xi) to the forward model measurementvetor whih is estimated at any iteration step i; yi = K(xi) is used without modi�ation,however. The measurement error ovariane matrix S� (see next setion) in Eq. 5.24haraterises the measurement error (and is not only the ovariane of the measurementerror � but also of the measurements) and the Jaobian weighting matrix Ki represent themapping involved. The index i is the iteration index, whih is started by using x0 = xap.The simulated transmission data are superimposed by a stohasti error realisation �,produed by the means of an appliation of the error pattern method [Rodgers (2000)℄, and93



are onsistent with the measurement error ovariane matrix. This method is desribedbelow, based on the use of the a priori ovariane matrix Sap.The equation above is pratially repeated until a onvergene riterion is reahed orno further improvements of xi+1 over xi are realised by further iterations. It should beonsidered that any additional iteration inreases the omputational time signi�antly,beause at eah iteration step the Jaobian weighting funtion matrix Ki has to be om-puted again. The ost funtion �2 spei�es the number of needed iteration steps and anbe alulated via�2 = (y � yi)TS�1� (y � yi) + (xi � xap)TS�1ap (xi � xap) (5.25)at eah iteration step i. The iteration stops and onvergene is obtained when �2i � �2i�1.The SMAS retrieval shows a satisfying auray after eight iterations. The basi onditionto ful�l the onvergene riterion is, if �2 is smaller than the number of seleted hannels.5.5.3 Error CharaterisationSimulated MeasurementsThe simulated measurements of the normalised intensities requires an input pro�le ve-tor ontaining temperature, air density, and ozone density. Beause no real measurementsare available, a random noise fator has to be added to the simulated measurements inorder to generate quasi-realisti data. For the noise modeling normally distributed ran-dom numbers are reated with standard deviation values aording to the SMAS sensorharateristis.A priori Covariane MatrixFor the retrieval alulations produed in this thesis, a standard bakground model,the limatologial CIRA86 model [Fleming et al. (1988)℄ (temperature and air density)and the FASCODE model (ozone pro�les) [Anderson et al. (1995)℄ are used to selet thea priori pro�les xap. The a priori ovariane matrix Sap reets how lose the a prioripro�le is to the true state. A ovariane matrix is symmetri and non-negative de�nite,and is always positive de�nite. Usually the true pro�le is not known in reality. For thetemperature retrieval a linearly inreasing error pro�le starting from 10 K at 50 km heightup to 20 K at 100 km is used. For the a priori pro�les typial errors are expeted in priorozone pro�les and 20% unertainty for the diagonal elements of Sap is assumed. Furtherexists a orrelation between the thin layers de�ned by the sampling rate of the SMASsensor. For the non-diagonal elements of Sap a orrelation length L = 6 km is assumed,this means that the prior pro�les are usually smooth at sales smaller than the atmospherisale height. Theses non-diagonal elements are modeled via exponential drop-o� and anbe expressed by (Sap)ij = �i �j exp ��jzi � zj jL � ; (5.26)where zi and zj denote the height levels between whih the ovariane is expressed. Thestandard deviation is denoted by �i at a spei� height level and orresponds to �i =94



Figure 5.3. A priori ovariane matrix Sap for ozone (upper panel) and temperature (lower panel)with Gaussian drop-o� orrelations. The orrelation length L = 6 km, assumed unertainties of20% for ozone, and 10 K at 50 km height up to 20 K at 100 km for the temperature, respetively.p(Sap)ii. The notation of the resulting a priori ovariane matrix for the joint retrievalan be expressed by Sap = � SO3ap 00 SO2ap � :In Fig. 5.3 an example of the ozone ovariane matrix and temperature ovariane matrixused in the SMAS ozone and temperature retrieval is shown.Error Pattern MethodWith the error pattern method a priori pro�les xap an be alulated whih are on-sistent with Sap (e.g., [Rodgers (2000)℄). This method an be used for error vetors ingeneral, but for simpliity reasons it is only used in this thesis in the notation of the a95



priori pro�le. A ovariane matrix is symmetri, so that the matrix of eigenvetors L isorthogonal and an be normalised, so that L�1 = LT . In general any ovariane matrixan be deomposed. For the a priori ovariane matrix Sap followsSap =Xi �ilili =Xi eieTi ; (5.27)where the orthogonal vetors ei are the error patterns and these obey ei = p�i li. The eian be regarded as eigenvetors li of the a priori ovariane matrix Sap, weighted by thesquare root of the eigenvalues �i. The �rst ten error patterns of the ozone Sap are shownin Fig. 5.4.

Figure 5.4. The �rst ten saled eigenvetors (error patterns) of the ozone a priori ovarianematrix Sap.The random error � in x an be expressed as a sum of these error patterns�x =Xi ai ei ; (5.28)where the salar oeÆients ai are normally distributed random deviates with unit vari-ane, omputed from a normalised Gaussian distributer. To generate the a priori pro�lesstatistially onsistent with the Sap, the error vetor �x an be added to the "true" statevetor x. To verify this method, a so alled empirial error ovariane matrix Se an bedesigned by forming the expetation valueSe = h�x �Tx i = 1n nXj=1 �j;x �Tj;x (5.29)of an ensemble of realisations. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.5 for an ensemble of n = 100as well as of n = 10000 random vetors �x. As shown in this �gure, the empirial matrixapproahes the atual matrix with an inreasing number of ensemble members. The96



Figure 5.5. Empirial a priori ozone ovariane matrix using ensemble of 100 (upper panel) and10000 ( lower panel) with Gaussian drop-o� orrelations. The orrelation length L = 6 km and� = 20%.original matrix an be reonstruted by an in�nite number of ontributing random errorsto Se Sap = limx!0 nXj=1 �j;x �Tj;x : (5.30)Error Covariane MatrixInformation about the data error is essential for solving any inverse problem. Typially,the errors are assumed to be independent, identially distributed with equal variane(referred to as the error variane), and the error variane is estimated as part of theoptimisation. The error ovariane matrix S� was designed by taking 0.3% standard error(this orresponds to the RMS error harateristi as desribed in Setion 5.4; also 0.1%97



RMS error is possible, this orresponds to diamond diodes) at unity transmission andinreasing errors with dereasing transmissions yj, aording to(S�)jj = RMSpyj : (5.31)There is no orrelation between neighboring hannels and therefore the non-diagonal ele-ments of S� are set to zero.5.5.4 Spetral and Spatial InversionSpetral InversionThe separation of the absorbing speies for all involved hannels will be the �rst step inthe SMAS retrieval sheme before starting the vertial (or spatial) inversion. The spetralinversion an be solved due to determination of the horizontal olumn number densitiesof absorbing speies from the measured tangential atmospheri transmission data Th.This is oupled with the vertial inversion via an iterative loop. The olumnar ontentsdesribing the vertial distribution of the absorbing speies and an be determined usingthe BLUE algorithm as desribed above. The measured transmission an be expressed byBeer-Bougert-Lambert's law.Spatial InversionThe seond step in the retrieval sheme is the inversion of the tangential olumnnumber densities into vertial number density pro�les. This an be done for speies whihdereases approximately exponentially with altitude, via the Abel integral equation. Theonnetion between the tangential olumn number densities Ni(z) (z denotes the heightoordinate) and the vertial number densities ni(z) takes the form of an Abel integraltransform for a spherially symmetri atmosphere, this de�nition is general and applies toan arbitrary line of sight. By de�nition, the olumn number density of the ith absorbingspeies is given by Ni(z) = Z 11 ni(s0) ds0 ; (5.32)where ds0 is an element of path length along the line of sight, whih origin is lo-ated at the tangent point and the detetor assumed to be at s = 1. In a spheri-ally symmetri atmosphere, the ray path is symmetrial about the tangent point. De-noting the equations referring to the radius of the tangent point rt, substituting theheight oordinate z by the orresponding radius r, and furthermore by introduing thevariable r0 = (s2 + r2t )1=2, whih gives the geoentri distane of an arbitrary pointalong the ray path, Eq. 5.32 takes the form of an Abel integral transform (f., e.g.,[Hays and Roble (1968a), Hays and Roble (1968b)℄)Ni(rt) = 2Z 1rt dr0 r0ni(r0)pr02 � r2t ; (5.33)where ni(r0) is the number density of the ith absorbing speies at the distane r0 from theenter of Earth. Next, Eq. 5.33 an be inverted to obtain the number density of the ith98



absorbing speies at the radius rni(r) = � 1� Z 1rt dr0 1pr02 � r2t dNi(r0)dr0 : (5.34)To express Eq. 5.34 in terms of the tangent altitude z, the replaements r0 = z0+RE andrt = z +RE are neessary, and one obtainsni(z) = � 1� 1p2RE Z 1z dz0 1pz0 � z dNi(z0)dz0 ; (5.35)where the approximation rt+ r0 = 2RE + z+ z0 � 2RE is used [Lumpe et al. (1991)℄ sinethe maximum e�etive value of either z or z0 is muh less than the radius of Earth. Fortangent altitudes z � 100 km this approximation introdues an error of < 1%. In thesis,the more aurate form, Eq. 5.34, is used diretly.Both equations are algebrai forms of the Abel integral equation relating the tangentialolumn number densities Ni(z) at di�erent heights z to vertial density pro�les ni(z)(r = RE + z). For numerial omputations, Eqs. 5.34 and 5.35 have a disadvantagebeause due to existene of a singularity at the lower integral boundary. That disadvantagean be evaded with the method used in this thesis whih largely follows the work of S.Syndergaard [Syndergaard (1999)℄.In order to perform the inversion with an algebraially onvenient form, Eq. 5.34 isdisretised with the so alled onion-peeling method whih orresponds to a division of theatmosphere into shells. Eah shell orresponds to the distane between two onseutivesampling points, de�ned by the sampling rate of measurement devie, whih is 10 Hz for theSMAS sensor onept. The inversion algorithm has to be done for both absorbing speies,thus the subsript index is suppressed further on. The Eq. 5.34 is disretised assuming�rst, that the derivations of the tangential number densities of eah speies vary linearlyinside eah shell. The Abel integral equation an be put into matrix form, disretisedinto m shells (the subsript index j = 1; 2; � � � ;m orresponds to a �nite number of meanradii rj), and is regarded as a funtion of the independent impat parameters rj or rlorresponding to the mean radii (further on the subsript index t denoting the tangentpoint is negleted). Thus follows for Eq. 5.34n = ANd (5.36)with n = (n1; n2 � � � ; nm) and Nd = �(dNdr )1; (dNdr )2; � � � ; (dNdr )m�, andAjl = 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
0 ; l < j� 1�(rj+1�rj) �qr2j+1 � r2j � rj+1 ln� rj+1+qr2j+1�r2jrj �� ; l = j1� � 1rl�rl�1 �qr2l � r2j �qr2l�1 � r2j � rl�1 ln� rl+qr2l�r2jrl�1+qr2l�1�r2j ��� 1rl+1�rl �qr2l+1 � r2j �qr2l � r2j � rl+1 ln� rl+1+qr2l+1�r2lrl+qr2l�r2j ��� ; l > j (5.37)being the elements of an (m�m) triangular matrixA [Syndergaard (1999)℄. The kernel(r02 � r2)� 12 in Eq. 5.34 determines the struture, thus the diagonal elements in A arefar the largest ones and they are falling o� rapidly away from diagonal. The equationsabove an be used to alulate the vertial number densities of both, moleular oxygen99



and ozone from the tangential olumn number densities. As known from similar asesin other oultation tehniques (f., e.g., [Steiner et al. (1999)℄), the Abel inversion ofourse propagate not only the signal but measurement errors into the density pro�le.The further alulation of the pressure and temperature pro�les resulting from theretrieved density pro�les is rather straightforward and is desribed in the next setion.5.5.5 Retrieval of Pressure and TemperatureFrom the retrieved moleular oxygen density pro�le parameters of the neutral atmosphere,suh as density �, pressure p, and temperature T an be alulated by employing thehydrostati equation. For the SMAS data analysis only the partial pressure of moleularoxygen is useful, from the known distribution of the atmosphere as mixture of gases (formoleular oxygen 20.948% per volume), the total pressure results. The ontribution ofthe ozone partial pressure to the total pressure is negligible ompared to the ontributionof moleular oxygen. Thus only the data of moleular oxygen will be used to retrieve thepressure and temperature pro�les.The �rst step in the retrieval of a pressure pro�le from the density pro�le of moleularoxygen requires integration of the density pro�le along the vertial oordinate. Thereforethe moleular oxygen number density pro�le nO2(z) has to be related to the moleularmass density pro�le �O2m (z) by �O2m (z) = MO2nO2(z)NA ; (5.38)where MO2 denotes the molar mass of moleular oxygen and NA orresponds to Avo-gadro's number. The pressure pro�les an be derived via applying the hydrostati equa-tion, whih de�nes that the downward oriented gravitational fore F on a parel of airmust be equate the upward fores due to pressure gradients. Hene followsdF = �� g(z; ')dx dy dz (5.39)and for the pressure follows dp = �� g(z; ') dz ; (5.40)whih denotes the net fore per area. The aeleration of gravity g an be alulated by[Press (1993)℄ g(z; ') = 9:806 (1� 0:0026 os 2')(1� 3:1� 10�7z) : (5.41)The pressure an be obtained by integrating the hydrostati equationpO2(z) = Z 1z g(z0) �O2m (z0) dz0 (5.42)with an initialisation top of atmosphere, de�ned at a height of 120 km with a pressurep ' 0. Initialisation errors derease exponentially with the sale height of the atmosphereas the integration moves downwards the atmosphere.Using the total atmospheri pressure pro�le, the temperature pro�le of the middleatmosphere follows. The retrieval of the atmospheri temperature pro�le from density100



pro�les, and from the partial pO2(z) to total pressure pro�le p(z) requires the ideal gaslaw. In eah shell, the temperature T (z) an be alulated asT (z) = p(z)n(z)k ; (5.43)where k denotes the Boltzmann onstant. This equation yields the temperature pro�le ofthe atmosphere.5.6 Error Analysis FormulaeEvery sienti� result is subjet to error. It is important when reporting a value toalso report the error assoiated with it. Therefore error analysis and haraterisationis an important task for every measurement. The Bayesian approah forms the ba-sis for error analysis in the ase of oultation measurements (f., Appendix A) and amore detailed disussion about an be found in f. [Rieder and Kirhengast (2001a),Rieder and Kirhengast (2001b)℄). An introdution to error statistis an be found in[Lang and Puker (1998), Gershenfeld (1999), Storh and Zwiers (1999)℄.For a set of independent measurements xi of an ensemble x of possible states in asystem of interest several statistial properties an be de�ned. Typial variables are themean value x̂, the variane �̂2 (or var(x)), and the standard deviation ŝ. These quantitiesare often alled moments of a distribution of random variables.For a data set, the mean (or �rst moment of a distribution) is just the sum of all theobservations divided by the number of observations. The mean is the arithmeti averageof a set of values and an be desribed asx̂ � 1n nXi=1 xi : (5.44)The mean tells nothing about how big the utuation in x are around it. A onvenient wayto measure this is by the variane �̂2 (seond moment of a distribution). This quantityin error statisti is in probability theory a measure of its statistial dispersion, indiatinghow its possible values are spread around the expeted value. Where the expeted valueshows the loation of the distribution, the variane indiates the sale of the values, andis a standard form to indiate the possible deviations from the mean. The variane anbe expressed as �̂2 � 1n nXi=1 (xi � x̂)2 ; (5.45)this de�nes the average value of the square of the deviation around the mean.Another signi�ant measure is the expetation value of the estimators given by Eq.5.44 and Eq. 5.45, whih is the average value of a distribution. The expetation value ofx̂ is hx̂i = 1n nXi=1 hx̂ii = hxi � �x ; (5.46)while for the variane followsh�̂2i = 1n nXi=1 D(xi � x̂)2E = �2x � �2̂x = n� 1n �2x ; (5.47)101



where �2x and �2̂x are the varianes for x and x̂, respetively. To obtain the expetedmean value for the variane, Eq. 5.47 has to be orreted by the fator n=(n � 1). Thedi�erenes of pro�les are given by �x = xm � xr ; (5.48)where xm represents the measurement and xr a orresponding referene pro�le.After de�ning suh measures, an estimator for the so alled bias pro�le an be obtainedby substitution of xi in Eq. 5.47 by �xb̂ � 1n nXi=1 �x : (5.49)Applying this to Eq. 5.45 and Eq. 5.47 results inŝ2 � nn� 1 �̂2 = 1n� 1 nXi=1 ��x� b̂�2 ; (5.50)where ŝ is an estimator of the standard deviation of a bias-free pro�le xf = �x� b̂.In a more generally disussion an error ovariane matrix S an be de�ned asS = 1n� 1 nXi=1 xfxTf : (5.51)The diagonal elements in S are varianes at di�erent height levels l, the non-diagonalelements denote ovariane elements. Another measure of interest is the root-mean-square(RMS) r =qb̂2 + ŝ2 : (5.52)At last an error orrelation matrix R an be foundRlk = slkpsllskk ; (5.53)where the non-diagonal elements de�ne error ross-orrelations. Full orrelation is givenfor values of one inR, while zero non-diagonal values indiate no orrelation (the diagonalelements are all one and R equal the unit matrix).5.7 Statistial Optimisation of Ozone Pro�lesThe Abel inversion propagate not only the signal but the measurement into the densitypro�le. This provides an instable ozone pro�le at heights > 90 km due to the absorptionbehaviour of ozone (f. Setion 2.5.4). To produe ontinuous ozone pro�les (and a stableiterative retrieval algorithm) up to the upper boundary of the measured transmission data,a routine whih optimally ombines measured and bakground (a priori) vertial ozonenumber density pro�les has to be used.An optimal solution an be found withnopt = Bno + (1�B)nb ; (5.54)102



where nb is the bakground, no the observed number density pro�le, respetively. Theerror ovariane matrix B denotes the Gaussian transition from the observed to the bak-ground pro�le and an be expressed asBii = ( �i�i exp�� (r0�ri)2L2 � ; ri � r01 ; ri < r0 (5.55)where r0 denotes the height level where the transition starts (the altitude where the ozoneretrieval starts to be instable) and ri is the impat parameter at di�erent height levels.The orrelation length L = 2 km and the bakground errors (�i) are set to be one.For altitudes lower r0 the diagonal elements are set to be one, this means, only the ob-served pro�le aounts to the statistial optimisation [Gobiet and Kirhengast (2002)℄.As bakground pro�les FASCODE model data were hosen. A more detailed disus-sion about statistial optimisation an be found in [Gobiet and Kirhengast (2002),Gobiet and Kirhengast (2004)℄.
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6 Retrieval Performane AnalysisResults
In this Chapter retrieval results are presented, derived from the SMAS Shumann-Runge/Herzberg and Hartley band hannels 7 to 16 of Tab. 4.1. Monitoring the meso-sphere by the SMAS solar oultation sensor starts with the measurement of signal in-tensity pro�les, normalised to transmission pro�les, one for eah hannel. The sequentialinversion proess starts with a spetral inversion of transmission data to moleular oxygenand ozone olumnar ontent pro�les, followed by a spatial inversion via Abelian transformto obtain vertial number density pro�les. The same was done for moleular oxygen toobtain air density pro�les, whih are forming the basis of the temperature retrieval.The spetral inversion onverts the transmission data from the ten MUV-hannelsinto olumnar ontents desribing the horizontally-integrated vertial distribution of thetwo main absorbers, moleular oxygen and ozone. Therefore a joint ozone and temper-ature retrieval sheme based on SMAS transmission data was developed, proessed withan optimal estimation tehnique (f. Setion 5.5) providing a �rst guess from a prioriinformation.Month Latitude O2 and temperature: O3 pro�le:CIRA-86 model FASCODE modelEquator Equator Tropial / model 5January MidLat. 40 deg North MidLat. Winter / model 3HighLat. 60 deg North SubArti Winter / model 4Equator Equator Tropial / model 5Marh MidLat. 40 deg North MidLat. Winter / model 3HighLat. 60 deg North SubArti Winter / model 4Equator Equator Tropial / model 5July MidLat. 40 deg North MidLat. Summer / model 2HighLat. 60 deg North SubArti Summer / model 4Equator Equator Tropial / model 5Otober MidLat. 40 deg North MidLat. Summer / model 2HighLat. 60 deg North SubArti Summer / model 4Table 6.1. Temperature and density pro�les (ozone and moleular oxygen) used in the SMASretrieval sheme. 105



6.1 Ozone and Moleular Oxygen Density Pro�les Retrieval Per-formaneFor the ozone and moleular oxygen (as well as for the temperature) retrieval, an op-timal estimation sheme (f. Setion 5.5) inluding prior information was used. Theozone a priori information data were derived from AFGL-TR-86 data (FASCODE model)(f., e.g., [Anderson et al. (1995)℄). Table 6.1 summaries the density and temperaturepro�les used for the SMAS forward model and retrieval. The temperature and mole-ular oxygen pro�les are alulated from the CIRA-86 model. In this simulation study,SMAS transmission pro�les and geoloation data were taken and proessed with theBLUE inversion sheme. The forward model and its derivatives are alled iteratively,whih is forming the ore of the retrieval. The a priori information is of major impor-tane beause it is used to initialise as �rst guess the iteration of the retrieval. In a�rst step, the geoloation data were provided using an end-to-end simulator (EGOPS)(f. [Kirhengast (1998), Kirhengast et al. (2002)℄). The EGOPS delivers 'true' LEOorbits, geodetial position of the LEO satellite as well as a well approximated position ofthe Sun. The test oultation event was situated over north-eastern Frane and was theone also used by [Retsher et al. (2004a)℄.

Figure 6.1. Simulated single ozone density pro�les resulting from the SMAS proessing system(upper panel) for three di�erent latitudes (Equator, 40 deg north, 60 deg north) for January. Thebasi ozone densities were alulated from the AFGL-TR-86 (FASCODE) model (f. Tab. 6.1).The solid blak lines orrespond to the 'true' referene pro�les and the red lines to the a prioripro�les. The blue lines denote the retrieved ozone density pro�les after eight iterations. The lowerpanels show the related departure of the a priori ozone density pro�les (red lines) and the retrievedozone density pro�les (blue lines) from the 'true' pro�les, respetively.106



The iterative BLUE algorithm ombined with the Abel inversion an be used to al-ulate the vertial ozone and moleular oxygen number density pro�les. Some exemplaryretrieved single ozone pro�les (upper panel) for January for three di�erent latitudes (Equa-tor - left panel, 40 deg north - middle panel, and 60 deg north - right panel) are illustratedin Fig. 6.1, with densities over a logarithmi sale. The moleular oxygen density wasalulated from the CIRA-86 model, the ozone density from AFGL-TR-86 data. The il-lustrated vertial number density pro�les ontain some noise (indued 0.3% measurementerror at 10 Hz-sampled transmission data; orresponds to SMAS silion diode detetors,f. Setion 5.4). The vertial resolution is about 2 km. A relative ozone retrieval error ofless than �5% in most of the height domain of interest up to 90 km is found for the 0.3%measurement error ase.The lowest impat parameter r1 in Eq. 5.37 orresponds to about the 50 km heightlevel, where Th > 0:05 for the lowest-reahing hannel, while the uppermost impatparameter rm orresponds to an altitude of about 100 km (Th < 0:95). The Abel inversionis of ourse error-sensitive, this is, in partiular, notieable in the retrieved ozone numberdensity pro�les at heights > 90 km. To alulate the vertial ozone number density it ismeaningful to use the statistial optimisation proedure as desribed in Setion 5.7. Thisproedure is neessary to provide a ontinuous vertial ozone pro�le (for the use of theiterative BLUE algorithm) up to the height of the upper boundary of the transmission data(around 100 km). Furthermore, the disretisation of the Abel integral equation providesa disretisation error < 1% [Syndergaard (1999)℄.The e�ets of sintillation and dilution (f. Setion 5.2) were negleted in this work (thereasonable error resulting in the modeled transmissions is of size< 1% [Retsher (2004)℄).The a priori error ovariane matrix was hosen to have a standard deviation of 20% forozone. The random errors in the forward model were designed as outlined in Setion5.4, and a priori data as given in Setion 5.5.3. The error inurred by the disretisedsolution of the Abel transform with a matrix inversion tehnique and due to the numerialprogramming of the olumnar ontents pro�le is very small and negligible.Ozone absorbs only for the most part in the Hartley band, with the used upper wave-length boundary at 246 nm, whih de�nes the upper vertial boundary of a stable ozoneretrieval sheme and is situated around 90 km for the SMAS sensor onept. The inversionof the ozone vertial number density is very sensitive against the measurement error athigh altitudes. This an be readily explained onsidering the SMAS transmission plot (seeFig. 5.1); no appreiable signal from the 210-to-246-nm-hannels exists at altitudes above90 km. Thus the ozone pro�le an be observed up to an altitude of about 90 km, whihis suÆient to san the mesosphere, however. Ozone onentration above the mesosphereis generally negligible.For moleular oxygen, a stable inversion results up to an altitude of about 100 km.The a priori information data were derived from the CIRA-86 model. For the moleularoxygen retrieval a linearly inreasing error pro�le starting from 10% at 50 km height upto 20% at 100 km was used. The resulting moleular oxygen density pro�les are shown inFig. 6.2 for the same latitudes as in Fig. 6.1 for January (onverted into the air densitiesusing the known distribution of the atmosphere as mixture of gases). A relative moleularoxygen retrieval error (as well as air density retrieval error) of less than �2% is found forthe 0.3% measurement error ase for the major part of the height domain of interest.It results that the hannels from 190.00 nm up to 204.25 nm primarily detet themoleular oxygen-attenuated solar radiation. For the inversion of the vertial moleular107



Figure 6.2. Simulated single air density pro�les resulting from the SMAS proessing system (up-per panel) for three di�erent latitudes (Equator, 40 deg north, 60 deg north) for January. The airdensities were alulated from the CIRA-86 model (January). The solid blak lines orrespond tothe 'true' referene pro�les and the red lines to the a priori pro�les. The blue lines denote theretrieved air density pro�les after eight iterations. The lower panels show the related departure ofthe a priori air density pro�les (red lines) and the retrieved air density pro�les (blue lines) fromthe 'true' pro�les, respetively.oxygen number density, the inuene of noise is very small, therefore the inversion is verystable up to a top altitude of about 100 km.6.1.1 Statistial Errors of Ozone and Moleular Oxygen Density Pro�lesThree single events were seleted in the Setion above, the resulting ozone and moleularoxygen pro�les, and theirs orresponding errors, have been illustrated in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.Here, a more substantial error analysis is performed for four di�erent months (January,Marh, July, and Otober) and three di�erent latitudes (Equator, 40 deg north, and 60deg north). The statistial analysis is realised by hoosing 30 randomly initiated pro�lesalulated for one and the same oultation loation. An example of an ensemble of 30randomly initiated ozone (upper panel) and moleular oxygen (onverted into air density,lower panel) density pro�les is shown in Fig. 6.3. The bias pro�le b̂ (Eq. 5.49) and thebias � standard deviation pro�les b̂� ŝ (Eq. 5.50) are illustrated in Fig. 6.4.The bias pro�les in Fig. 6.4 show errors almost always lying below 2% for all heightlevels between 50 km and 70 km. Between 70 km and 80 km the pro�les tend to havebiases up to about 5%, and above the biases an arue up to 10%, whih reets thelow signal response at high altitudes in the Jaobian matrix. Due to the lower signal, the108



a priori date have more e�et on the retrieved pro�les. The standard deviations of theshown pro�les are below 1% for altitudes up to 70 km. Between 70 km and 80 km, thestandard deviations inreases to about 2%, above deviations greater than 5% an our.The moleular oxygen (air density) error pro�les are illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The erroris almost always lying below 1% for altitudes up to about 100 km. Only for lower altitudes(�50 km) the error inreases due to the signal beoming smaller. Here the bias error anreah up to �2%. A similar performane results for the standard deviation pro�le, whihlies between 55 km and 100 km at < 2%. Only at the lower boundary of the transmissiondata, the standard deviation an inrease up to �4%.

Figure 6.3. Ensemble of ozone (upper panel) and moleular oxygen (lower panel) pro�les. Theensemble onsists of 30 randomly initiated pro�les for one and the same oultation loation. Theblak lines (almost not visible) denote the 'true' referene pro�les. The blue lines denote theretrieved single ozone and moleular oxygen pro�les, respetively, and the red ones the a prioriozone pro�les. While the left panels show the pro�les diretly, the right panels show the relatedrelative errors; the departure of the a priori pro�les (red lines) and the retrieved pro�les (bluelines) from the 'true' pro�les, respetively.Aording to these results, the SMAS proessing system well aomplishes the require-ments de�ned in Setion 4.1.2. The statistial analysis demonstrates the robust mode ofoperation of the hosen retrieval proess. Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 learly point out thebasi apability of the SMAS proessing system for aurate ozone and air density retrievalin the mesosphere.
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Figure 6.4. Statistial errors for simulated ozone pro�les with 30 pro�les ontributing, for fourdi�erent months (January, Marh, July, and Otober), and three latitudes (Equator, 40 deg north,and 60 deg north). The green lines are the bias pro�les and the enveloping blue lines are the bias� standard deviation. A measurement error of 0.3% in the transmission data was assumed.110



Figure 6.5. Statistial errors for simulated air density pro�les with 30 pro�les ontributing, withsame onditions (inluding the same measurement error) as desribed for Fig. 6.4. The green linesare the bias pro�les and the enveloping blue lines are the bias � standard deviation.
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6.2 Temperature Pro�les Retrieval PerformaneThis Setion disusses the retrieval performane of a single temperature pro�le derivedfrom the air density pro�le via a pressure pro�le. As in the previous Setion, threelatitudes for January, for the northern hemisphere were proessed. The retrieval routinesfollow the BLUE inversion sheme (desribed in Setion 5.24) to produe the moleularoxygen olumnar ontent NO2 (spetral inversion), ombined with the Abel inversion ofthe olumnar ontent to obtain vertial density pro�les nO2 of moleular oxygen (spatialinversion). As desribed in Setion 5.5.5, the partial pressure pO2 of moleular oxygenand the total atmospheri pressure p result from the hydrostati equation given by Eq.5.39. The retrieval of the temperature pro�le T (z) from the pressure (and density) pro�lerequires the use of the ideal gas law as desribed by Eq. 5.43. The full hain is:Th(z)! NO2(z)! nO2(z)! pO2(z); p(z)! T (z) : (6.1)

Figure 6.6. Simulated single temperature pro�les resulting from the SMAS proessing system(upper panel) for three di�erent latitudes (Equator, 40 deg north, and 60 deg north) for January.The solid blak lines orrespond to the 'true' referene pro�les and the red lines to the a prioripro�les. The blue lines denote the retrieved temperature pro�les after eight iterations. Thedeparture of the a priori temperature pro�les (red lines) and retrieved temperature pro�les (bluelines) from the 'true' pro�les, respetively, is shown in the lower panels. A measurement error of0.3% in the transmission data was assumed.The resulting single temperature pro�les are illustrated in Fig. 6.6, from this plotfollows that an aurate pro�le of the temperature an be obtained with the SMAS sensor112



onept, analogous to the density pro�les of moleular oxygen, up to an altitude of about100 km.No signi�ant bias of the retrieved temperature from residual errors in the disretisationof the Abel integral (the numerial solution of the Abel transform), the spetral inversionproedure, and the numerial solution of the hydrostati integral is observed. The vertialresolution of the pro�les is about 2 km. For the error haraterisation of the a prioritemperature pro�les, a linearly inreasing error pro�le starting from 10 K at 50 km heightup to 20 K at 100 km was used. The temperature was alulated from the CIRA-86 model.As Fig. 6.6 quantitatively shows, the error of the retrieved temperature pro�le is less than�2:5 K for the height region up to an altitude of about 100 km.6.2.1 Statistial Errors of Temperature Pro�lesThe same three latitudes and four months used in Setion 6.1.1 were used for the SMAStemperature statistial performane analysis. The a priori information was taken fromthe CIRA-86 model. In Fig. 6.7, an ensemble of 30 randomly initiated temperature pro�lesis illustrated (left panel). The red lines denote the a priori, the blue lines the retrievedtemperature pro�les, respetively. The right panel shows the related relative (ideal ase/apriori) errors, the linearly with altitude inreasing error in the a priori pro�les is wellvisibly in this plot.

Figure 6.7. Simulated temperature ensemble (left panel) and related relative errors (right panel).The ensemble onsists of 30 randomly initiated pro�les for one and the same oultation loation.The blak line (almost not visible, left panel) denotes the 'true' referene pro�le. The blue linesrefer the retrieved single temperature pro�les and the red ones to the a priori temperature pro�les.While the left panel shows the pro�les diretly, the right panel shows the related relative errors;the departure of the a priori pro�les (red lines) and retrieved pro�les (blue lines) from the 'true'pro�le, respetively.In Fig. 6.8 the statistial temperature errors for an ensemble of pro�les are shown forfour di�erent months (January, Marh, July, and Otober) and three latitudes (Equator,40 deg north, and 60 deg north). The bias pro�les show errors almost always below 2 Kfor the height range between 55 km and 100 km; only for regions below 55 km the errorsinrease up to �3 K. The standard deviation in the height region between 55 km and 90km is below 2 K, for higher altitudes above 90 km it an inrease up to 5 K due to the lowsignal response in the Jaobian matrix. For regions below 55 km, the standard deviationan inrease similarly as for higher altitudes (�5 K). In summary, a good estimation ofthe temperature pro�le over the entire mesosphere an be done with the SMAS sensoronept, in line with the SMAS requirements.113



Figure 6.8. Statistial errors for simulated temperature pro�les with 30 pro�les ontributing, withsame onditions (same measurement errors) as desribed for Fig. 6.4. The green lines are the biaspro�les and the enveloping blue lines are the bias � standard deviation.
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6.3 Global-mean Results for Ozone, Air, and Temperature Pro-�lesIn this Setion the overall, average values of the statistial errors of the regarded ensem-bles of density pro�les of ozone, air (air density pro�les are in general more meaningfulfor atmospheri investigations than moleular oxygen pro�les), and temperature are illus-trated. The performane analysis (as desribed in Setion 5.6) again inludes pro�les offour di�erent months (January, Marh, July, and Otober) and three di�erent latitudes(Equator, 40 deg north, and 60 deg north). From this set of 12 ensembles in total, theglobal-mean values of the bias pro�les and bias � standard deviation pro�les were alu-lated for two di�erent ases of measurements error, for (1) standard UV silion diodes,and (2) more preise UV diamond diodes. The �rst ase orresponds to a measurementerror of 0.3%, as already used for all previous performane analysis results shown, thelatter ase orresponds to a redued measurement error of 0.1%.

Figure 6.9. Global-mean results of the statistial performane analysis for two di�erent ases ofassumed measurement errors for ozone (left panels), air density (middle panels), and temperature(right panels). The upper panels illustrate 0.1%, the lower panels 0.3% measurement error, respe-tively. The green lines are bias pro�les and the enveloping blue lines are the biases � standarddeviations of the full set of pro�les.Figure 6.9 shows that for ozone the global-mean bias lies below 2% up to an altitudeof about 80 km, above it inreases up to 5% for both measurement error ases. Fortemperature, the resulting global-mean bias lies below 2 K for the omplete height rangeof interest for both ases. The global-mean air density bias behaves similarly for bothases, it lies below 2%. Considering the global-mean standard deviations, the magnitude115



inreases, as is to be expeted for inreasing measurement error, as Fig. 6.9 instrutivelyshows.In summary, the resulting global-mean bias pro�les are essentially idential for bothmeasurement error ases and ful�l the requirements laid out for the SMAS sensor onept.The standard deviation inreases with inreasing measurement error but it is still withinthe SMAS requirements in almost the entire domain of interest also for the standard UVsilion diode 0.3% errors.
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Summary and ConlusionsIn this thesis a new onept of solar oultation measurements was analysed, allowing toretrieve vertial pro�les of temperature and ozone throughout the mesosphere. An end-to-end performane analysis for both atmospheri parameters was arried, out based onan implementation of adequate retrieval tehniques.The Sun Monitor and Atmospheri Sounder (SMAS) solar oultation sensor oneptenabled the retrieval of the atmospheri key parameters temperature and ozone (alongwith air density and others), furnishing a good estimation of the atmospheri state inthe mesosphere. The measured limb normalised intensity (transmission) data an berelated to height pro�les of the major absorbing speies, whih are for the mesosphere,in the regarded middle ultraviolet wavelength region, just moleular oxygen and ozone.Moleular oxygen density pro�les an, in turn, be onverted to pressure and temperaturepro�les. These data are of major importane for atmospheri analysis and proess studiesas well as for middle atmosphere modeling and limate hange monitoring. This thesisdemonstrated for SMAS the feasibility of the onept.In the �rst Chapter a detailed disussion on relevant atmospheri physis was given. Itillustrated the omposition and struture of the atmosphere, espeially the middle atmo-sphere, and gave an introdution to ozone physis and hemistry. The subsequent seondChapter dealt with details on atmospheri and solar radiation, inluding the onnetionbetween radiative transfer to the onept of absorption, emission, and sattering proesses.An important part of this Chapter foused on the omplex moleular oxygen ultravioletabsorption system, inluding the Shumann-Runge and Herzberg absorption system. Thethird Chapter gave an introdution to tehniques of atmospheri remote sensing and espe-ially details on solar oultation, the method of key interest were disussed. In the fourthChapter a onise desription of the SMAS sensor onept, inluding of the payload of apotential satellite and of the instrument harateristis, was presented. The �fth Chaptergave a detailed desription of the end-to-end SMAS data proessing system developedand of the error analysis setup. The �nal Chapter six introdued and disussed retrievalperformane analysis results on the ozone and temperature retrieval for the SMAS sensoronept.The SMAS sensor measures radiation oming from the Sun in the middle ultravioletwavelength band (185 nm to 250 nm used). The measured normalised intensities at seletedwavelengths in the Shumann-Runge bands and Herzberg ontinuum (moleular oxygenabsorption) as well as in the Hartley band (ozone absorption) an be inverted into ozoneand temperature pro�les by the use of the developed SMAS proessing system.The forward model strongly inuenes physis-based retrieval algorithms. Therefore arealisti forward model representing the physial state of the atmosphere was designed andimplemented, adequately simulating the solar radiation measured by a spaeborne sensor117



above the top of the atmosphere. The forward model algorithm needs to be not onlyaurate but also fast, due to the needed high spetral resolution of the Shumann-Rungewavelength hannels. Several forward model approximations were developed and arefullyevaluated in the retrieval proess. An approximation with pieewise spetral integration,to e�etively redue the number of basi forward model runs, was found the preferablehoie. An integral over the line of sight, onneting the Sun with the SMAS instrument,was arried out by onsidering the absorptive atmospheri onstituents (basially ozoneand moleular oxygen) as well as inluding the refrative behaviour of the bulk air.An optimal estimation approah to solve the inverse problem was used. The inputfor this were simulated measurements (superposed with noise) and a priori (�rst guess)temperature and density pro�les, omplimented by statistial models of the unertainties(error ovariane matries) of the a priori and measurement information. The moderatelynon-linear radiative transfer problem was solved by the use of a Best Linear UnbiasedEstimator (BLUE) algorithm, in form of an iterative inversion algorithm employing aTaylor series expansion about the �rst guess pro�le, and stopping after minimisation ofa ost funtion. For the SMAS proessing system, a number of eight iterations to safelyreah onvergene was found adequate.For the SMAS performane analysis, a small set of ten wavelength hannels was se-leted to over the ozone and moleular oxygen absorption bands for limb transmissionsover the entire mesosphere, providing maximum possible information from the measure-ments. Aording to the ACLISCOPE satellite mission requirements (the mission oneptwhere SMAS was proposed), the SMAS measurements should provide information on tem-perature pro�les in the mesosphere with an auray < 2 K at a vertial resolution of �2km.The performane analysis for the temperature pro�le retrieval revealed exellent per-formane throughout the mesosphere from 50 km up to 100 km. Similarly, the ozoneretrieval showed exellent performane in the height range from 50 km to 80-90 km. Anerror analysis was performed for both, temperature and ozone, from whih error statis-tis were shown for four di�erent months (January, Marh, July, and Otober) and threedi�erent (low, mid, high) latitudes (Equator, 40 deg north, and 60 deg north). In thisanalyses, the limatologial bakground model CIRA-86 was used to supply a priori tem-perature and moleular oxygen information. The ozone a priori information was derivedfrom AFGL-TR-86 data (FASCODE model).The performane analysis results for temperature showed that the temperature pro�lesan be retrieved to < 2 K auray at heights from 55 km to 100 km at �2 km vertialresolution. The ozone pro�les were found to be retrievable to < 5% auray at �2km height resolution from 50 km to 80 km and to < 10% auray at heights up to 90km. The performane ful�ls the ACLISCOPE satellite mission requirements ompletely.The adapted measurement error superposed on the simulated transmission data was 0.3%at 10 Hz sampling rate, following the SMAS reeiver/detetor measurement aurayspei�ation of the ACLISCOPE satellite mission for standard silion detetor diodes.Comparative simulations were also performed for a 0.1% (instead of 0.3%) measurementerror (diamond detetor diodes) but already the 0.3% error results were found satisfatoryand thus used as baseline assumption.In summary, the developed SMAS proessing system was found apable of robustlyproduing mesospheri data within the required auray, given realisti noise levels on thedata. Also, a very important feature is the self-alibrating nature of the SMAS oultation118



data, wherefore the retrieved pro�les will exhibit very low (if any) residual biases and thee�ets of instrument degradation over time an be essentially negleted.The SMAS sensor onept thus bears great apability to monitor mesospheri tem-perature and ozone and to produe long-term stable data with high vertial resolutionand auray. This would be a muh needed dataset for limate hange monitoring andresearh.
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A Inverse Problem Theory
Qualitative Classi�ation of Inverse ProblemsInverse problems are usually solved by maximising a ost funtion term for the forwardmodel, whih provides a linear solution of the problem. Prior information of various kindshas to be onsidered as well. Generally linear problems provides a ost funtion whihis quadrati in the state vetor, so that the equations to be solved are then linear. Anon-linear problem shows mostly a non-linear forward model, if the forward model islinear, a prior information onstrains the problem and it follows non-linearity. Also anynon-Gaussian probability density funtion (pdf) as prior information produes non-linearproblems. A qualitative lassi�ation about the linearity of inverse problems an be doneas follows [Rodgers (2000)℄:Linear: if the forward model funtion is given by y = Kx and any a priori knowledgeis Gaussian.Nearly linear: non-linear problems, but linearisation about some prior state is possible.These problems are linear to the auray of the measurements, or to the requiredauray of the solution within the ommon range of variation of the state.Moderately non-linear: these are problems where linearisation is adequate for error anal-ysis, but not for �nding a solution.Grossly non-linear: problems whih are non-linear within the range of their errors.Tab. A.1 gives a short overview about inverse problems and their lassi�ations.The Bayesian ApproahThe Bayesian approah is based diretly on Bayes' theorem and is more general thanlassial estimators. Bayes theorem de�nes how the measurement pdf maps into statespae, and ombines with prior information. The mehanism for doing this approahrequires to assume that the parameter is a random variable with a known prior probabilitydensity funtion. The Bayesian approah is the method to solve by noise perturbed inverseproblems. Thereby prior information is quanti�ed as a probability density funtion overthe state spae. On the other hand, imperfet measurement an be quanti�ed by a pdfover the measurement spae aording to the forward model y = F(x) + �.Probability density is a salar-valued funtion, for this approah a funtion of the statevetor or measurement vetor and an be summarised as follows:121



A of full rank A is rank de�ientrank(A) = min(m;n) rank(A) < min(m;n)m>n m=n m<n m, n unorderedrank(A) = n rank(A) = m = n rank(A) = m rank(A) < min(m;n)Ax = y: over- Ax = y: even- Ax = y: under- Ax = y: under- ordetermined determined determined mixed-determined�A�1 9A�1 �A�1 �A�1A�g = A�g = A�1 A�g = A�g = V��gUT(ATA)�1AT AT (AAT )�1x = A�gy x = A�1y x = A�gy x = A�gyleast-squares exat solution min norm least-squares - minsolution solution norm solutionTable A.1. Short overview about inverse problems and their lassi�ations, wherem is the numberof measurements in the measurement vetor y, n is the number of state elements in the statevetor x, A�g is the generalised inverse, and A�1 and A�T are the inverse and transpose matrix,respetively (f., e.g. [Rodgers (2000)℄).P (x) an be de�ned as the prior pdf of the state x. P (x) dx is the probability beforethe measurement that state x lies in the multidimensional volume (x; x+ dx). Itsnormalised and thus applies R P (x) dx = 1. The P (x) is prior in the sense that itdoes not take into aount any information about y.P (y) designates the prior pdf of the measurement. This is the probability density funtionbefore the data have been measured (and ats as a normalising onstant).P (x, y) an be de�ned as the joint prior pdf of x and y. This means that P (x;y) dx dyis the probability that x lies in (x; x+ dx) and y lies in (y; y + dy).P (yjx) refer to the onditional pdf of y given x. This refers to the unertainty in thedata and means that P (yjx) dy is the probability that y lies in (y; y + dy) whenx has a given value.P (xjy) refers to the pdf of x after the data have been measured. This means thatP (xjy) dx is the probability that x lies in (x; x + dx) when y has a given value.This is the quantity that is of interest for solving the inverse problem.In the Bayesian approah, the prior probability density P (x) an be de�ned by theintegral over all values of y, thus followsP (x) = Z 1�1 P (x;y) dy : (A.1)Likewise P (y) an be found be integrating over all values of x. The onditional pdf P (yjx)is proportional to the values of P (y;x) as a funtion of y for a given value of x. Theonstant of proportionality prepossess R P (yjx) dy = 1 and P (y;x) an be divided bythe integral along the line as P (yjx) = P (x;y)R P (x;y) dy : (A.2)122



Inserting Eq. A.1 for the integral in the equation above furnishP (yjx) = P (x;y)P (x) (A.3)and it applies by the use of the same arguments that P (xjy) = P (x;y)=P (y). Theelimination of P (x;y) between the two equations leads to Bayes's theorem as a relationbetween the two di�erent onditional probability densities and an be written asP (xjy) = P (yjx)P (x)P (y) ; (A.4)where P (xjy) is the posterior pdf of the state when the measurement is given. P (yjx)desribes the information of y that would be obtained if the state were x. To alulateP (yjx) requires only the knowledge of the forward model and the statistial desriptionof the measurement. The evidene P (y) aords to a saling onstant, independent of xand is needed to ensure that P (xjy) integrates to one.The oneptional approah to solve inverse problems de�ned by Bayes' theorem anbe summarised as:� Prior information is expressed as probability density funtion pdf and is known beforethe measuring proedure starts.� A forward model desribes the measurement proedure and maps the state spaeinto the measurement spae.� With Bayes' theorem a formalism exists to invert this mapping and alulate aposterior pdf by updating the prior pdf with the measurement pdf.A detailed disussion about the Bayesian approah for atmospheri remote soundingan be found in [Rodgers (1976), Rodgers (1990), Rodgers (2000)℄, whih provided thebasis for this summary desription.
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6.4 Statistial errors for simulated ozone pro�les with 30 pro�les ontributing,for four di�erent months (January, Marh, July, and Otober), and threelatitudes (Equator, 40 deg north, and 60 deg north). The green lines are thebias pro�les and the enveloping blue lines are the bias� standard deviation.A measurement error of 0.3% in the transmission data was assumed. . . . . 1106.5 Statistial errors for simulated air density pro�les with 30 pro�les ontribut-ing, with same onditions (inluding the same measurement error) as de-sribed for Fig. ??. The green lines are the bias pro�les and the envelopingblue lines are the bias � standard deviation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1116.6 Simulated single temperature pro�les resulting from the SMAS proessingsystem (upper panel) for three di�erent latitudes (Equator, 40 deg north,and 60 deg north) for January. The solid blak lines orrespond to the'true' referene pro�les and the red lines to the a priori pro�les. The bluelines denote the retrieved temperature pro�les after eight iterations. Thedeparture of the a priori temperature pro�les (red lines) and retrievedtemperature pro�les (blue lines) from the 'true' pro�les, respetively, isshown in the lower panels. A measurement error of 0.3% in the transmissiondata was assumed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1126.7 Simulated temperature ensemble (left panel) and related relative errors(right panel). The ensemble onsists of 30 randomly initiated pro�les forone and the same oultation loation. The blak line (almost not vis-ible, left panel) denotes the 'true' referene pro�le. The blue lines referthe retrieved single temperature pro�les and the red ones to the a prioritemperature pro�les. While the left panel shows the pro�les diretly, theright panel shows the related relative errors; the departure of the a prioripro�les (red lines) and retrieved pro�les (blue lines) from the 'true' pro�le,respetively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1136.8 Statistial errors for simulated temperature pro�les with 30 pro�les on-tributing, with same onditions (same measurement errors) as desribedfor Fig. ??. The green lines are the bias pro�les and the enveloping bluelines are the bias � standard deviation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1146.9 Global-mean results of the statistial performane analysis for two di�erentases of assumed measurement errors for ozone (left panels), air density(middle panels), and temperature (right panels). The upper panels illus-trate 0.1%, the lower panels 0.3% measurement error, respetively. Thegreen lines are bias pro�les and the enveloping blue lines are the biases �standard deviations of the full set of pro�les. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
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Abstract: 
This study develops and demonstrates the performance of a realistic forward model and 
retrieval algorithm for ozone and temperature sounding by the Sun Monitor and Atmospheric 
Sounder (SMAS) instrument. The SMAS sensor concept employs the solar occultation 
technique and is primarily aiming at mesospheric profiles. The SMAS sensor provides self 
calibrating normalised intensity data. This work focused on occultation data between 185 nm 
and 250 nm to compute transmission data for an ozone and temperature retrieval algorithm 
in the mesosphere. A processing system is presented and used to calculate atmospheric 
profiles from the solar radiation. This includes a mathematical description of the 
measurement as well as the retrieval. The retrieval was performed with an optimal estimation 
technique by incorporation of a priori (first guess) data. The moderately non-linear radiative 
transfer problem was solved by a Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) algorithm. An end-
to-end retrieval performance analysis was carried out for the developed retrieval processing 
system, which was found to yield mesospheric temperature and ozone profiles with <2 K and 
<5% accuracy, respectively, at ~2 km vertical resolution. These very encouraging results for 
mesospheric temperature and ozone sounding fulfil the target requirements laid out for the 
SMAS occultation sensor concept. They promise a new quality level of much needed global 
atmospheric profiling of the mesosphere in the context of climate change monitoring and 
research. 
 
 
 
Zum Inhalt: 
In dieser Arbeit werden ein realistisches Vorwärtsmodell und ein dazugehöriger Retrieval-
Algorithmus für Temperatur- und Ozonbestimmung mit Hilfe eines sogenannten Sun Monitor 
and Atmospheric Sounder (SMAS) Instrumentes vorgestellt. Das SMAS Sensor Konzept 
verwendet die Sonnenokkultationsmethode und erzeugt primär Dichte- und 
Temperaturprofile im Höhenbereich der Mesosphäre. Der SMAS Sensor liefert selbst-
kalibrierte normierte Intensitätsdaten. Für das Ozon- und Temperatur-Retrieval werden in 
dieser Arbeit primär Intensitätsdaten im Wellenlängenbereich zwischen 185 nm und 250 nm 
verwendet. Ein zugehöriges Datenverarbeitungssystem zur Berechnung der gewünschten 
atmosphärischen Dichte- und Temperaturprofile aus diesen solaren Intensitätsdaten wird 
vorgestellt. Das bedeutet eine mathematische Beschreibung des Messvorganges und 
Retrievals. Das Retrieval basiert auf der sogenannten "optimal estimation" Methode. Die 
Input-Daten zur Erzeugung dieser simulierten Messwerte (überlagert mit realistischen 
Messfehlern) sind sogenannte a priori (geschätzte) Temperatur- und Dichteprofile. Das 
resultierende moderat nicht lineare Strahlungstransferproblem wurde mit Hilfe eines Best 
Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) iterativen Inversions-Algorithmus gelöst. Eine End-to-End 
Retrieval Analyse wurde durchgeführt, welche Temperatur- und Ozonprofile mit einer 
Genauigkeit <2 K beziehungsweise <5% bei einer vertikalen Höhenauflösung von ~2 km 
lieferte. Diese sehr ermutigenden Ergebnisse erfüllen zur Gänze die an das SMAS Sensor 
Konzept gestellten Anforderungen und versprechen eine neue Qualität an globalen 
mesosphärischen Daten zur Beobachtung und Erforschung von Klimaänderungen. 
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